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ABSTARCT 

These last ten years, in Algeria noise pollution has become an environmental issue where 

people are exposed to unacceptable levels of noise. The main noise source is from traffic, from 

neighbourhood and domestic noise particularly {entertainment premises known as wedding 

halls}. Other significant sources of noise annoyance in Algeria include building construction 

and household noise as well as car alarms and even barking dogs. In this present study, my 

concern will be on one of the main noise source in Algeria which is noise from entertainment 

halls. 

In Algeria, there is no existing framework or enforceable code for noise control. In view of the 

absence of a proper noise control standard in Algeria, a large number of wedding halls have 

been built without any protection {insulation, double glazing ... } causing disturbance and 

annoyance in the neighbourhood. The noise from these wedding halls is badly affecting 

neighbours. Modern amplification and music styles make this an increasing problem. 

Therefore local people saw their lives disturbed by the noise caused by these kinds of 

recreational halls. As a result of the lack of standards, this study was conducted. A noise 

survey has never been previously attempted in Algeria. 

The aim of this survey is to establish noise level limits and measurements according to the 

WHO guidelines recommended to create the necessary set off regulations and guidelines on 

which we could rely in treating the different noise problems in Algeria. 

During my investigations in Algiers concerning this subject I have understood that all the 

entertainment premises I have visited in the centre of the capital and its suburbs have been 

working without applying any true ,clear regulations concerning noise in general . I have 

found out that unfortunately {for these premises neighbourhood} no serious standards or 

codes of practice have been written in Algeria for the purpose of giving guidance or an 

objective assessment methodology to assist officers investigating neighbour and 

neighbourhood noise when they happen to deal with noise complaints. 

Up to now the only body noise complainers could refer to solve their noise problem is the 

police who most of the time resolve to make the antagonists meet, to cut the matter short they 

usually order them to reach a mutual compromise and resolve the problem amicably. In fact, 

most of the wedding halls which have sprung up everywhere and everyday between 2000 and 

2008 have opened up in centre of towns close to places of residence entailing extreme noise 

nuisance to the neighbourhood. The people affected by noise disturbance do not know who 

can settle their complaints, except of course, a legal action which of course involves a loss of 

time and money. 



The measurements show a considerable increase in the noise level when the 'weddings' are on. 

This would not prove acceptable in the UK. Arguments will need to be advanced as to the 

correct criteria to be used in the specific circumstances of Algeria and how they can be 

achieved using local materials and construction practices. 
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1.1 Introduction 

There is no doubt that noise disturbance to the human environment is escalating at 

such a high rate that it will become a major threat to the quality of human lives. In the 

past thirty years, noise in all areas, especially in urban areas, has been increasing 

rapidly. Noise has been defined as unwanted sound that may cause adverse impacts 

among people, the environment or even both [1]. 

The most common effect of noise is annoyance and physiological stress. This feeling 

results from sleep disturbance or interference with communication such noise from 

loud music. Noise has always been an environmental problem for man. It is hardly 

surprising then that it has become an issue in our modem society where cars and 

aircraft, machines and people, and the technology of communication, all contribute to 

noise levels. Noise may be seen as something, which can pollute the environment 

where we work or live, when it is too loud, persistent or intrusive. 

I.~ Motivation 

During my master's studies drawing on the UK practice in controlling the noise from 

entertainment premises, I studied the UK strategy to overcome the noise problem. 

At first, the aim of my study was to learn the rules, regulations, guidelines and laws 

which are applied in the UK and then adapt and apply them in my country Algeria in 

the future. 

On the other hand I have come to the conclusion that the control of the noise from 

pubs and clubs and or their surrounding areas is legislatively very complex and closely 

related to the technical solutions. 

As a matter of fact the health officers' teams seem to face some difficulties in dealing 

with the noise problem. 

We can summarise this difficulty in two fundamental problems: 

• The difficulty in using current and existing standards procedures to equate 

measured levels of noise emanated with the subjective annoyance caused. 

• How to deal with the problem and relieve the nuisance however it is measured. 

Entertainment noise control is further complicated by the fact that what does or does 

not constitute a nuisance is not defined in law but is left totally to the discretion of the 

local Environmental officer who is given by the 1974 Control of Pollution Act the 

power to determine ambient noise levels on a neighbourhood basis and to take action 

through the courts against any infringement. The role of the local authority is also to 
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be careful that «the best practicable means have been used for preventing or 

counteracting the effect of the noise» section 59 of the Act [~J. 

BS4l42 (1997) is an attempt to help the local authority decide what constitutes a 

nuisance by setting out a procedure for measurement of the offending noise involving 

both mean and peak event recording and the use of correction factors depending upon 

characteristics of the noise itself. 

Nevertheless, it has been noticed during my research that the majority of dubs veDUe5 

whether purpose built or using an existing specific type building (ballroom or theatre 

type) will attempt to comply with the requirements stated by the authorities, 

employing if necessary an architect or an acoustician. In addition to that, and from my 

own experience in joining the HEO (Health and Environment Office) team from 

Westminster Council on their moving on the field (to check whether the involved 

venues actually complied with their decisions), it has been observed that whenever 

music breakout was at the origin of the complaints and investigations of the 

Environmental officers, the problem was generally dealt with rapidly. The 

entertainment premises management immediately complied with the authorities' 

decisions or advices. 

That is why through all the different case studies of entertainment noise problems, the 

issue in the end regarding the provision of licences by the local authorities in charge 

of the noise a licence allowing an additional opening time (fromn-oopm up to 01-00 

am or even 0J-00aI1l) by or allowing a licence for a high number of patrons, is never 

caused by music breaking out of the venues themselves, but the external noises caused 

by cars parking in the venues surroundings, pedestrians, patrons going to or leaving 

these entertainment premises. Most of the time the local authorities refused the 

demanded extra licence arguing that any additional noise level (even a small one) 

added to existing ones or the ambient noise levels would be unacceptable and would 

be disturbing the resident's sleeping in the neighbourhood. And as it had always 

proved practically impossible for the venues owners to prevent street noises, then no 

licence appeal has been favourably considered. 

So far, this question of noise has been neglected in Algeria and never had priority due 

to so many other crucial problems. 
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I.) Aims 

The main aim of this study is to establish a noise level limits and measurement 

protocols as recommended within the WHO guidelines and create the necessary 

regulations and guidelines specific to Algeria based on these recommendations. 

This can be achieved by the following steps: 

1. identification of appropriate subjective indicators of an annoying noise source 

1. Collection of viable noise monitoring data both externally and intemally to 

residents premises in attempt to describe the background and specific noise 

levels arising from wedding halls 

3. To analyse data collected form subjective and objective monitoring 

4. To propose solutions and recommendation for noise control 

1.4 Contribution o/the thesis 

As a noise survey has never been attempted before in Algeria, I have tried through this 

modest work to get the inspiration from similar work which has been done in UK in by 

following the same procedure (noise monitoring, data analysis and drawing 

conclusions and suggesting recommendation). 

Having analysed the data from noise monitoring, I have come up to a conclusion that 

noise from wedding halls is in fact annoying people more and more. I have suggested 

that both weightings A and C should be used when assessing noise from wedding halls. 

This choice is explained throughout the thesis. I have also suggested four different 

criteria to deal with this type of noise as follow: 

• LAeq (ON) - LA90 (OFF) 

• LAeq (ON) - LAeq(OFF) 

• LCeq (ON) - LC90 (OFF) 

• LCeq (ON) - LCeq (OFF) 

These criteria will all be used simi1arly. For obvious reasons the number of subjects 

questioned was limited to twenty five person. Therefore, the subjective survey should 

cover more subjects, say twenty five thousand instead. However, this can only be 

realistic and done with the help of the government and the local authorities by means 

of funds and logistic resources. 

I hope this present work will contribute to encourage the Algerian public Authorities 

and services concerned, to find a solution to this nuisance which can lead, if not 

treated to more serious consequences affecting the public health. My goal is to attempt 
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to transfer and adapt all the knowledge acquired in my study taking into account the 

specificities of the Algerian environment, the cultural characteristics and financial 

constrains in particular the control of noise during the period of rest such as -siesta" 

which is an area requiring original research and not simply an adaptation of UK 

methods (though the UK approaches themselves remain in contention) .The cultural 

characteristics impinge on the noise control requirements ,as permitted noise may be 

different to that in the evening/night. 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 

Chapter 1 describes the main aim of this research and its importance. This chapter also 

points to the contribution of this thesis in the immediate and long term for Algeria. 

Chapter 2. gives an introduction to noise and outlines a literature review for this 

subject. It starts with the description of basic acoustics definitions, followed by 

subjective perceptions of the sound types such as intermittent noise, tonal sound. It 

also introduces the different type of noise sources as well as the impact of noise 

nuisance impact on health. 

Chapter 3 starts with the brief introduction of noise problem in Europe and other 

countries. This chapter also deals with the different legislations and noise standards in 

Europe and some of the countries of the rest of the world. It explains how noise 

nuisance are dealt with locally, what are the solution and action that can be taken to 

stop and reduce noise pollution. The chapter ends with a critical review of how noise is 

tackled in Europe. 

Chapter 4 is a case study describing noise problem in and noise control in UK. This 

chapter focuses in a particular noise nuisance which is noise in entertainment music in 

UK by examining the current standards and codes of practice. This chapter also 

introduces the UK strategy in controlling the music noise from pubs and clubs and 

explains licensing and UK legislation and enforcement. 

Chapter 5 outlines the Algerian's administrative division as well as the local and 

regional government; it also gives an overview of a demography growth of Algeria 

which is closely related to the buildings' quick and urgent needs in the country. It also 

describes buildings' state in Algeria which is poorly insulated with no thermal or 

acoustic insulation. Noise types and noise problems in Algeria are enumerated in this 

chapter pointing the entertainment noise problem as one of the most disturbing noise; 

this was one of the reasons that influenced the purpose of this study. Noise control 

standards are also provided with the only decree existing as well as the Algerian's 
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nonns which are essentially based on the French nonns. Dealing with the noise in 

Algeria will also be presented in this chapter to understand how this problem is 

starting to be taken into consideration and tackled. 

Chapter 6 describes the noise survey conducted in Algeria. Two types of noise 

assessment have been identified, subjective and objective. Subjective assessment has 

been done by means of questionnaire where subjects have been asked to describe their 

degree of annoyance from all noise nuisance sources. However, this survey was 

necessarily limited because of problems specific to Algeria. The objective survey has 

been achieved by monitoring noise levels using sophisticated equipment also in this 

chapter; the choice of rating criterion has been discussed. 

Chapter 7 is the main part of the thesis. It describes the noise monitoring of twenty 

wedding halls. The location of every wedding hall has been described as well as the 

positioning of the equipment (microphones). The results of the monitoring are 

described in tabular and graphical form. 

Chapter 8 outlines some examples of room acoustics and sound reduction of building 

elements related to the present study such as sound transmission from noise source 

fa~ade to the reception fa~de as well as sound reduction index calculation. 

Chapter 9 describes the findings of the present study as well as suggestion of 

recommendation on how to tackle noise nuisance from entertainment halls 

Chapter 10 summarises the thesis chapters and outlines the suggested noise criteria for 

the Algerian context. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
Literature Review 
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2.1 Introduction 

A person's acoustical environment consists of the sound that he hears at any instant of 

time. The sound may be pleasant and desirable, or it may be discordant and unwanted. 

In the latter case, the sound is called "noise", which is defined simply as "unwanted 

soundn
• Noise may cause adverse impacts upon people, the environment or both [4]. It 

could be too loud, too intrusive or just happen at the wrong time or without warning. 

For example, nobody enjoys being woken up in the middle of the night by a faulty car 

alarm or noisy generator on a building site. It affects people in a number of ways. It 

can be loud enough to cause temporary or permanent loss of hearing immediately. 

Long periods of exposure to relatively low levels of noise can have adverse effects on 

human health, such as raised blood pressure, hypertension, disrupted sleep and 

cognitive development in children [5], diminished working memory span, and 

psychiatric disorders [6]. An estimated 80 million people suffer unacceptable levels of 

continuous outdoor transport noise within the EU l7]. If a noise is sufficiently loud, it 

may interfere with one's ability to converse with another person disturb sleep, add to 

the risk of hearing damage, or otherwise annoy the listener. A noise which adversely 

affects people in this manner can be considered to pollute the acoustical environment. 

Thus, noise pollution is the contamination of the acoustical environment by noises 

which adversely affect people. 

A person indoors may experience noise pollution from sources located indoors, such as 

a vacuum cleaner, air conditioner, or someone else's radio. Or, he may experience 

noise pollution which enters the house through a closed or partially opened window 

from sources located outdoors, such as motorcycles, aircraft, and power lawnmowers. 

A person outdoors is also subject to noise pollution from outdoor sources, in addition 

to nearby indoor sources such as a loud radio in a room with open windows. 

Acoustics is the science of sound, including its production, transmission and effects. 

Although it is derived from a Greek word meaning -to hear", its meaning has been 

extended to include sound beyond the limits of hearing. 

Acoustics is a broad field, which embraces music, radio, sound reproduction, sonar, 

medical applications, ultrasonic, and many other specialised subjects of only passing 

interest to most architects and engineers. 

It is a fact oflife that we all make noise, talking to others, playing music, entertaining, 

driving in our cars or just going about our daily business. What is noise to one person 

may be pleasurable to another. Excessive noise can reduce the quality of life, for 
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example, through lack of sleep or inability to concentrate. If noise is upsetting your 

life, we can show how you may be able to overcome the problem in a number of 

positive and constructive ways . 

.z • .z Basic acoustics 

The aim of this chapter is to: 

• To have a clear understanding of the three basic acoustic parameters: pressure, 

intensity and power. 

• Demonstrate understanding of what sound is and how it works. 

• Define noise sources and to identify noise source which is relevant to the 

present study. 

• To be able to collect and interpret primary and/or secondary data and discuss 

its significance in the context of the investigation and of related studies. 

• Demonstrate initiative and critical thinking skills in selecting aims and 

objectives for the investigation and identifying an appropriate methodology for 

the investigation. 

~.~.J Sound 

All environmental noises are derived from overall sound pressure levels, the variation 

of these levels with time and the frequency of sounds. 

In definition, sound pressure is the average variation in annospheric pressure caused 

by the sound [8] Sound can produce feelings of pleasure and displeasure. This 

phenomenon is of course distinct from the interference with communication or work 

performance or the damage to the human hearing mechanism, which can result from 

the presence of sounds. 

Three basic types of annoyance can be distinguished. Some sounds are considered 

annoying by people; some sounds produce feelings of great annoyance to a very few 

people; some sounds produce different feelings of annoyance and pIeasure in the same 

person at different times. 

Sound is a sensation detected by the ear as a result of pressure variations set up in the 

air by a vibrating source or rapid changes in pressure, such as experienced from an 

impact or explosion. Sound pressure disturbance or vibrations need a medium to 

propagate through, such as air, fluids or a solid material. The particles in the medium 

are compressed and expanded and particles oscillate about a position. The vibration is 

moved. from particle to particle but the particles do not move over a distance. Air is the 
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normal medium that transports the sound to the ear. The sound energy travels in the 

fonn of a wave. Sound waves are similar to other waves motion and therefore specify in 

terms of wavelength, frequency and velocity. 

The equation will be then v =f xA. 

Where v =velocity in mls 

f =frequency in Hz 

A. = Wavelength in m 

The velocity of sound in air is higher in denser media and increases very slightly with 

humidity or the temperature. But stays unaffected by variations in atmospheric 

pressure. The velocity of sound is however, affected by the properties of the material 

through which is travelling. 

Undisturbed 
.ir 

I I I I I I I III I 1 

vmr.tory 
sowce \VIII III III III 

r--~ ------+.1 I I~Co_ion"'" 
1 Wewlength ~ RarefKtion ... 

Fig 2.1: Pressure variations in a sound wave 
Source:G .Porges, Applied AcOUStiCS.I977 

~.13 Sound pressure 

We can define sound pressure as the difference between the actual instantaneous 

pressure due to sound and the atmospheric pressure, and, of course, it is also 

measured in Pa. However, sound pressure has usually a value much smaller than tlJe 

one corresponding to the atmospheric pressure. For instance, unbearably loud sounds 

may be around 20 Pa, and just audible ones may be around 20 ~ Pa (~ Pa stands for 

micropascal, i.e., a unit one million times smaller than the pascal). Another important 

difference is that the atmospheric pressure changes very slowly, whereas sound 

pressure is rapidly changing, alternating between positive and negative values, at a rate 

of between 20 and 20,000 times per second. This rate is called frequency and is 

expressed in Hertz (abbreviated Hz), a unit equivalent to a cycle per second. In order 
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to reduce the amount of digits, frequencies above 1,000 Hz are usually expressed in 

kilohertz, abbreviated kHz. 1 kHz equals 1,000 Hz. 

114 Sound Pressure levf!ls 

The sound pressure level is a measure of the air vibrations that make up sound. The 

term most often used in measuring the magnitude of sound. It is a relative quantity in 

that it is the ratio between the actual sound pressure and a fixed reference pressure. 

This reference pressure is usually that of the threshold of heariO&- which has been 

internationally agreed upon as having the value .0002 dynes/cm3
• All measured sound 

pressures are referenced to a standard pressure that corresponds roughly to the 

threshold of hearing at 1000Hz. Thus, the sound pressure level indicates how much 

greater the measured sound is than this threshold of hearing. Because the human ear 

can detect a wide range of sound pressure levels (10-102. Pascal (Pa», they are 

measured on a logarithmic scale with units of decibels (dB). 

Sound pressure levels may be measured with a sound level meter weighted according 

to a specific frequency response pattern and termed sound level. The electro acoustic 

equivalent to SPL is measured with a volume meter. Because the square of the sound 

pressure is proportional to sound intensity, sound pressure levels can be calculated in 

the same manner and is measured ii decibels. 

SPL = JO log (r/rrq! = ~ log (r/r,q) 

where r is the given sound pressure and r ref is the reference sound pressure. 

Two sound pressure levels measurements in decibels may be combined with the aid of 

the following chart. The difference in decibels between the two readings is found on 

the upper scale, and the cOITeSpOnding coITection appears opposite it on the lower 

scale. This correction is added to the higher sound pressure levels to give the 

combined measurement. Multiple readings may be combined by repeating this 

process. For example, equal sound pressure levels readings (0 on top scale) produce a 

3.0 increase when combined. A 5 dB difference (say between 60 and 65 dB) produces a 

1.2 dB increase (a total of 66.2 dB for the same example). A 10 dB difference requires a 

0.4 dB correction, and so on. 
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Difference in decibels between 
the levels being added 
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Correction in decibels to be 

added to the hi~er level 

Fig 2.2: Sound pressure measurement scale 
Source: Handbook of Acoustic Ecology, Barry Truax, 1999 
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Table below gives values for the sound pressure levels of common 

sounds in our environment. Also shown are the corresponding sound pressures and 

sound intensities. 

Chart of sound levels L and corresponding 
sound pressure and sound intensity 

Examples 
Sound Pressure Sound Pressure pSound Intensity I 

Level dBSPL N/m~ = Pa watts/m~ 

Jet aircraft, 50 m away 200 100 

Threshold of pain 63·2. 10 

Threshold of discomfort 2.0 1 

Chainsaw lDl distance 6·3 0.1 

Disco, 1 m from speaker 2. 0.01 

Diesel truck, 10 m away 90 0.63 0.001 

Kerbside of busy road,s m 80 0.2 0.0001 

Vacuum cleaner, distance 1 m 70 0.063 0.00001 

Conversationals~,lffi 60 0.02 0.000001 

Average home SO 0.0063 0.0000001 

Quiet library 40 0.002 0.00000001 

Quiet bedroom at night --P 0.00063 0.000000001 

Background in TV studio 30 0.0002 0.0000000001 

Rustling leaf 0.000063 0.00000000001 

Threshold of hearing 0.00002 0.000000000001 

Table 2.1: Sound pressure levels 

Source:www.sengpielaudio.com/tableofsoundpressurelevels.htrn 

From these you can see that the decibel scale gives numbers in a much more 

manageable range. 

2.15 A-Weighted Sound Level 

The sound pressure level has the advantage of being an objective yet a handy measure 

of sound intensity, but it has the drawback that it is far from being an accurate 
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measure of what is actually perceived. This is because the ear's sensitivity is strongly 

dependent on frequency. Indeed, whereas a sound of 1 kHz and 0 dB is already audible, 

you need to rise up to 37 dB to be able to hear a tone of 100 Hz. The same holds for 

sounds above 16 kHz. When this dependence of the sensation of loudness with 

frequency was discovered and measured [9], it was thought that by using an adequate 

filtering (Le., frequency weighting) network, it would be possible to objectively 

measure that sensation. This filtering network would work in a similar way as the ear 

does, i.e., it would attenuate low frequency and very high frequencies, leaving middle 

frequencies almost unchanged. In other words, it would perform a bass and a treble 

cut prior to actually measuring the sound. 
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1933· 

Instantaneous A-weighted sound pressure level is not generally considered as an 

adequate indicator of subjective response to noise because levels of noise usually vary 

with time. For many types of noise the Equivalent Continuous A-weighted Sound 

Pressure Level (LAeq,T) is used as the basis of determining community response. The (L

Aeq,T) is defined as the A-weighted sound pressure level of the steady sound which 

contains the same acoustic energy as the noise being assessed over a specific time 

period, T. 
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The LAIa is the noise level exceeded for lO% of the measurement period. It has been 

used in the Uk for the assessment of road traffic noise. 

The LA90 is the noise level exceeded for 90% of the measurement period. It is generally 

used to quantify the background noise level, the underlying level of noise which is 

present even during the quitter parts of the measurement period. 

The LAmax is the maximum value that the A-weighted sound pressure level reaches 

during a measurement period. 

~.~.6 Frequency 

Frequency is the number of pressure waves, which pass a fixed point in one second. It 

is also related to pitch of a sound. Pitch is the frequency as perceived by human 

hearing. Sound travels at a constant speed and the longer the wavelength, (lower 

frequency and lower pitch) and vice-versa the shorter the wavelength, the more 

frequencies we have per second. A high frequency with short wavelength gives a high 

pitch sound commonly called "Whistle" and a low frequency with long wavelength 

gives a low pitch sound called "Hum". 

Speed of sound = wavelength x frequency 

1 
I 
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t 
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Fig 2.4: frequency ranges of sound waves 

50 000 100000 t I 
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Source: P.Parkin, J.R.Cowell, H.Humphreys, Acoustic, Noise and BuiIdingS,1979 

~.~.7 Frequency weighting 

The basic instrument for objectively measuring sound is the sound level meter. In its 

simplest form it is calibrated to read sound level over a short period of time with a 

similar response to all frequencies that is a 1inear' weighting. Since the human ear is 

not uniformly sensitive to all frequencies, several weighting scales have been 

developed to simulate the various sensitivities. These weightings are known as A, B, C 

or D weightings (see figure below). 
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Fig 2.5: A, B, C and D Weightings 
Source: http://www.ptpart.co.uk/noise-measurement-briefing/ 

The A, B and C weightings mainly differ in the degree of sensitivity at lower 

frequencies, relative to 1000Hz. The least sensitivity to lower frequencies is provided 

by the A-scale, the most by the C-scale. The D-scale gives an indication of perceived 

noisiness and is used in aircraft noise measurements (lEC 537). 

:J.:J.B Sound measurement 

We can measure the sound by quantifying the changes to atmospheric pressure 

created by the disturbance. The static air pressure is important,loo,oOO 

Pascals(Pa),when we compare it to the relative small variations that sensation of sound 

causes. 1 Pascal =IN/m~ 

The range of pressure changes that the ear responds to is nevertheless very large. 

Pressure Range 

Intensity Range 

Threshold of Hearing 

0.00002 

IE-12 
*Pressure range of ten million to one 

to 

to 

** Intensity range of one hundred, million, million to one. 

Threshold of Pain 

~ooN/ma (Pa) 

lOoW/m2 

Source: D.M.Howard, J Angus,Acoustics and Psychoacoustics,2.oo6 

We measure the sound power coming from vibrating sound source in Watts. 

Range 

.. " 10 
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~.3.9 Sound power 

Sound power is the most universal of all acoustic metrics. Sound power (P) is the rate 

at which sound energy is produced at source [10]. It can also be described as the sound 

energy transferred per second from the noise source to the air. A noise source, such as 

a compressor or drum, has a given, constant sound power that does not change if the 

source is placed in a different environment. Sound power measurements can be used 

to make absolute comparisons between different products, predict the sound pressure 

level in any given environment, and determine acoustic hotspots via sound source 

ranking. 

Sound power is expressed in units called watts (W). An average whisper generates a 

sound power of 0.0000001 watts (0.1 microwatt (~W», a truck hom 0.1 W, and a turbo 

jet engine 100,000 W. like sound pressure, sound power (in W) is usually expressed as 

sound power levels in dB. 

Figure below relates sound power in watts to sound power level in decibels. Note that 

while the sound power goes from one trillionth of a watt to one hundred thousand 

watts, the equivalent sound power levels range from 0 to 170 dB. 

_ J '.1 ~ ,\ H ::, J', C F :,:.J J ',LJ pew: ,-< L ~ ~. [l f, I,:J :-, (' l ~j [: - J 1>1 ~ P 
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......,..Eltl .. 110 10 •• 
1~ 1. 
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CoMpr- 128 1 
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Fig 2.6: Comparison of sound power levels and sound power 

Source:www.rockwoo1.com 

~JO Sound intensity 

Sound intensity is the second power distributed over unit area [11] 
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The sound intensity is the alternative range to pressure (sound intensity is 

proportional to pressure) .It is quantified in Watts/m" and its intensity decreases as it 

propagates away from the source. 

Unit: Watt per square metre (W 1m") 

For any free progressive wave: 

1= p1 rmsl pc (free field) 

For a diffuse sound field at the waUs of a room: 

1= p1 rmsl.f.pc (nYerberantfield) 

Where I: is the intensity (Wm-") 

Pz rms :is the square sound pressure (Pa)" 

p: density of the air(Kgm-3) 

c :speed of sound (velocity of sound) (ms") 

pc: is the specific acoustic impedance of air = 410 rayls in air at normal 

temperatures and pressures 

~.~D Thresholcls 

Threshold of hearing is the lowest sound pressure that the average human ear can 

detect. It is defined to have the following values at 1000Hz: 

I =IX 10-I3W/m~en measured as intensity 

p :o:w Xl0
1 Pa when measured as pressure 

Threshold of pain is the highest sound pressure that the human ear can tolerate. 

When the sound is very strong it becomes very painful to the ear and it may damage 

the ear mechanism [uJ. The threshold of pain has the following approximate value: 

I -100W 1m" or p=woPa 

~ • .3.U Decibels 

The decibel is defined as one tenth of a bel where one bel represents a difference in 

level between two intensities I .. 10 where one is ten times greater than the other. Thus, 

the intensity level is the comparison of one intensity to another. 

For instance, the difference between intensities of 10'" watts 1m" and 1O~ watts/m", an 

actual difference of 10,000 units, can be expressed as a difference of 4 bels or 40 

decibels. 

The decibel (dB) scale is used as an alternative logarithmic scale in order to avoid the 

large numbers that would have to be handled. This scale reduces the range to a more 

manageable numerical scale of G-14odB .It is a logarithmic ratio of two quantities. 

N =dB-Jolog (l /I.) -JO log(P IPf 
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simply to identify the source of the noise, where N: number of decibels 

I and 10 are :1 intensities being compared or P and P 1 pressure being compared. 

Sound power, sound intensity and also sound pressure can be quantified in decibel. 

They all have an established mathematical relationship. 

Values of sound intensity or sound pressure can be changed in decibels by comparing 

them with the standard value of the threshold of hearing. In this case the word "'evel

shows that this reference has been used. The mathematical equations are given by: 

SIL =10 log (i 11) 

Where 

i = the intensity of the sound being measured (W 1m3
) 

I =the intensity of the threshold of hearing taken as lXlO -u W/m2. 

SPL =10 log (pI p) 

Where 

p =the RMS pressure of the sound being measured (Pa) 

p= the RMS pressure of the threshold of sound taken as 10? Pa 

RMS pressure =0.707 maximum pressure. 

The same value in decibels for the same sound are given by SIL and SPL 

.1 • .3.JJ Fnq~ncy mauunment 

It is possible for the human ear to distinguish between wide ranges of frequencies from 

20 to 10000 Hz. The lowest below which people cannot hear is the threshold of 

hearing as defined above and the other extreme, where the sound becomes painful to 

hear is the threshold of pain. They vary with frequency of the sound and with the 

listener's age particularly at the high frequency end of the range. To determine the 

annoyance or to simply identify the source noise, it is often necessary to determine the 

amount of sound energy at particular frequencies. Sound pressure level meters with 

filters can separate the full audible range of frequencies into "slices- of sound called 

octaves or third octave bands. 

We define an octave centre band as being "a doubling or halving of the centre 

frequency band above or below its own centre frequency, Third octaves are defined as 

octaves subdivided into additional three component parts· When it is necessary to 

identify the specific problem frequencies, we can use the Narrow band Analysis. These 

Narrow bands can be divided as a few Hertz and are generally used for engineering 

diagnostics. 
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To identify low frequency noise problems, we generally use the octave on third octave 

analysis. See (figure 2.8 and 2.9). 

Typic:aI Odfte Bud Values. 
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Fig 2.8: Octave band frequency 
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Fig 2..9: Third octave band frequency 

Source: A.Bradshaw, Westminster Council Document: licensing policies for public 

entertainment, 1001. 
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The frequency bands are internationally agreed as following: 

1 Octave Bond 1 p.s16J 1 05 1 >501 500 1 W 1 >k I~ ISkl'6k
1 

Table 2..2.: Octave Band Centre Frequencies 

Third Octave 31·5 40 50 63 80 100 U5 160 :&00 ~ 

ThirdOdave 315 400 500 630 800 tk 800 tk 1~ 1.6k 

Third Octave U 2.·sk 3-1sk 4k sk 6.}k 8k 10k u.5k 16k 

Table 2..3: Third Octave Centre Frequencies 

2..2...J.4. Human perception of sound 

Human perceives noise as unwanted sound, a sound different from the one a listener 

wishes to hear with pleasure. Sound level or loudness together with the frequency or 

pitch of a sound converges to create a code (sequence) of sound information. The 

human brain and ear from birth learn to associate these complex variations of sound as 

language, music and various identifiable sounds. Humans sometimes may be disturbed 

by some unwanted sequence of sounds during the phase of sound decoding. Our 

response to sound depends on its energy, frequency, comprehensibility and its 

patterns. These unwanted sounds may be considered as noise. 

Z.3 Subjective perceptions o/the sound types 

Sounds such as tonal noise or abrupt changes in frequency or amplitude that may 

attract our attention can either mask the sounds pleasant to our hearing or even 

seriously disturb ourselves. 

Our brain can to a certain extent filter out a continuous noise and ignore it, however, 

it could become persistent or tonal invasive of loud and therefore be judged as 

annoying. The annoyance degree depends of course of the amplitude of the sound 

relative to the prevailing background sounds that are present. When a sound is not 

perceived as information, it is therefore perceived as a disturbance because it is 

unknown or sudden. 
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Z.J.I Intermittent noise 

We can refer to intermittent noise, when the level suddenly drops to that of the 

background noise times during the period of observation. One second or more is the 

time during which the noise remains at levels different from that of the ambient. 

As this noise stops and starts at irregular intervals it is therefore more noticeable and 

more likely to attract attention 

Z.J.Z Tonal sounds 

A tonal noise contains a prominent frequency and it is characterised by a definite 

pitch. When the tones are very different, louder than the background sounds or occur 

at a more sensitive &equency for the ears, they then become more noticeable and 

perceived as very annoying. 

3.3 Transient noises 

When the regularity of a noise is infrequent(example of individual vehicles passing by 

a dwelling house regularly but not at definite times), the attention is attracted and is 

disturbed because it is not a continuous noise unlike a stream of traffic which is 

considered as a continuous noise. 

z.3.-f, Impulsive noises 

We talk about impulsive noise when a high peak of short duration or a sequence of 

such peaks is noticed. A sequence of impulses in rapid succession is designated as 

repetitive impulsive noise. Humans instinctively react to threatened noises just as 

animals do. The attention of people is attracted by such noises containing messages 

associated with warnings (ex car horns, shouts, screams, screeching of car brakes etc .. ). 

Z.J.5 Subjective Descriptors 

Here is a subjective annoyance description of noise types as they affect us. 

Noise Type Subjective Description 

Continuous Bland 

Intermittent Noticeable 

Impulsive Startling 

Tonal Irritating 

Table 2..4: Noise type and subjective descriptors 

A combination of the above will increase the chance of annoyance. 

The ear mechanism is logarithmic to sound stimuli but the human ear does not 

process sound in a linear fashion. A 3 dB increase in sound level equates to a doubling 
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of sound energy although a 10 dB increase is perceived as an approximate doubling in 

loudness. This advice can be misleading, as sound-doubling effect is generally true for 

featureless and continuous noise. Our ears will perceived differently a sudden start or 

stop or a sound which consequently may be judged as being more noticeable, even at 

lower db intervals. Also in mid frequency range we are more sensitive to small pressure 

level changes. 

~.J.6 Freq~ncy Analysis 

The frequency content becomes important when tonal plant noise or music noise 

breakout from premises is assessed. Tonal noise can be more noticeable from plant 

and low frequency "beat- music may often escape through the building fabric. Figure 2. 

(seen before) shows third octave analysis of some plant items showing tonal noise in 

the 2050Hz, 800 Hz andlooo Hz bands.The increase in these bands is between 5aDd 10 

dB. In the situation of a steady noise a 5 dB increase in a frequency band will probably 

be perceived as a nuisance. 

~.J.7 Sound insulation 

Controlling sound emission from a building can be realised in 3 ways: 

• Sound insulation: Heavy mass prevents airborne transmission. 

• Sound isolation: The impact transfer to the structure can be avoided thanks to 

the resilient materials. 

• Sound absorption: Airborne reflected sound can be absorbed by porous 

materials. (This reduces reverberant noise) 

To prevent sound from escaping from the premises to the street or to another part of 

the building we can use the building fabric. 

There are two types of sound insulation; airborne and structure borne. 

Airborne sound attaining the building fabric will be either reflected, transmitted or 

absorbed. The amount of transmitted sound depends upon the rigidity and mass of the 

building element. A heavy, thick material such as masonry is a good airborne sound 

insulation whereas a single light material such as thin glass sheet is not. Even the 

nature of the surface can determine the amount of the reflected sound. A soft porous 

surface will tend to absorb sound and dissipate it as heat. Some of the energy 

transmitted into the solid building element can be retransmitted transversely along 

the element and be re-radiated to another part of the building. 
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Sound can find alternative ways to escape through openings, windows, and doors. It is 

called flanking sound. Sound can also be re-radiated through other building elements 

that are set into vibration by the resonant frequencies. 

Impact sound is caused when a machine or impact process lets the energy pass directly 

to the structure. To prevent this occurrence the vibrating source must be isolated from 

the structure. Resilient materials or devices such as rubber mats and mounts or springs 

act as Anti-Vibration Mounts (AVM's) . 

.2-4 Room Acoustics 

~-+J Sound in rooms 

Sound interacts with actual environments in complex ways that are affected by nearly 

every aspect of the physical environment. The propagation of a sound wave in air, for 

instance, is influenced by all atmospheric conditions, and also by the processes of 

reflection, absorption and transmission at every surface with which it comes into 

contact. Such infonnation is useful in predicting and describing how sound behaves in 

any given environment, and also in controlling or manipulating its behaviour in 

environments where acoustic commWlication has a special role. 

A sound in a room can be regarded as being made up of two parts. One is the sound 

which reaches a point directly from the source, just as it would in a free field. It obeys 

the free field laws of propagation, and in particular, the inverse square law. The other 

is the reverberant sound which, if there are a sufficiently large number of reflections 

before all the energy is absorbed, reaches anyone point from all directions. 

Reverberant sound is the collection of all the reflected sounds in a room. 

~.~ Reverberation time 

It is well known that the reverberation time is an important objective descriptor to 

assess the sound quality in rooms for both music and speech intelligibility [13]. 

Moreover it is also helpful for the measurement of the sound insulation of building 

elements (facades, partitions and floors) [14], the evaluation of the sound absorption of 

items located in a reverberation chamber [I5] and the determination of the sound 

power level emitted by noise sources in a reverberant sound field [16]. 

Several methods have been developed to obtain the level decay function for evaluating 

the reverberation time in rooms. Some of them are based on the room response 

recorded when the steady-state excitation of a random noise sound source is 

interrupted. These methods can be considered as descendants of the historical method 

conceived by Sabine who used the interruption of the sound emitted by an organ pipe 
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and his ears to estimate the duration of the sound-tail h7J. Other methods are based 

on the measurements of the Room Impulse Response (RIR). Impulse responses are 

directly obtained when the room is excited by a very short and intense sound. A hand 

clap can be considered the ancestor of these methods. The instrumentation and signal 

processing available today have produced many variants of the above-mentioned 

methods. RT 60 is the time required for reflections of a direct sound to decay by 60 dB 

below the level of the direct sound. Reverberation time is defined for wide band 

signals. Basic factors that affect a room's reverberation time include the size and shape 

of the enclosure as well as the materials used in the construction of the room. Every 

object placed within the enclosure can also affect this reverberation time, including 

people and their belongings. 

~+J The Sabine Equation 

Sabine's reverberation equation was developed in the late 1890& in an empirical 

fashion. He established a relationship between the RT 60 of a room, its volume, and its 

total absorption (in sabins). This is given by the equation: 

c· V 
RTrro= -

Sa. 

Where c is a mathematical constant measuring 0.161, V is the volume of the room in 

m 3, 5 total surface area of room in m1, a is the average absorption coefficient of room 

surfaces, and Sa is the total absorption in sabins. The total absorption in sabins (and 

hence reverberation time) generally changes depending on frequency (which is defined 

by the acoustic properties of the space). The equation does not take into account room 

shape or losses from the sound travelling through the air (important in larger spaces). 

Most rooms absorb less in the lower frequencies, causing a longer decay time. 

The reverberation time RT 60 and the volume V of the room have great influence on the 

critical distance de (conditional equation): 

d" = 0.057 . V V 
RTr-Al 

where critical distance rH is measured in metres, volume V is measured in mJ, and 

reverberation time RT 60 is measured in seconds. 
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~ . .s Noise source 

There are various sources of noise that can affect people. It is well known as 

community noise. Community noise (also called environmental noise, residential noise 

or domestic noise) is defined as noise emitted from all sources except noise at the 

industrial workplace. Main sources of community noise include road, rail and air 

traffic, industries, construction and public work, and the neighbourhood. The main 

indoor sources of noise are ventilation systems, office machines, home appliances and 

neighbours. Typical neighbourhood noise comes from premises and installations 

related to the catering trade (restaurant, cafeterias, discotheques, etc.); from live or 

recorded music; sport events including motorsports; playgrounds; car parks; and 

domestic animals such as barking dogs. 

~.5oJ Industrial noise 

Industrial noise pollution is an ever growing problem and its management is centred 

around many pieces of legislation, standards, guidance documents. It is responsible for 

intense noise indoors as well as outdoors. Mainly this noise is due to machinery of all 

kinds and often increases with the power of the machines. Noise from fixed 

installations, such as factories or construction sites, heat pumps and ventilation 

systems on roofs, typically affect nearby communities. Reductions may be achieved by 

encouraging quieter equipment or by zoning of land into industrial and residential 

areas. Requirements for passive (sound insulating enclosures) and active noise control, 

or restriction of operation time, may also be effective. 

l.5.l Noise from transport 

Transportation noise is the largest contributor to community and environmental 

noise. Transportation noise is perhaps the most pervasive and difficult source to avoid 

in society today. Road traffic noise is a major contributor to overall transportation 

noise. It is one of the most widespread and growing environmental problems. The 

impact of road traffic noise on the community depends on various factors such as road 

location and design, land use planning measures, building design, vehicle standards 

and driver behaviour. Traffic noise has emerged in recent years as an ever present but 

often underestimated pollutant in our lives. In Europe, the population exposed to 

levels above 6s dB (A) increased from 15% in 1980s to l6% in the early 1990S (18). 

Railway noise is also considered as transportation noise, its noise source is mainly from 

speed of the train which depends on the type the train engine as well as the wagons 

and the rails and their foundations. Noise also can be generated from the train 
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stations because of running of engines, loud speakers. High-speed trains generate 

noise which is sudden and not impulsive noise. 

Aircrafts generate substantial noise in airports. Aircraft take-offs are known to produce 

intense noise, including vibration and rattle. The landings produce substantial noise in 

long low-altitude flight corridors. In general, larger and heavier aircraft produce more 

noise than lighter aircraft. Noise from military airfields may present particular 

problems compared to civil airports [19]. For example, when used for night-time flying, 

for training interrupted landings and take-offs (so-called touch-and-go), or for low

altitude flying . 

.3.5-J Construction noise 

Building construction and excavation work can cause considerable noise emissions. A 

variety of sounds come from cranes, cement mixers, welding, hammering, and other 

work processes. Construction equipment is often poorly silenced and maintained, and 

building operations are sometimes carried out without considering the environmental 

noise consequences. 

:1.5-4 Domestic noise 

Noise is common in modem society, and the main outdoor sources are transportation 

(road, rail, and air traffic), industry, construction, and public work as described earlier. 

Domestic noise known as "Neighbourhood noise" can be categorised as rural, 

suburban, or commercial. The main indoor noise sources are ventilation systems, 

office machines, home appliances, and neighbours. Domestic noise is often sleeping 

disturbing in residential areas. Studies have shown greater noise induced sleep 

disturbances in studies conducted in the laboratory than in field settings 

~.6 Health effects of environmental noise 

Noise is an environmental stressor. It can interfere with daily activities in school or 

work, in people's homes and also during their leisure time. Considerable part of the 

population exposed to noise will experience all kinds of biological effects: from 

perception to an - taken by itself- innocuous rise in heart rate or vasoconstriction. A 

number will experience also higher order effects: annoyance, sleep disturbance, rise in 

blood pressure. In a smaller number of people these effects may under unfavourable 

conditions (other stressors, personal characteristics) develop into clinical effects. 

The most obvious effect that most people associate with noise is hearing impairment. 

However the most common effects can be classified as "quality of life- rather than 

illness problems. What these effects lack in severity is compensated for by the number 
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of people affected, as these effects are very widespread [20). Though we spend a third 

of our lives sleeping, a definitive explanation of the function of sleep remains 

undiscovered; sleep is, nonetheless, known to be necessary to maintaining well-being 

and good health [2.1). WIthout adequate sleep our bodies and minds do not function to 

the best of their abilities. Noise is an environmental stressor that has an impact on 

human health and wellbeing. 

Reactions to a stressor can be psychological (feelings of fear, depression, and 

frustration), behavioural (social isolation, aggression, and the excessive use of alcohol, 

tobacco, food.. and drugs), or somatic, which manifests itself through the stimulation 

of the central nervous system and hormonal activity resulting in cardiovascular, 

gastrointestinal, and respiratory illness luI. 
According to the International Programme on Chemical Safety [23], an adverse effect 

of noise is defined as -a change in the morphology and physiology of eleven organisms 

that results in impairment of functional capacity, or an impairment of capacity to 

compensate for additional stress, or increases the susceptibility of an organism to the 

harmful effects of other environmental influences-. This definition includes any 

temporary or long-term lowering of the physical, psychological, or social functioning 

of humans or human organs. 

Effects of noise can be divided in three different categories based on when the 

response to the noise exposure occurs. Primary effects occur during exposure periods. 

These are subdivided into acute effects (e.g. activity interference, masking of speech) 

and cumulative effects that represent the aggregated response over the whole exposure 

period (e.g. secretion of stress hormones over the course of a night). 

Secondary effects result from the primary effects and may occur during (e.g. 

annoyance) or after the exposure period (e.g. tiredness after working in a noisy 

environment). Though secondary effects are often tolerated for a considerable time, in 

the long run they are though to contribute to the third type of effects, tertiary effects, 

or health disorders. Noise is believed to contribute to chronic diseases, chronic 

annoyance, and to permanent behavioural alterations [24). 

~6.J Acute eJfects 

~6.J.I Annoyance 

Noise exposure is an important factor contributing to annoyance [25; 26; 27) . Many 

noise annoyance surveys have been conducted over the years, and intemational 

technical specifications have been developed to help harmonise methods of assessing 
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such annoyance by means of social and socio-acoustic surveys [~8]. For day-time 

annoyance, the response scales relate in most cases to disturbance of communication, 

mental concentration, and recreation. For night-time annoyance, the scales relate to 

various aspects of sleeping quality [~9] . 

.a.6.J • .3 Activity interference 

Noise interferes with a range of activities. Lazarus, for example, has shown that noise 

interferes with speech communication causing frequent misunderstanding, 

uncertainty, and problems bo). The most frequently occurring day-time disturbance is 

-not being able to open the living room windows as often as one wished to because of 

the road traffic noise". This complaint is followed by disturbance of relaxation and 

concentration. of listening to radio or lV, and of communication. Not being able to 

keep bedroom windows open at night due to road traffic noise is reported by a large 

majority exposed to noise levels of LAeq,n-06 57dB and above [31] . 

.3.6 • .3 Long-term effects 

Several comprehensive reviews of noise-induced effects have been published, 

including documents by the Health Council of the Netherlands [3233], Community 

NOise, a document prepared for WHO (J.t); Guidelines for Community Noise (5), and 

by Passchier-Vermeer and Passchier [J6]. 

The most recent review [37] evaluated current evidence of the existence of a causal 

relationship between community noise and various effects found in epidemiological 

studies. This overview shows that sufficiently strong evidence has been found for such 

long-term health effects of community noise exposure as hearing impairment, 

cardiovascular effects (i.e. hypertension and ischemic heart disease), impaired 

performance at school, and various types of sleep disturbances 

~·7 Noise sources in residential areas 

Noise from neighbours, including voices and music, is one of the main causes of noise 

complaints in residential areas. In addition, noise from ventilation systems in 

residential buildings causes considerable concern, even at low and moderate sound 

pressure levels, due to its low-frequency characteristics 138; 39]. For many, however, 

transportation noise from road, rail, and air traffic is the main source of community 

noise POllution. Road traffic - often the dominant noise source - is mainly generated 

by vehicle engines and by friction between the tyres and the road. Tyre/road noise is 

generally dOminant for nearly all types of vehicle driving, even down to about 40 km/h 

;: the case of trucks [ 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Noise Nuisance in Europe and the rest o/the 

world 
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3.1 Noise problem in Europe 

There is an increasing concern about noise pollution in Europe. In fact noise in 

Europe is the only environmental impact for which the public's complaints have 

increased since 1~ [41]. People frequently complain about noise annoyance, and most 

of EU citizens live in areas which have disturbing levels of noise. Controlling this form 

of pollution has now become a priority, because of the negative effects of noise on 

people's health. The European Commission adopted a directive on noise in order to 

solve the problem [.p]. 

More than half of the Union's citizens are exposed to an unacceptable level of 

transport noise. The WHO reports that more than 30% of European Union citizens 

are exposed to levels of noise which disturb sleep, and 5-15% of all citizens suffer 

serious noise-induced disturbance [-0]. The scale of the European problem is growing 

together with Europe's roads and airports. With a 3 dB increase in noise equivalent to 

doubling in the total intensity of noise, this problem requires immediate action [+4]. 

There are two main reasons why noise standards had to be set at a European level: to 

protect the health of EU citizens and to support the effective working of the common 

market. Regions and countries within the European Union compete with each other. 

This has led to a fierce competition between regions and even between countries. For 

instance, in the case of air transportation, particularly in airports, the economic issue 

are considered more than the human health costs. For example, Cologne airport 

authorities refused permission to TNT to expand their activities. This has led to TNT 

to look at other European airports to expand their activities. Many European airports 

offered TNT favourable conditions which was the case of Uege Airport in Belgium. 

Eventually TNT moved their base from Cologne to liege. This has proved to be a bad 

decision for Uege airport authorities because the health cost from noise were far 

heavier than economic gains [+41. 

However in France, the authorities of the Strasbourg airport have refused to allow the 

company DHL to increase its air operations because they saw that gains from the 

increased employment in the area would be more than offset by the costs [45]. 

For this reaSon, it was clear that a European legislation to control noise and more 

importantly to protect the European Union citizen health was the best way to 

implement standards which will protect the European citizen while not providing 

competitive advantage for a particular region in the European Union. 
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Domestic noise in particular is an almost inevitable consequence of urban living and is 

highly dependent on standards of behaviour and personal consideration. Consequently 

it is found to cause problems everywhere, although it is likely that the size of the 

problem varies significantly across Europe depending on local circumstances. 

In some Scandinavian countries, for example, high standards of thennal insulation and 

noise insulation may partly account for an apparent lower level of concern with 

neighbour noise, particularly in tenDs of the administrative system which does not 

appear highly tuned to the issue. [46) 

Whereas in some Mediterranean countries such as Spain and Portugal the noise from 

neighbours is tolerated to a certain extent because of other noise sources like 

transportation and construction which generate greater noise. 

In Europe, many standards and noise regulations exist varying &om country to 

another. Some countries have specific regulations for neighbour noise which are 

separated &om regulations for neighbourhood noise. The latter is usually covered in 

planning regulations. Other European countries have given local authorities in certain 

regions power to develop their own laws on community noise. 

Germany for example, has national regulations on noise trom Iawnmowers, sports 

facilities, construction sites and certain fixed installations, whereas it also bas regional 

(Linder) specific Noise Ordinances for private and commercial activities. In some 

countries more strict laws and standards are applied to the hours where noisy activities 

take place. In some countries (eg in Portugal) even DIY and other domestic activities 

such as mowing the lawn are subject to regulations. In Europe, enforcement is shared 

between local authorities and police. The use of police power is found to be very 

beneficial because police can be very efficient in terms of complaints investigation and 

can cover larger areas of investigation than the local authorities. However, local 

authorities are more useful than police when it comes to special case where noise 

assessment is needed. They can provide the skills needed to conduct noise 

measurements. Hence a cooperation of police and local authorities can only be useful 

to reduce community noise. 

As in Netherlands and France, the collaboration between local authorities and police 

has proved to be efficient and involves housing association, environmental inspections 

services as well as health departments. In Denmark, when receiving complaints the 

housing ~tion have to arrange a council for the matter. Another system is 

operated within some European countries. This system is called mediation which is 
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exercised in France, Austria and Holland. In most cases mediation is a fairly new idea. 

However, in Austria, Denmark, France and the Netherlands, in particular, mediation is 

seen as a common alternative to prosecution. 

In UK noise regu1ations and standards dated from early sixties, now it is providing 

guidelines and laws to reduce noise and control it. 

We can say that in UK, there are four main legislations used to control community 

noise. 

• Control of Pollution Act 1974(COPA) Part m, for England, Wales and Scotland. 

This act deals with noise from building sites, The Act also led to the 

preparation of four approved codes of practice on; noise and vibration from 

construction sites [47], noise from ice cream chimes [48] noise from audible 

intruder alarms [49] and noise from model aircraft [50] 

• Environmental Protection Act 1990. Part m (EPA) (England and Wales) -the 

EPA addresses statutory noise nuisance from premises (land and buildings). 

Local authorities in England and Wales have a duty to deal with noise from 

premises that they consider to be a statutory nuisance. The Act also provides 

for individuals to complain directly to a Magistrates Court [51]. 

• Noise and Statutory Nuisance Act 1993 (NSNA) (England, Wales and 

Scotland) - NSNA amends the Environmental Protection Act 1990 to make 

noise in a street a statutory nuisance and also provides for greater control over 

noise from loud speakers in the street and from audible intruder alanns [5:l.J. 

• Noise Act 1996 (England, Wales and Northern Ireland) - the Noise 

Act introduced a new night-noise offence relating to domestic premises, and 

also clarified the procedures associated with the confiscation of equipment 

giving rise to noise and introduced a fixed penalty scheme. The enforcement of 

this legislation is not mandatory and few authorities have chosen to adopt its 

powers [53]· 

.3.~ No~ legislation in Europe and other countries 

3 • .3.1 ~ntina 

Most noise pollution in Latin American cities comes from traffic, industry, domestic 

situations and from the community. Traffic is the main source of outdoor noise in 

most big cities such as Buenos Aires. 

At the municipal level Argentinean Ordinances consider two types of noises: 

Unnecessary and Excessive [54). Unnecessary noises are forbidden. Excessive noises 
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are classified according to neighbouring activities and are limited by maximum levels 

allowed for daytime (7 am to 10 pm) and night-time (10 pm to 7 am). This regulation 

has been relatively successful, but control has to be continuous. Similar actions have 

been prescribed at the provincial level in many cities of Argentina and Latin America. 

.J.L'I Australia 

In Australia, Essentially, local councils have powers to control: 

• Noise from commercial and industrial operations that are not required to hold 

a licence from the EPA (and that are not carried out by a State or local public 

authority). 

• Neighbourhood noise from residences, vehicles used off-road, vehicle alanns, 

and sound systems. 

There is much legislation in Australia that deals with noise such as [55]: 

• Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997(POEO Act). An Act that 

consolidates air, water, noise and waste requirements into a single piece of 

legislation. The POEO Act repeals and replaces (among other Acts) the Noise 

Control Act 1975. It contains the provisions for Noise Control Notice, 

Prevention Notice, Compliance Cost Notice and Noise Abatement Directions 

discussed in this Guide. 

• POEO (Noise Control) Regulation 2000 (Noise Control Regulation). This 

regulation provides controls on specific community noise situations, including 

noise from individual motor vehicles, vessel noise and a range of 

neighbourhood activities such as use of power tools, alarms, air conditioners 

and amplified music. 

• The Environment Protection Authority (EPA) is a statutory body with specific 

powers under environmental protection legislation. In September ZOO), the 

EPA became part of the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC). 

Councils and Police have a key role in managing local noise problems by providing an 

impartial and fair assessment of what level of noise is reasombIe, taking into 

consideration the nature of the activity, the surrounding area and number of people 

likely to be affected. 

The ARA is the body responsible for regulating particular activities and can issue 

Prevention Notices and Noise Control Notices for these activities. Section 6 of the 

POEO Act specifies which body is the ARA for different activities [56]. 
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Enforcement is dealt by authorised officers who are appointed by an ARA under 

section 187 of the POEO Act, and act on its behalf in investigating alleged 

environmental problems relating to activities regulated by the Act. Authorised officers 

have a range of investigatory powers and can issue Noise Abatement Directions and 

other notices provided for by the POEO Act or Regulations. The POEO Act provides 

authorised officers with powers to: 

• require infonnation or records 

• enter and search premises 

• question and identify persons 

Essentially, local councils have powers to control: 

• Noise from commercial and industrial operations that are not required to 

hold a licence from the EPA (and that are not carried out by a State or local 

public authority) 

• Neighbourhood noise from residences, vehicles used off-road, vehicle alarms, 

and sound systems. 

Police also have powers to deal with neighbourhood noise and are typically the main 

agency for control of noise from late-night parties, or where safety may be a concern or 

where council officers are not available. The Noise Control Regulation contains specific 

provisions relating to common noise problems, including restrictions on the use of: 

• Air condition~, pool pumps, power tools etc. 

• Building and car alarms 

• Individual motor vehicles, including car sound systems and defective mufBers 

• Recreational marine vessels, including sound systems on vessels and the use 

of sirens. 

~3 Austricr 

According to the Austrian Federal Environment Agency, in 1998, ~5 % of the Austrian 

population felt disturbed by noise in their apartments; among them, 13.7 % felt 

strongly or very strongly disturbed [57]. These figures show that noise nuisance has 

again declined compared to 1994. diminishing to half its level since !fno. Figure below 

shows the total percentage of persons disturbed by noise at all and the share of persons 

disturbed strongly and very strongly since the beginning of noise nuisance surveys 

back in 1970. 
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Fig 3.1: Noise nuisances in Austrian apartments. 
Source: Austrian Federal Environment Agency 
In legal terms, noise control in Austria is a so-called cross-sectional matter, which is 

implemented under the jurisdiction of the federal government or the provinces 

together with other administrative affairs. In principle, federal authorities exert noise 

control 

• in "transport" with regard to railways, navigation, and aviation, in lorry 

transport, 

• in matters concerning federal roads, 

• in matters of commerce and industry, 

• in the Environmental Impact Assessment for positioning railway tracks by 

ordinance, 

• in mining, 

• In labour law. 

• In principle, the provincial authorities are responsible for noise control in the 

following fields: 

• event industry, 

• local security forces (noise in residential areas, street noise, recreational noise), 

• construction law, 

• agriculture and ~, 

• spatial planning. 
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In the region of Vienna, this is enforced through the Regional Security Act for 

Vienna (Wiener Landes-Sicherheitsgesetz - WlSG). This legislation includes various 

procedures to reduce noise within the community (including neighbour noise) and to 

set requirements for the reduction of noise, including environmental impact 

assessment for new developments, industry licensing procedures or building pennit 

procedures. 

Complaints are dealt by the police, the town council (Magistrat) or district authorities 

(Bezir1cshauptmannschajt) depending on the source of noise. The police deal with 

complaints regarding neighbour noise such as loud music, dog bark whereas noise 

from pubs and clubs is dealt by the town council. When investigating noise complaint, 

noise measurements are carried out in accordance of noise standards. 

The following standards are relevant: 

• ONORM B 8u5 Part 1 und Part 4 - on requirements on the sound insulation in 

buildings. 

• OAL - Guideline 3. Part 1 (OAL- Richtlinie 3. Blatt 1) on neighbourhood noise 

from the Austrian Noise Abatement Society. 

• ONORM S SOO4 - Standard for noise measurements. 

There are no mediation services when trying to resolve disputes. 

J.~ klgium 

There are three communities (Flemish, French and German speaking communities) 

and three regions (Flanders, WaUonie and Brussels the capital) that constitute the 

federal state of Belgium. 

In Belgium the control and enforcement of environmental issues is shared between the 

Federal Government and the regional authorities. Therefore a regional legislation is 

implemented within a framework of Federal, European and environmental law. In 

Wallonie, noise legislation is covered by a Royal Decree, a Civil Code and a Penal Code. 

'This National legislation covers noise from small dubs and bars as well as neighbour 

noise. For instance, in the city of Uege the authorised levels are established in relation 

to source of the noise, the location, time of day and any existing ambient noise levels. 

In Wallonie only the environmental police are able to assess noise however, 

complaints can be dealt by the city health and safety department with the help of the 

environmental noise. 

The main legislative instnunents in the Walloon Region are [58]: 

• Civil Code (Burgerlljk Wetboek - articles 544 and 1382); 
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• Royal Decree 14"~/lWl (KB - Koninldijk Besluit); 

• Penal Code (StrafWetboek - article art. 561, 1); and 

• Framework Law of 18 July 1973 on Ftght Against Noise. 

The Royal Decree, Penal Code and Ovil Code are federal instruments that apply across 

Belgium. Noise emitted by non-permanent rstablishments is regulated by the Royal 

Decree 14h/lfTTl [59]. This applies to the following: 

• Individuals (e.g. neighbours); 

• Parties organised in the outdoors (marquees) -limited to twice a year 

in the same location' ; 

• Dancehalls or clubs where dancing is occasional (maximum u times a year, 

twice a month and not more than 14 days in total a year); and 

• Smaller sized bars or clubs. 

The Civil Code regulates private lawsuits concerning neighbourhood noise at the Peace 

Court. This is the lowest court in Belgium and is similar to the Magistrates Court in the 

UK. The Penal Code regulates noise disturbance caused at night, which requires police 

intervention. 

In Flanders, local authorities deliver permit for pennanent establishment (where music 

is played) this permit includes the noise levels to respect. Other legislations cover 

neighbour noise as well as noise from constructions site. In Flanders the 

environmental Services deal with the noise complaints with the collaboration of police. 

There is a right of appeal where premises have closed or where permits have been 

withdrawn. 

There are four legal instruments that allow for the management of disturbance 

resulting from neighbour and neighbourhood noise in Flanders: 

• VLAREM (Vlaams Reglement bet:reffende de milieuvergunning) -

Flemish Regulation on Environmental Permits - 1991. updated and 

supplemented by Decree in 1995; 

• Royal Decree 14/3/lm (KB - Koninldijk Besluit); 

• the Penal Code (Strafwetboek); and 

I Note that the Royal decree would nmnaOy apply to many 'musical activities" cxgauised during the 

yearly 'Gentle FeeIteu' (Gem felcivaJ). Howe~" orpnisations can apply 10 the city Council for an 

excmplion six weeb in 1Idv.nce.1f gI1IIIIIed the Cll'plliulions boundary ts are Iben lOOdB(A) unIill2 

pm. and 70 dB(A) uDil 3 am. 
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• the Civil Code (Burgerlijk Wetboek). 

VlAREM and the Royal Decree are used in conjunction with the Civil and Penal Code. 

VIAREM applies to Flanders only. The Royal Decree, Penal Code and Civil Code are 

federal instruments that apply across Belgium. 

VlAREM is a flemish legal instrument that regulates environmental permits and sets 

environmental standards: 

• VLAREM I (6 February 1991) deals primariIy with procedure aspects; and 

• VLAREM II (1 June 1995) describes emission values and qualitative goals. 

301.5 Daunarlc 

There is no existing specific legislation covering neighbour and neighbourhood noise 

in Denmark. However, there are several acts that deal with noise control. 

Environment Protection Act (Milj.loven LBK Dr 753 af 1.5/08/2.001) regulates noise 

from commercial activities in mixed housing and business areas (refetTed to a category 

three activities) including, for example restaurants and bars, sports centres, industry 

etc [60]. The Act is enforced by local authorities. Legal and procedural complaints 

relating to the enforcement of the Act can be made to the 'MiljeIdagenzvn'. 

• Act on Social Housing (Lov om leje af aImene boliger LBK Dr 563 af 

19/06/2DOI) regulates neighbour nuisance through a complaints counciI and 

prosecution if tenants exhibit 'unsocial behaviour' which includes noise. 

• Private Tenant Act - (Bekendtprelse af lov om leje, LBK Nr 347 ad 

14/05/2001) under the Act 1andIords are obliged to ensure that his tenants can 

live without significant disturbance from other tenants within his property by 

setting up house rules (although this is not mandatory), which the tenants 

must then adopt. 

• Act on Environment and Gene Technology (Lov om miIje og genteknologi 

CIR Dr 2.10 af 16/u/lCj82 from LOV Dr 356 af 06/06/1991) this gives local 

authorities the power to specifY certain hours of the day during which the use 

of noisy equipment in non-commercial activities, such as lawnmowers and 

other tools, is prohibited. However, there is no obligation for local authorities 

to do this [61). 

• Police Regulation (Politi Vedtzgten) - Section 3 regulates noise that causes a 

disturbance in public spaces, including for example, excessively loud music 

playm within a building which has open windows, so causing disturbance 

outside. However, this regulation does not address neighbour noise emanating 
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from within the same block of housing, which is regulated by the Act on Social 

Housing (as described above) . 

• Act on Construction of Housing (Lov om Boligbyggeri) sets out requirements 

for noise insulation in new housing which all developers are required to comply 

with. 

Neighbour noise disputes between individuals living in their own properties are not 

addressed by any legislation in Denmark, however, mediation exists but needs to be 

accepted by both parties, this has proved to be successful in dealing with noise 

complaints. A right to appeal does not exist although there is a possibility to take the 

matter further by going to court. 

3 . .z.6 Egypt 

Egyptian President Hosny Mubarak, as one of the highlights of a major national 

environmental clean-up policy initiated in 1992, charged the Ministry of Environment 

to institute the Egyptian Environmental Number 4 law in 1994 [62]. The ministry was 

made responsible for its executive regulation. The law determined maximum 

permissible noise limits for different land use areas as shown in Table L 

By comparing road traffic noise levels in Greater Cairo, with Egyptian statutory 

standard regulations. 

Typeofara 
decibel (A) 

Permissible limit for noise intensity 

Day Evening Night 

From To From To From To 
Commercial, administrative and downtown areas 55 65 50 60 45 55 

Residential areas where workshops or commercial 50 60 45 55 40 50 
establishments are located on a main road 
Residential area in the city 45 55 40 SO 35 45 

Residential suburbs with low traffic 40 50 35 45 30 40 

Residential rural areas, hospitals and gardens 35 45 30 40 25 35 

Industrial areas (beavy industry) 60 70 55 6s 50 60 

Table 3.1: Egyptian noise standards and policy on the maximum permissible 
limit for noise intensity 4eq(dB) in deferent land use areas. 

Source: Road traffic noise mitigation strategies in Greater Cairo, Egypt [S.A.All, 20()2] 
(Day from 7 am to 6 pm; evening from 6 pm to 10 pm; night from 10 pm to ']aI11) 
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~7 Finland 

There are a number of legislations or acts which apply to community noise in Finland. 

These include Municipal ordinance which contain rules and guidance to residents 

when they move into an area. These legislations are enforced by the police who have 

the power to stop any noisy activity. Permit from the municipal Environmental 

Protection Authority is needed for certain commercial activities. 

Complaints are dealt by the police, while noise monitoring is conducted by the 

Municipal authorities (health inspectors and environmental inspectors). Right to 

appeal exists but can take longer time to go through court system. Unlike Denmark 

and Norway, there is no mediation system in Fmland however; the majority of disputes 

and complaints are resolved through informal agreement, usually with the support of 

the housing authority. Involvement from the environmental authority is limited to 

extreme cases only. There are several Acts that can be applied in cases of neighbour 

and neighbourhood noise. 

The Health Protection Act (736/1994) and the Environmental Protection Act (86/~ooo) 

are general acts that guarantee the health of residents and their environment, and 

public comfort [63] . 

• The Housing Companies Art (809/1991) and the Act on Residential Leases 

(481/1995) are acts under private Jaw and contain regulations fur occupants on 

the order to be maintained in dwellings. 

• Sound insulation requirements and noise level requirements for technical 

equipment in buildings are issued in accordance with the Land Use Planning 

and Building Act (IP/I999). 

• Municipal ordinances may contain restrictions on noise-generating activity . 

• The Act on Neighbourhood Relations (26/1920) is a private law and regulates 

relations between adjoining properties and includes the prevention of noise 

nuisance. 

The Ministry of the Environment is responsible for directing. supervising and 

promoting noile abatement in FmIand. The regional environmental centres and 

municipalities are responsible for the practical organisation of regional and local noise 

abatement matten. As part of the housing health instructions, the Ministry of Social 

Affairs and Health has issued instructions regarding noise in housing and other living 

premises fur UJe of municipal health and environment authorities [64]. 

~B Fran« 
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Switzerland. The C.I.D.B is a non profit making organization established since 1978 by 

the ministry of the environment. It brings together almost :1000 members from the 

public and private sectors intervening in environmental issues and. problems related to 

noise pollution. The C.I.D.B undertakes various initiatives, provides information to 

anyone requiring them: architects, acousticians, contractors, manufacturers and also 

teachers, students and the general public. The C.I.D.B is therefore at the crossroad of 

noise and quietness since they keep their ears open to noise victims and noise makers. 

When the confticts from noise pollution arose and are too complex, their organism 

used to advise and direct the noise antagonists to other private organisms specialized 

in noise assessments and measurements such as the LCCP (the central laboratory of 

the Paris headquarters) [67] .This laboratory accepts the acoustic and vibratory 

measurements requests on behalf of a public beneficiary:police headquarters, DASS, 

local authorities or others. This organism carries out the investigations on the spot 

executes the measurements of the established facts unexpectedly and in accordance 

with regulated conditions and supervised by an operator these measurements can be 

used as foundations (basis) to establish an offence. 

The measures effected by the LCCP give rise to a record the conclusion of which 

includes the statutory situation in t:enn5 of the presence or the absence of an offence 

(identification of noisy sources, assessment of their importance in the actual observed 

sound intensity so as to allow the beneficiary of the measurements to bring out the 

necessary and adequate corrective actions. This report is of course sent to the 

beneficiary. The LCCP guarantees the conformity of the applied methods with the 

regulations in force. (Decree of 18 April 1995 and the application texts artR.1336-6 to 

1)36-10 of the public health code.) The LCCP is entitled to carry out measurements of 

neighbourhood noise related to the installation of activity of not classified. 

These measurements are carried out so as to verify that the standards in the decree of 

18 April 1995 &om the ministry of environment are actually respected. The report 

states the measurements with their temporal representation of their noise levels 

evolution as well as the representation of their frequency spectrum. 

However, this report does not imolve any advice or prescription of the works. 

The content of this document is as foU~ and is in accordance with the type model 

defined by the norms NFS31-cno. 

L identity of the operator responsible of the measures, appending of visa 
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In France many legislative instruments are being used to tackle noise nuisance. These 

legislations laws and acts cover all types of noise except transportation noise which 

requires a special operating pennit. 

The following legislative instruments are relevant to the control of neighbour and 

neighbourhood noise in France [65J: 

• Public Health Code (art.l, L.2.); 

• Civil Code; 

• General Code on Territorial Collective Units (Art. L2.2U.~); 

• law on Noise l~; 

• Decree No 95-408 of 18 April 1995 On Fight Against Neighbouring Noise and 

Modifying the Public Health Code; and 

• Law of 19'}6 on Classified Installations (now integrated in the Environment 

Code). 

Local authorities have considerable powers to control neighbour and neighbourhood 

noise. Complaints are dealt by the Mayor himself and the police. Mediation plays an 

important role in resolving conflicts and noise issues between neighbours. A special 

mediation services provided by the French authorities and can be provided upon the 

request of complainant. Both parties have the right of appeal to the corresponding 

superior jurisdiction. In case of neighbour noise, the qualified officer who investigates 

the complaints makes a judgement as to whether the noise constitutes a nuisance or 

not. In France there is a geographical map representing a noise map zone. 

Yet the conflicts between neighbours are generally treated amicably first, contrary to 

the UK where a noise team is specially in charge with the noise issues, in France the 

noise problem being a matter only recently seriously considered there is no proper 

noise team. Noise monitoring is not very common in France, only specialist organisms 

are authorised to measure noise nuisance levels. Local authorities do not have the 

knowledge and the skills to monitor noise. When a serious noise conflict occurs they 

generally suggest to the complainers or to the person responsible for the noise to 

contact private firms to assess and measure the Doise level. 

C.I.D.B (Cen~ d'lnfonnation et de Documentation sur Ie Bruit) is an association 

which recommends and infonns people about the laws and regulations regarding the 

noise and noise disturbmce in France [66J. 

Being on the spot, we were kindly handed over by the association plenty of documents 

dealing with the noise problems in France and European countries such as 
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2. Mention of the different measurements conditions (date, hour of 

measurements, conditions of the noise sources functioning) weather 

conditions, instrumentation, situation plan etc. 

3. results under the form of tables 

• level of residual noise 

• level of residual during the activity 

• eventual detail of a spectral emergence 

• on request: proper level of sources submitted to separated trials 

chapter comparing these values to regulated or reference limits 

advice as to the regulatory situation 

eventually an advice as to the choice of the sources subject to ulterior 

action{for exp a corrective action) 

It can be noticed that all the reports issued by the LCPP and in all the cases are 

transmitted to the person or the body who demanded them and who becomes the 

proprietor . a copy is filed at the LCPP and transmitted whenever requested to the 

justice courts in accordance with the legal provisions. 

) • .3.9 GermGny 

Gennany is a federal state consisting of 16 'Under' or States, which correspond broadly 

to the Regions in the UK. Each State is divided into a number of 'BezirlWnter' or 

Boroughs, ofwhich there are u in Berlin and seven in Hamburg (68). Some aspects of 

noise are legislated for at a national level, and others, at the regional level of Under. 

There is no specific national legislation to address community noise; however, many 

statutes are applied to control of noise from different sources such as sports facilities 

and building sites. Enforcement is exercised in regional Under by means of ordinance. 

For example in the cities of Berlin and Hamburg an ordinance prohibiting noise at a 

level that causes disturbance during certain hours of the day is applied to commercial 

activities. 

In Germany. Housing estate association are able to establish regulation which combats 

neighbour noise. Complaints are dealt by the police and the local environment 

authorities but no mediation is available local authorities encourage both parties to 

solve the problem amicably. 

These are the types of noise legislation that exist in Germany (69): 

• Regulation on Lawnmower Noise (8. Ordinance for the enforcement of the 

Federal 
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Immission Control Act - Bundes-Immissionsschutzgesetz (8. BImSchV» 

• Regulation on Sports Facilities (18. Ordinance for the enforcement of the 

Federallmmission Control Act - Sportanlagenlannschutz-Verordnung(I8. 

BImSchV» 

• Technical Guideline on the Protection Against Noise (6. Administrative 

Regulation for the Enforcement of the Federal Immission Control Act

Technische 

AnJeitung zorn Schutz gegen Linn VOID ,,6. August 1998) 

• The General Administrative Regulation for the Protection Against Construction 

Noise (Technische Anleitung zum Schutz gegen Baulann vom 19- August 1970» 

Individuals can make a complaint against a decision taken by the authorities privately; 

neighbours can also go to the civil court 'Amtsgericht' to complain about noisy 

behaviour. 

3.1)0 Greece 

Community noise legislation in Greece are enforced by the police , the ministry of 

environment, Physical Planning and Public Works (MEPPPW) and the local prefecture 

[70 ]. 

The main legislations are as follow: 

• Police Regulation (PR) 3196 - Greek Government Gazette (GGG) 15/B/u.0I.96 

This regulation gives powers to the Police for preserving public peace. Hours of public 

peace hours are defined as: 

• summer period - (April 1 to September 30) between 3 pm and >30 pm, and 

between n pm and 7 am; and 

• Wmter period - between 3.30 pm and >30 pm and between n pm and 7 am. 

• Law (L) 16rjo/86 GGG 160/AlI6.10.86 Law for the Protection of the 

Environment, Article 14 - Protection &om Noise 

Certain activities are forbidden during the day by the police such as loud musical 

instruments radios as explained above. Complaints are dealt by the police, the 

(MEPPPW) and the local prefecture. Mediation is offered by the police where conflicts 

are solved infonnally. This also allows technical noise specialists from the (MEPPPW) 

or local Prefecture to focus time and resources on more complex or persistent 

complaints. 

The complainant may allO sue through the civil court process. Noise levels are not 

recorded during police visits. However, when a case is investigated by a health offidaI, 
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trained personnel undertake noise measurements. Typically, the following parameters 

are recorded: 

• LAeq; 

• noise level percentiles (e.g. L1, L10, 1..95); 

• LAmin;and 

• LAmax. 

~u India 

India is rapidly becoming industrialized and more mechanized, which directly affects 

noise levels. However, no general population study regarding the magnitude of the 

noise problem in India has been perfonned. 

Only recently has noise pollution been considered an offence in India, under the 

Environmental (Protection) Act 1986 [71]. For instance, noise from music, specifically 

religious music is politically difficult to restrict, because it is a religious country, even 

in the interests of public health. A ban on all music from loudspeakers after u:oo 

would decrease the sound pressure levels to below the permissible legal limit. A 

preventive programme is advocated to measure noise levels with sound level metres. 

j.~D Japan 

Noise standards for both general and roadside areas were set in Japan in 1961, through 

the "Basic Law for Environmental Pollution.· [710]. 

This law was updated in Septembfto 1999. Each standard. is classified according to the 

type of land use and the time of day. In ordinary residential areas, the night-time 

standard is 45 dB LAeq, but in areas that require even lower noise exposure. such as 

hospitals, this is lowered to 40 dB LAeq. In contrast, the daytime levels for commercial 

and industrial areas are as high as 60 dBA. Standards for roadside areas are 70 dB LAeq 

for daytime and 6s dB LAeq for night-time. Between If}73-19'T1 noise standards for 

aircraft noise [73], super-ex:press train noise and conventional railway train noise were 

also implemented. Standards for aircraft noise were set in terms of the weighted 

equivalent continuous perceived noise level (WECPNL). For residential areas, the 

WECPNL starvlard is 70 elBA, and is 75 dBA for- areas where it is necessary to maintain 

a normal daily life. 

~IJ lmand 

The law relating to neighbour and neighbourhood noise from domestic and 

commerdal premises (i.e. those not licensed under the Integrated pollution Control 
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(IPC) Ucensing regime and activities such as pubs, clubs, commerciaI operations and 

local industry in Ireland, is governed principally by two legal instruments 17 .. ]: 
• Environmental Protection Agency Act 1~; and 

• Environmental Protection Agency Act 1~ (Noise) Regulations 1994 

(S.1. No. 179 of 1994). 

The noise legislation in Ireland shows many weakness of the system related to the 

definition of nuisance. EPA act provides standards but no restrictive limits. Therefore 

it is not an oft'ence to cause nuisance in Ireland. However the same act gives the right 

for the complainant to take action against neighbour noise. Most of the complaints are 

dealt effectively without resorting to prosecution, no mediation is offered. Complaints 

are dealt by local authorities who forward the complaints to the noise control unit. 

The complainant may appeal to the Ombudsman if the local authority fails to serve a 

Notice [75] . 

.J.~J.f Italy 

In Italy, the acoustic characterization of the territory has received an increasing 

attention in the last years, in particular since 1991 with the issuing of specific decrees 

concerning the basic principles and actions aimed at protecting environment against 

noise pollution. 

Legislation in Italy are implemented by the ministry of the environment, however, 

regional authorities are responsible for establishing regional regulations and 

guidelines. Municipal and Provencal administrations enforce conttols locally (']6]. 

The main legislative instruments relating to noise in Italy are: 

• The Civil Code (article 844) for neighbour noise; 

• The Penal Code (article 659) also for neighbour noise; and 

• Framework Law number 447/95 covering neighbourhood noise. 

Neighbour noise is managed by the Civil and Penal Codes. The Civil Code enforced by 

the Local Health Authority while the Penal Code is enforced by the police and includes 

the control of noise that causes disturbance. The distinction between the two codes is 

not clear and may depend upon the view of the police officer who dealt with the initial 

complaint. For certain noisy collUlleJ'Cial or industrial complaints, when it is clear who 

is responsible for causing the noise, complaints are made to the local public 

administration. An individual proseruted in relation to noise can appeal to the civil or 

penal court, or to the municipality. Italian noise standards and policy establish that all 

municipalities must draw up an acoustic zoning, i.e., a subdivision of the municipal 
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territory in six acoustically homogeneous areas (acoustic classes) based on the 

prevalent land-use which specifies daytime and night-time noise levels limited [77;'78) 

If the noise level exceeds the maximum pennissible limits fixed for each area 

municipalities must set up specific noise abatement action plans. 

j.1.JS luxftnbourg 

The law relating to neighbour and neighbourhood noise in Luxemburg is governed 

principally by the Law on the Faght Against Noise of D June 1976. in addition to the 

General Regulation of the Luxembourg City Police (Chapter II) of 26 March 2001. The 

main provisions of this legislation are described in more detail below [79) . 

• Grand-ducal ~e of 15 September 1939 on usage of audio equipment; 

• Grand-ducal ~e of 16 November 19']8 on noise levels from music 

establishments and in neighbouring areas; 

• Grand-ducal Regulation of 8 May 19& on nomination of experts and agents 

responsible for investigating and reporting non-compliance with legal 

provisions in the field of fight against noise and air pollution; and 

• Grand-ducal Regulation of 1St April 1988 on admissible noise levels for lawn 

mowers. 

The police and certain experts and agents designated by grand.-ducal arete are 

responsible for investigating and identifying cases of non-compliance with the 

legislation. Monitoring are conducted by the police, use of mediation is under 

consideration. Complaints are received directly by the police, usually via an 

intervention centre. 

The General Regulation of the Luxembourg City Police compliments national 

Legislation. This prohibits a disturbance of public tranquillity by excessive noise. 

Specific provisions cover the following sources of noise: 

• animals; 

• radio, television and musical instruments as well as singing; 

• engines from motionless cars - (at night, shutting car or garage doors or 

starting or stopping vehicles 10 loudly that it can disturb other people); 

• Skittle games (prohibited between n.oo pm and 8.30 am if it constitutes a 

nuisance for the neighbourhood); 

• construction works; and 

• lawn mowers, saws and other noisy equipment - usage is prohibited at night 

and on Sundays and bank holidays. 
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There is a right of appeal to the court decision in the high court. However, the 

procedure is lengthy and it can take around six months for the court to make a 

decision on the case in the first instance, followed by another six months if a 

subsequent appeal is made. 

3.116 Nethmands 

Noise norms or limits for companies are included in permits awarded on the basis of 

the Environmental Protection Act (EPA). Norms for companies that do not require a 

pennit, are included in a General Rule laid down in the EPA. 

The main legislative instruments for controlling noise in the Netherlands are: 

• The Environmental Protection Act 199) (EPA) (Wet Milieubeheer 3); 

and 

• The Noise Nuisance Act 1979 (Wet Geluidshinder) 3. 

The Milieudienst or communal environmental inspection services deal with noise 

norms, and complaints relating to commercial operations. The police deal with 

complaints of neighbour noise in relation to a penal code [So]. 

Noise problems between neighbours, are dealt with by the "neighbourhood directors" 

within the police [81]. A defendant can appeal against a decision made by the 

Milieudienst by going first to the Town Hall and then the High Court. 

J.1PJ Portugal 

The Noise Pollution act zooo (Decm:o - Lei zfj7./zooo de 14 de NOYmlbro de zooo) 

came into force in ZOO! and is the national legislation for community noise in Portugal 

[8%]. One of the main aims of the act was to clarify complaints procedure by 

appointing the police as the competent authority for dealing with noise complaints. 

The police have the power to stop certain activities if they cause disturbance. 

In Portugal, there are three different types of police. 

• city police - PSP, 

• police in small towns; and 

• Metropolitan police. 

As a result, the general public are unclear as to which authority deals with complaints. 

a This law regulates almost all types of environmental problems such as noise, emissions, waste, 
transport. eneI'JY use etc. This is in line with the Netherlands' Integrated EnYiroomentai Policy. 

3 Lut amencImenb in Law of ~ Deamber ~ (technical adjustment - loweringlimib values) 
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In addition, the police do not have the authority to record noise levels, which is also 

giving rise to problems. The legislation is nationwide. However, operating procedures 

may vary in different areas depending on the level of resources available. There are no 

mediators or watchdogs in the Portuguese system, but if the noise problem cannot be 

solved it is usually down to the lawyers to try to find an amicable solution to the 

problem and to avoid going to court. 

There is a right of appeal under the Portuguese administrative and judicial procedures 

for both complainants and complainers. 

3-~J8 South Africa 
Noise control in South Africa has a history dating back about three decades. Noise 

control began with codes of practice issued by the South African Bureau of Standards 

(SASS) to address noise pollution in different sectors. Since then, Section 2.5 of the 

Environment Conservation Act (Act 73 of 1989) made provision for the Minister of 

Environmental Affairs and Tourism to regulate noise, vibration and shock at the 

national level [831. These regulations were published in 1990 and local authorities 

could apply to the Minister to make them applicable in their areas of jurisdiction. 

However, a number of the bigger local authorities did not apply for the regulations 

since they already had by-laws in place, which they felt were sufficient. 

J.~.J9 Spain 

The main noise sources in Spain are traffic and recreation, in addition to the noise 

problems faced by communities living in the vicinity of airports. There are some 

independent research studies on noise. 

There is no national legislation relating to community noise in Spain, although a draft 

Noise Act has been produced. As a result noise control legislation is enforced locally 

through General Municipal Orders. The city of Madrid recently adopted a General 

Municipal Order on Environmental Protection relating to noise (Ordenanza General 

de Protecdon del Medio Ambiente, articulado referente a contaminacion acustica, de 

30 de mayo de ZOOt) [84]. In addition, the Autonomous Community of Madrid has a 

Decree on Noise dating &om 8th June 1999- This Order includes all souras of noise 

[851. 

In the city of Madrid, complaints are dealt with the Town hall environment 

department and a 34-hour service is provided. The investigation of complaints 

includes the JDeOISlIft'IDenti of noise levels. The procedure for dealing with complaints 

is the same for different sources of noise. 
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In Barcelona, there is no clear definition of responsibilities and complaints may be 

made to the Town hall of the police [86]. In practice, the authority that has been 

contacted by the resident will go to the site and investigate the complaint. If the noise 

occurs between the hours of 10 pm and 8 am and is due to loud music, a loud domestic 

appliance or other noisy activity such as the moving of furniture, the police officer may 

request that the activity is stopped immediately. There is a right of appeal under the 

Law on Administrative Procedures for both complainants and complainers while no 

mediation is provided. 

J.1..30 Sweden 

Community noise in Sweden is enforced by local Environmental Health departments 

through the Environmental Code, which was established in UJOO [&,]. The Code 

provides a framework, which is enforced locally. Although this provides a flexible 

approach to enforcement, the lack of consistency across the countty, which results 

from the local interpretation of the Code has been criticised. However, the Code 

presents an advantage where it is possible to reverse the burden of proof. This means 

that if a complaint is issued against you, it is your responsibility to prove that you are 

not in breach of the regulations and that you are not causing a disturbance. When a 

complaint of neighJv.ur noise is made, it is usual for the complainant to approach the 

person who is responsible for causing the noise directly. 

There are additional standards and guidelines (e.g. relating to building methods to 

minimise noise) in Sweden but they are not used as frequently as the Environmental 

Code. Guidelines also exist for dealing with noise from commercial premises and 

construction sites [88]. 

In Sweden, landlords are considered to be responsible for dealing with complaints 

between neighbours in the first instance, and the authorities are often reluctant to get 

involved. If the person responsible for causing the noise would like to challenge the 

judgement made by the court, they must do so within three weeks to the judgement. If 

the appeal fails, the case can be taken to the Environmental Court, and beyond that, 

the case must go through a period of validation before it goes to the Environmental 

Rights Court of Appeal. It is understood that very few noise cases go to appeal. 

BecaUle of this, I really think that the victims of noise pollution think twice before 

taking to court the responsible of their worries. However in developing countries it is 

getting JJlOl'e ud more difficult to take noise pollution considered as an offence, 

becaUle they are countries which have been recently urbanized and not used to face 
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this sort of problem (noise pollution).Beside they are confronted to so many other 

critical social problems. Without forgetting that in some countries like India and often 

Muslim countries where a religious music of prayers calls from loud speakers is 

politically difficult to restrict(religious countries) even in the interest of public health. 

3.3 Critical review on how noise issue is tackled in Europe 

The European Union has focused on the problem of noise nuisances for many years. As 

a matter of fact there is actually an increasing concern about the noise problem in 

Europe -complaints about noise have awfully increased since l~ [89]. People 

frequently complain about noise annoyance, and most of EU citizens live in areas 

which have disturbing levels of noise. Controlling this form of pollution has now 

become a priority because of the negative effects of noise on people's health. More the 

a half of the union's citizens are exposed to an unacceptable level of transport noise for 

instance the Who reports that more than 30% of European union citizens suffer 

serious noise induced disturbance[90J. 

EU regulations firstly provided a framework for motor vehicles (directive 7O/1'S1/EEC 

for cars and lorries). The maximum noise levels authorised were then gradually 

lowered, by around 10 dB in a quarter of a century, making it possible to peg noise 

levels near major roads despite increases in traffic. It should be emphasised that 

without the tightening of these regulations, the noise level by roads would now have 

increased by 10 dB. 

More recently the European Union has produced two major legislative texts: 

• directive M)O;a/JO/EC 0/;a6 March;aocu on the establishment o/rules and 
proctdulU with regard to the introduction 0/ noise-related opnating restrictions 
at Community airports; 

• directive ;&OO;&/~9/EC o/~5June;&OO;& relating to the assessment and 
management 0/ environmental noise. 

The directive on assessment and management of environmental Noise (also known as 

the Environmental Noise Directive (END» seeks to provide a framewodc in which the 

member states can draw up "action plans" aimed at cutting noise emissions from the 

prime IIOUI'CeI, particularly land and air transport infrastructures and industry. To that 

end, it stipulates the production of "strategic noise maps" and "action plans" for large 

urban areas, major roads, major railways and major airports. It outlines the 

methodology for drawing up the IIY" (alculation methods to be used, etc.) and 
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recommends the production of common indicators such as Wen and Lnight. It also 

advocates, for the first time, the management of noise as a whole and not, as 

previously, by source of pollution. It introduces the notion of "quiet area". 

However, this directive does not include the nuisances inflicted by humankind on 

itself, whether voluntary (by listming to amplified music for example), imposed by one's 

professional position and activity (particularly noise in the workplace) or resulting 

&om problems in the neighbourhood. The indicators imposed (Lden and Lnight) are 

known as "energy level" indicators covering noise over an entire period but not taking 

account of event noises, despite the fact that people regard these as a major 

annoyance. In addition, strategic mapping is not imposed as a reference for urban 

zoning, particularly in the vicinity of airports and railways where noise is sporadic. 

Finally, the directive leaves the designation of threshold values to the discretion of the 

States and gives no precise definition of a "quiet area". 

Possible issues with the UK of the L.. indicator 

Another issue may arise by the introduction of the L.ten indicator. Discrepancies are 

likely to arise when converting results from current standards to the standardised 

indicator. For example, the UK and Ireland use the CRTN(Calculation of Road Traffic 

Noise) method to predict noise levels in terms of the L.o index and subsequently apply 

conversion formulae to detennine I...". ([Abbott. Nelson, 2.002.] [91] and [O'Malley et 

al., 2.009]) [cpl. The convenion methodologies were developed so that authorities 

would not have to change existing models or software in order to comply with the EU 

standard. 1bis problem is unique to those Member States who adopted the CRTN 

method as all other methods may predict noise levels in terms of 4.,. which the L..m 

indicator is based upon.Additionally, L..m is an annual noise indicator which describes 

the average day-evening-night-time equivalent sound pressure level over a complete 

year. Over the course of a year varying meteorological conditions are likely to have a 

significant impact on noise levels and as such, the manner in which meteorological 

conditions are incorporated into the calculation model will influence final results. The 

French method ~ounts for meteorological conditions using the pen:eotage of time 

conditions fawurable to propagation occur; the CRTN method does not include a 

correction for meteorological conditions while several parameters detail the influence 

of meteorological conditions in Norcbooo. The Environmental Noise Directive (END) 

also states dYt in cases where oil Member State adopts oil different calculation method 

&om the recommended interim method it must show that the method chosen yields 
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equivalent results. This requirement is designed to ensure comparability of results 

across member states. Yet, the manner by which to determine 'equivalence' was not 

described in the Directive which has led to some considerable confusion among 

competent authorities in Member States. 

At the lewl of the States 

Existing Ell Standards and noise regulations exist varying from one country to another. 

They differ from one source of noise poUution to another. The enforcement of these 

regulations differs from one authority to another depending on the country where the 

offences occur (enforcement shared between local authorities, the poIke and other 

official bodies such as the justice courts). The calculation methods described above 

were developed prior to the introduction of the L.tm indicator. Further discrepancies 

are likely to arise when converting results from current standards to the standardised 

indicator. For example, the UK and Ireland use the CRTN method to predict noise 

levels in terms of the L., index and subsequently apply conversion formu1ae to 

determine t... ([Abbott. Nelson, ~oo~J and [O'Malley et al., ~OO9])[~J. 

For example in France, there is the law of J1 December l~ on noise from land 

transport infrastructures, the decree of J1 August ~oo6 for neighbourhood noise and 

the orders of 14 June 1969 and 30 June 1999 for the soundproofing of sensitive housing 

and buildings. The regulations are based on sound levels for ordinary noise (transport), 

police regulations for neighbourhood noise and noise abatement levels for buildings 

(orders Ofl969 and 1999). 

European regulations applied to noise form entertainment halls have been studied and 

compared in previous research (Desamaulds et al.~3). The regulations vary widely 

for country to another. 

There are three main criteria types: 

• Levels at noise-sensitive property (inside the property) 
• Levels outside the noise-making property 
• Sound insulation requirements where both source and receiver are part of the same 

building. 

Most of the countries use more than one criteria type. France and Italy use all three. Criteria 

for allowable levels inside or outside the noise-sensitive property in eight countries are 

summarised in Table J.~ 
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COUDtrf Ten Dncript- Requiremenu ~ 
Inside, dB(A) outside, dB(A) 

Switzerland- DEP LAeq(JOII) "4 34 
Gemuny VDI3CJ588u LAeq 35 40-45 

LAFmax 35 (DIN J8oos) 
Fnnc:e R«onunmcIition LAeq u -

CNB(I993) 

Italy DPCM I4fnIw LAeq(1 min) 35 40 

NcD80 (op!Il window) 

Norway NS 8r]5-1997 LAFmax u-Y7 :15-45 

~ C3rai1l8 order LAeq (19"07) 35 40 

(J99Il) LAFIDD 45 60 

Sweden SOSFSI99fi:'7 LAeQ 35 -
Uniud JGnFam Code 01 pnctice LAeq (151110.) 75(-"&) 

aJIICII .... 65 (other) 

- aitationabr. time downtown" .. Ma.. airconcerb 

Tab1e:3.2.: European limits at the noise-sensitive property, 

Source: ( Desarnaulds, V., G. Monay and A. P. Carvalho (~3). 'Noise from amplified music 
played in cIisc:otheques, pubs mel dubs - A rmew of some national regu1ations,' Acta Acustica 
I9(SUPP): 12.5-) 

Ten Dacriptor ..... luaeut 

ewujUlCC! dB(A) 

< 

< 

<0 

NaiR Code _ l1li 

Code olPrac:dce 
UK- Conceru < 

Code olPractice PuIIa 
UK • aua. Not defined Not defined "IMUdib1e" 

*Umit for each octave band 12.5 to -tit Hz (measurement method: NF S 31-010); **Lr = 
LAeq(music+background noise) + Kt,i (tonal and impulsive 0, 3 or 6) - K.d(duration, 0 to .d; 
"*Muimum JO indoor venua /year 

Table 3.3: limitation of noise emergence at the reception. 

Source: Source: ( Desamaulds, v., G. Monay and A. P. Carvalho (~3). 'Noise from amplified 
music played in cIisc:otheques, pubs and dubs - A review of some national reauJations.' Acta 
Acustica Ig(SUPP): 12.5-) 
Table 3-31U11l1Da1ises the criteria for maximum levels in five countries which occurs 

outside the noise making building. It is also referred as Emergence by Desamaulds et 

al. 

Cultural jiKtors 
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Having looked at the noise control regulations in Europe and the rest of the world in 

this chapter, we remarked that there are differences between European countries in 

terms of noise control assessments. These differences are due to cultural factors, for 

example, night-time noise levels limits in certain countries like Netherlands start from 

?pm until ']aID, whereas in Portugal it's between 10pm until~. Another example of 

cultural difference within the Europe, the Spanish city of Granada has introduced a set 

of new regulations to ensure its residents can enjoy an undisturbed Siesta (is a short 

nap taken in the early afternoon, often after the midday mealr.This new by-law 

prohibits noisy activity during the two hours traditionally reserved for an afternoon 

nap. Between 3 and 5 o'clock in the afternoon anyone making "unnecessary noise" can 

be fined up to 30000 euros (£20,640). Among the prohibited activities are shouting, 

singing, dancing or slamming a door. The rules are part of a swathe of new regulations 

brought in by Granada's city council in a bid to improve life in the historic Andalucian 

city, which boasts Spain's most visited monument, the Alhambra. 

3-4 Conclusion 

Throughout the study to know how the noise problem in Europe and other countries 

of the rest of the world is tackled as well as the different standards in use, it has been 

noticed that the problem of noise and the related complaints have actually increased 

since 1992-. This problem has become a priority of the concerned authorities because of 

the dramatic impact on the populations 'health. We have understood through this 

chapter that each time the question of noise is raised by angry complainers or even 

noise association, no real concrete action was undertaken by the concerned authorities 

mainly due to actual economic strakes. Indeed , there are in aU countries of Europe 

several legislative instruments aimed to control the noise in cities bust most of the 

time a civil mediation is required to resolve issues resulting from noise conflicts 

especially between neighbours .It is only when complains are persistent that technical 

noise specialists are called on to soIw the problem. Complainers have the right to take 

to court the responsible of noise disturbance but generally the procedure is lengthy 

and harassing. In the next chapter, noise nuisance from entertainment halls in UK will 

be investigated deeply by looking at the standards and the regulation in force as well 

as the different noise control strategies in UK. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Noise Nuisance and Noise Control Standards in 

UK 
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4-1 Introduction 

There are many sources of environmental noise that present an ever-increasing burden 

of noise poDution that affects weD-being of British citizens. Transportation systems are 

a major source of noise poUution, with road traffic noise being the most prevalent and 

wide spread source. Ambient noise levels are rising due to the increasing levels of 

traffic on Britain's roads. Daily routines in the home can expose us to high noise levels 

from items such as boilers, air conditioning units and household appliances. Many 

other activities too, pose a risk, such as DIY and especially many leisure or social 

pastimes ranging from discos, and clubs and pubs. 

4-~ Noise from Entertainment Music in UK 

In UK, music entertainment noise associated with pubs and clubs is generally 

controlled through the music entertainment-licensing regime operated by local 

authorities. Licences include discretionary operating conditions, which typically cover 

hours of operations, fire precautions, safety and control noise [93]. The NSCA (the 

National Society for Oean Air and Environmental Protection) reported through its 

national committee and several meetings that the noise coming from pubs and club 

during 1999 was the major subject of complaints for zoo hundred UK local authorities. 

[94]. Complaints about noise from Music entertainment have increased dramatically in 

recent years for many local authorities in UK. Until now, there is no established and 

agreed method that Public Health Practitioners and Acousticians can rely on when 

conducting assessments of music entertainment noise coming from pubs and clubs. 

A draft code of practice on pubs and dubs was submitted in November 1999 by the 

Institute of Aroustics (the new one has been issued in march W03 but only now 

distributed may WOl) but judged not to be sufficiently stringent to account for the 

local conditions that are prevalent in c:lifI"erent councils. This is why; each local 

authority has set out and adopted new planning and licensing conditions. 

For many acousticians, the 1/3 rd octave band frequency analysis is always the 

preferred approach for describing annoyance compared to the WHO criteria of 

internal noise levels of 35 dBA and 30dBA which are compromising and judged 

inefficient and ineffective when wanted to describe objectively the annoyance and 

disturbance with low frequency characteristic music associated with night clubs. 

Entertainment in pubs and dubs is traditional and is an important part of community 

life. It brings in business for the licensee and boosts the local economy. However, it 
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can also lead to a noise nuisance affecting neighbours. Modem amplification and 

music styles make this an increasing problem. If we want to find an issue to the 

problem of noise pollution we have first to be sure that the location and the structure 

of the premises are suitable for the entertainment intending to provide, without 

disturbing the neighbourhood. There have been numerous national and local reviews 

and policies adopted with Codes and Standards produced to control and advice on 

noise pollution from entertainment activities over the past 50 years. 

UK local authorities may rely on the experience of their environmental health officers 

to determine the most appropriate method of assessing the alleged annoyance and 

thus determine the best course of action. Their conclusion will be relying on both 

subjective and objective assessment including individuals' response such as SWVey5 

and describing noise characteristics using objective data collected with a sound level 

meter and different standards, policies and guidance. 

4.3 Current Standards and Codes 

There is a lack of specific guidance with regards the impact of licensed entertainment 

and retail premises although several standards and codes give some indication as how 

to measure and what constitutes an acceptable environmental noise impact. 

+J.I as.p.p Rating industrial noise aJJecting mixed residential 

and industrial al"NS, 1991 {95] 

This standard is used to assess the impact of a specific noise source of an industrial 

nature in a mixed residential and industrial area .As this tide indicates the standard is 

intended to rate an industrial plant process on the nearest affected residential premise 

and will only indicate whether the specific noise is likely or disturb or not the 

residents. The measurement and assessment methodology of comparing the specific 

noise with the existing background is to be applauded but the standard is often used 

incorrectly to establish that an entertainment premises will have a low impact on the 

area. The standard is sometimes used to assess the impact of plant on a residential area 

in the absence of a specific local planning condition. The standard can be a useful tool 

in assessing the proposed plant's impact but should not replace the local condition. 

The main thrust of the standard is to assess whether the specific noise of new plant is 

likely to cause complaint at the nearest residential receptor. The specific plant LAeqT 

value, corTected for background level, is assessed against the prevailing background 

level LA 90 at the residential unit. One single addition of +5 dB for any tonal or noise 
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characteristics may be added to the specific level as a penalty. Specific level +penalty = 
Rating level 

The assessment is made over a period of an hour during daytime and a 5-minute 

period at night- time. 

Once the specific plant noise rating has been produced the background level is 

subtracted from it to produce the assessment of rating level over background. 

Assessment: (Itatins- backpound) Auessed Impact 

+10 dB and above Complaints are more than likely 

Around +5 dB Marginal impact 

<+5dB A decreasing likelihood of complaint 
-lodB A positive indication of DO complaints 

------~-------------------

Table 4.1: 'The assessment method as defined by this standard (B~.1997) 

4-J.~ PPG:1f,: Planning Policy and Guidance: Planning and Noise 199-f,[y61 

It has been reviewed in 2002 and issued by the Department of the Environment this 

document gives guidance with regard noise in a planning context, it focuses on noise

sensitive residential developments in areas that may already be noisy from road, rail 

aircraft transport as well as mixed sources. 

The PPG 24 document classifies Noise Exposure Categories (NEC's) where the 

development may proceed without any need for special treatment or with the need for 

additional noise control treatments if the noise levels are excessive. The base line 

threshold levels for NEC category A daytime are 5SdB and at night 45dB as an IAeqT. 

The document makes reference to B~ as a method of assessment for detennining 

the likelihood of complaints but does not mention that a minus 10 dB assessment will 

be a positive indication of no complaints. The code does recognise that associated 

activities outside the premises should not be overlooked and recommends that where 

individual night-time LAMax values of BulB occur several times per bour planning 

permission should normally be refused. In general terms the advice for plant noise 

assessment is adequate but specific guidance on the effects of premises on residential 

amenity is very limited and local planning conditions and policy will need to be 

applied. 
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4-j.J Codes of Practice for Pubs and Clubs. Draft J999 rredited in March 

~J[Y71 

Until May W03 when distributed the only guide followed by the local authorities 

which provides guidance for the control of the noise affecting noise sensitive premises, 

from the public and private use of public houses, clubs pubs and other similar 

premises was the Code of Practice for Pubs and aubs [98].This code was proposed by 

the Institute of AcOUltics working party to address the absence of a standard for 

entertainment premises. 

It proposes that music noise levels are assessed and limited outside the nearest 

residential premises at one meter from the most sensitive window of a habitable room. 

In general tenus it suggests that there should be no increase in the L Aeq, 5 min noise 

level for premises that operate more than twice weekly at a measurement position 

outside a residential property nor should the low frequency un-weighted octave values 

increase. The same condition applies to aU premises that operate at night even though 

may operate more than 30 times per annum but no more than once per week. Venues 

that operate more than thirty times per year but no more than once a week may be 

permitted to increase both the LA eq, 5J1lin value and the low frequency octaves of 63 

Hz and U.5 Hz by 3 dBLeq, smin during the day time hours of 10.OO-~J.OO. The code 

considers that night time music and amplified singing and speech should be, where 

reasonably practicable inaudible inside noise sensitive premises. When compared with 

the reedited Draft WOJ,we could find out that both of the drafts could usefully insert 

the general advices for measurement explaining how, where and when the 

measurement should be done but the significant difference. 

The reason given in the draft was that the working party could not agree for noise 

criteria because objectively it is very difficult to assess the impact of the noise and 

defining a nuisance is very subjective. (A nuisance could be a 5dB increase but )dB may 

also be a nuisance). The code proposes that each local authority should determine 

their own conditions to reflect their local expectation and should be incorporated in 

their planning and licensing policies. 

Discussion and comment: the 1999 draft code covered only the music breakout, 

continuaBy music noise but did not cover the noise when the doors are opened and 

when potential noise might occurring this is why this code was subject to criticism and 

instead of improving and setting more stringent limits and objective criteria such as 

imposing the LAMa for the assessment of noise music which is a true indicator of 
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potential disturbance such as impu1sive noise, the surprise was that in the new draft 

distributed in May wo3 no noise limits were set that because the working party which 

is constituted by owners of premises and members of the institute of acoustics and 

members of councils didn't agree on what could be a limit noise for music because the 

entertainment industry is dealing with many practical ,economic and local 

considerations, in other tenus dealing with money. They stated that the noise level for 

the mUlic should just be inaudible for the raidents. 

4-3-4 BS Ibn: Sound Insulation and noise reduction for buildings, 

1997£911 
This standard is a general information document giving advice on the noise control 

within the buildings. The document covers sound insulation, lobbies noise control and 

recommended internal noise criteria. 

4-J.S IJS?.uS: Description and measurement of environmental noise, 

1991· Part 1-3 [99} 

These standards specify the measurement methodology, the descriptors and the 

reporting procedure for environmental noise measurements. It provides the 

underpinning principles for the standards ~. None of these standards specifically 

deal with all the noise issues associated with licensed premises although each provide 

some infonnation that can collective1y be used to assess some of the problem areas. 

Both the Code of Practice for Pubs and Clubs and the PPG24 guidance recognise that 

the problems of the street noise should not to be underestimated. A common sense 

approach is needed to assess these potential disturbances and relate them to the 

individual premises and locality bearing in mind the number of raidents that may be 

affected. 

4.4 National and International Noise Initiatives 

In recent years there have been international initiatives to correlate and standardise 

research into ambient noise levels and to assess the levels of noise that populations of 

various industrialised countries are exposed to. Their common goal is to reduce noise 

exposures. Amongst these are the World Health Organisation (WHO) and the 

European Commission and national bodies in England such as the Building Research 

Establishment (BRE) and more recently the Department for Environment, Food and 

Rural Affairs (DEnA). 
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4.5 World Health Organisation (Guidelines for Community 

Noise, J999) [JOO] 

Guidelines were published by the organisation of ideal or target ambient noise levels to 

avoid annoyance and sleep disturbance occurring. 

The document states that -significant annoyance occurs at and abon an ambient 

lnel of 55 dB Ueq T from the continuous steady noise during the day and the 

nening periods in outdoors living spaces. A night time interrHIl noise lnel of 

not more than JObB UeqT for bedrooms is specified so that sleep disturbances 

would not occur-. J 

This intemallevel equates with an external fa~e level of 45dBLAeq T allowing for 15 

dB open widow attenuation. Additional nigh time ambient targets are also quantified 

by the specification of maximum levels (LAFMax) that are 45 dB inmnal and 60dB 

LAFMax external to the window facade. The noise target limits assume a continuous 

steady noise level generated from transportation systems rather than from other 

specific sources. Certain professional bodies have spoken out against the misuse of the 

WHO targets as absolute limiting levels and state than further research and 

assessment of ambient noise levels should be undertaken before setting national target 

levels. Indeed recent provisional results of an Ambient Noise Incident Study by BRE 

/DEFRA have indicated that large proportions of the population in this country are 

exposed to levels in excess of the WHO guidelines. It is stated that a cost benefit 

analysis should be undertaken to balance the public commercial and 6nanciaI interests 

against the need of those affected by the noise. There is a fair amount of research that 

indicates that human health and wellbeing can be affected by noise in excess of levels 

quoted by the WHO. At this present time it would be wrong for licensing authorities 

to reject an application simply because the local ambient noise levels were in excess of 

those quoted. However, should the ambient noise levels be weD in excess of the stated 

levels then it would be prudent for the authority to consider the impact of the new 

licence premise on that noise environment. An already noise stressed environment 

should not be exacerbated further. Consideration should also be given to the amount 

of residents affected and their proximity to the premises. 
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4.6 National Noise Incident Study:DEFRA/BRE.2000/2001[JOlj 

These surveys were conducted throughout England and Wales and follow similar 

studies in 1990.The survey is based on 1000 homes, 24 hours measurement survey and 

expresses the results in LAeq, LAlO and LA90 index form. The results are expressed in 

day, evening and night-time periods to equate with various standards and to enable a 

new 24 hour index of LDEN that quantifies the individual day, evening and night-time 

components as a average daily ambient level to match the EC noise mapping initiative. 

Results indicate that values have not changed significantly over the past ten years 

although whereas the daytime values have reduced fractionally the night-time values 

have increased by a small amount. In particular the background IA90 values have 

increased more than the ambient levels [lO~J. 

Lden(dB) Proportion in ~ gs%c:onficlence Interval 

Lden <55 dB 33% ~9-3']% 

S5s;Lden<60 dB J8% 33-43% 

6~Lden <65dB 16% U-:l.O% 

Lden~(dB) 13% 11-15% 

Table 4.2.: The proportions of UK population living in dwellings exposed to 

noise levels in various bands, according to the Lden indicator. 

Indicator WHO Guideline UK ENGlAND ENGlAND 
Leftl (:IOOO/3OOl) ItWALES(:aooo) awALF.S(lC}9O) 

Day-time 5sdB outdoors 54±3 55f:3 6o±J 
Laeq16h living spaces 

Night- 45 dB intelNl to 67±3 68±3 66±J 
time thewiDdow 
LAeq8b 

Table 4.3: The Proportions of UK population living in dwellings exposed to 

levels exceeding WHO guidelines levels. 

It can be seen in table 4.3 that the proportion of day time exposure to levels above 55 

dB has reduced marginally in the ten years between surveys. It can also be seen that 

the night-time values have increased a small amount. 

It should be noted that approximately 55% of the population are exposed to values 

above the daytime WHO value of 55 dB and 67% are exposed to levels above the WHO 

night-time recommended value of 45dB. 
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4.7 Ambient Noise Strategy 

The British government is so much concerned about the problem of noise that noise 

strategies have been drafted for both metropolitan areas and for England and Wales as 

whole. In December ~o01, the government published a consultation Paper entitled 

'7owards a National Ambient Noise Strategy ., fulfilling in its ~ooo Rural White Paper 

to develop such a strategy [103]. The strategy generally relates to transportation noise 

and its effect on the population including a chapter on neighbour noise. Little 

guidance is given to the setting of target values but the draft tends to suggest that 

further study should be undertaken to assess the noise effects on the psydlological and 

physiological wellbeing of the citizens. The results of the noise mapping programmes, 

(in confonnity with EU directive when the population percentage affected is known, 

will give an indication as to the scale of the problem and assist in determining a 

suitable strategy to reduce noise. The recent surveys by the Building Research 

Establishment of the Noise incident and attitude surveys will also assist and help in 

understanding the nature and areas of the perceived noise problems. 

4-8 Greater London Mayor Noise Strategy 

Noise is a problem for many Londoners. It can be disrupt conversation other activity, 

increase stress or disturb concentration, rest or sleep. Many see it as a key quality of 

life issue. The actual London Mayor seems to be very sensitive to the noise problem in 

greater London and very anxious to find individual solutions to the various sources of 

noise, even those affecting the entertainment areas. In this case his main concern is 

indeed to preserve the well-being of citizens living close the entertahunent venues who 

are constantly complaining about the disturbance caused by the noise generated from 

the surrounding pubs and clubs but without running any risk of losing this substantial 

source of revenues visited by millions of foreign tourists. The mayor's strategy is part of 

a Europe-wide move towards more active management of what legislation calls 

'ambient' or 'environmental noise' -long term noise mainly from transport sources and 

entertainment . Among the various propositions listed in the "'London plan for 

entertainment management zones'" suggesting solutions to the high level of noise 

existing particularly in the vicinity of the pubs and clubs (external noise). The Mayor 

of London seems to retain the idea of an increase in the licence fees of the 

entertainment venues, this increase should contribute to the cost of managing the 

problems in these entertainment zones. 
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In my opinion, any proposition should be considered because the noise problem 

outside and around the entertainment premises seems to be very difficult to tackle and 

to manage. 

4.9 Noise mapping 

A European Directive6 requires that all member states carry out noise prediction 

mapping by the year UXY7 of [104]: 

• Agglomerations exceeding 250.000 persons and then 

• Agglomerations of 100.000 persons at a later date. 

Birmingham has been involved in noise mapping for a number of years and several 

authorities have either completed provisional maps or are in the process of doing so. 

Noise Mapping of England and Wales is in the process of tender and should 

commence in the near future. Noise Mapping software packages use algorithms to 

convert raw data to predict noise propagation and noise levels around three

dimensional buildings that are built up from Ordinance Survey and other similar maps 

with height data from satellite laser scans. Initial noise levels are mainly from 

transportation data and some industrial sources. Many mapping systems are also 

capable of predicting noise from plant and noise emissions from building facades. The 

time required to fully populate the maps with a comprehensive array of noise data 

indicates that it will take some time before a fully realistic map of all noise is complete. 

The limitation of noise mapping is that the global results are expressed as an annual 

24-hour average although results can be expressed in the individual component 

periods of daytime, evening and night-time. Software packages do allow individual 

premises and projects to be individually mapped and this will be of a great benefit in 

assign individual situations. The mapping predictions will need to be validated by 

physical sound measurements carried out on a regu1ar if not semi-pennanent basis. 

Local Authorities have a wealth of experience and may possess records of noise levels 

in their area that can assist the validation process. 

4.10 Entertainment Noise objective Assessment 

eraik and Starling have both carried out a specific further work on amplified music 

entertainment and the inaudibility principle as a complement to the work undertaken 

by Edinburgh Council [lOS] When Craik [106] investigated the complaint received by 
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the Scottish authorities concerning amplified music, he pointed out that these local 

authorities stated 5 different noise assessment criteria among them we have those 

involving the use of Bs.p..p recommending the comparison between the music level 

and the background noise level. Craik discussed the relationship between subjective 

tests involving 40 Scottish households and analysis of council records. He came to the 

conclusion that the application of the described objective criteria did not always 

means the satisfaction of the people complaints. During that period those criteria were 

the only ones used by most local authorities. 

The criteria provided by Wilson's Report for assessment of noise (whereby "the 

intemationall..lo should not exceed 3sd BA-. (Craik and Stirling, 1986) were criticized 

by Craik. Craik argument was that the absolute level of 35d BA was not taking into 

account the existing background noise levels in the premises of those affected by the 

noise. He also argued that the background and specific noise levels may be measured 

as below 3sd SA. These criteria may be inappropriate under these conditions. 

Craik involved different local authorities when using different criteria, resulting in 

some modifications in the final interpretation of the alleged noise causing annoyance. 

Moreover Craik's point ofview is that the principle of specific noise level exceeding the 

audibility even when music noise level well below measured background level in dBA 

by 5 or 15 dB may seriously underestimate the nuisance caused by amplified 

music(Craik and Stirling ,1986)[I07J. 

4.U How can noise pollution M controlled? 

Common sense considerations need to be considered for general reduction of noise. 

Noise can be controlled at: 

• Source: choose low noise items 

• The sound path: barriers and enclosures 

• The receiver location: acoustic glazing etc 

Treatment at the receiver location should be seen as a last resort 

The clue for best practice and most effective method is to design the source plant and 

equipment to be as quiet and efficient as possible and be positioned to have the least 

impact. Although, selecting low noise plant may have initial high cost. It will be 

cheaper than providing addition attenuation treatments at a later date to reach an 

effective solution. 
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.f.u The UK strategy in controlling the music noi2 from pubs 

and clubs 

In this part we wiD look at the legislative and technical solutions to overcome the noise 

from pubs and clubs. 

4-U.1 UgislGtiY~ Solutions 

Responsibilities oflocal authorities and businesses and their use of different guidelines 

The Environmental Protection Act 1990(3) states [108]: 

"It shall M the duty of "~ry local authority to cause its areer to M inspected 
from tim~ to ti~ to ddect any statutory nuisances which ought to M dealt 
with und~r section Bo...and, where a complaint of a statutory nuisance is mad~ 
to it by a pnson lilring lIrithin its area, to talc~ such as steps are reasonably 
practicable to irwestigate the complaint-.7 

dearly, the local authority must make efforts to reduce the likelihood of noise 

complaints using appropriate planning and licensing conditions, which are the most 

powerful methods to control the noise for entertainment premises. It has been 

understood that each council has the power to set out its new own conditions to the 

noise level they want to reach because they find that the ones set out in the Draft code 

of practice is not stringent. 

4-U.J.J Duty of the local authority: 

The local authority has a duty under the Environmental Protection Act (EPA, 

1990)[109] to inspect and investigate any noise nuisance reported to them from a 

resident living within the authoriqls areas. Internal noise (breakout music) or any 

plant generating noise from the premises that is judged to be causing a nuisance 

should be dealt with under' the duty to serve abatement notices (contained in section 

80): If the nuisance continues, the owner/operator of the premises could be subject to 

a £20,000 fine for commercial premises. The licence itself could be ultimately revoked 

if it were deemed that the premises were not being operated as agreed in the licence 

application. 

7 Environmerul Prota:tion Act 1990 (Pm J). Stmatory Nuisances and Oean Air. butory nuiNnc:a: 

EnJland and W-., section '19ltmltory nuiNnc:e mel inIpectiol1l therefore' 
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+U.I~ Local authorities' tools in controlling the noise pollution: 

Planning and licensing controls 

There is a degree of subjective opinion about the effect noise has on any individual. 

Fortunately sound can be measured in decibels and this enables a degree of objectivity 

to be applied to a subjective response or give weight to a professional opinion. 

There are two approaches to the control of the noise: 

• Conditions or controls can precede the introduction of the noise into an area 

with control through the planning or licensing process. 

• Statutory nuisance action may be taken retrospectively in order to provide 

some control. 

Planning 

The planning system can help to prevent potential noise problems. Planning powers 

are the one of the main tools for controlling noise arising from development. The 

council is concerned to ensure, therefore, that development proposals do not give rise 

to unacceptable noise conditions. Community Services, specifically Environmental 

Health (CSEH), is a statutory consultant to the Local Planning Authority (LPA). 

Any application considered by the LPA as requiring an opinion about noise impact of 

the development will be passed to csm for comment. In addition weekly planning 

lists are available for officers to consult and they may make relevant comment to an 

application even if the LPA did not consult them in the first instance. In this way all 

applications. which may potentially cause a problem are considered. The council will 

therefore make a careful assessment of likely noise levels before determining planning 

applications where noise is likely to be present. CSEH will then make a judgement as 

to the likely effect of the development on existing residential amenity and consider the 

possibility of nuisance arising. This judgement is invariably made on the basis of 

experience and judgement. This is because the planning consultation period of 8 

weeb gives little time for the necessary extended period of measurements, which 

might normally be necessary. Standard conditions, as may be ~ppropriate, are 

recommended. These standards conditions are relevant and reasonable having been 

formulated from policies adopted by the council and entered into the relevant local 

plan. In this way a robust defence for such conditions is engendered in any subsequent 

appeal. These planning conditions concern the source of noise such as, plants and 

entertainment and they are set to ensure compliance with all aspects of the noise 

policy. including the hours that ~ use can operate. Appropriate conditions will be 
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imposed to provide acoustic reports, to set maximum noise levels, to prevent 

transmission of noise and vibration. Failure to comply with the condition then 

becomes a matter for the Development Control Enforcement Officer. The Local 

Planning Authority must also have regard to Planning Policy Guidance (PPG). This is 

issued by the Department of the Environment Transport and Regions (DETR) and 

must be considered in deciding any application. There are a number of such guidance 

notes available and the one dealing with the noise is number 24 (or simply PPG24)[lU] 

seen in section (+3-2). These notes tend to be very general in their content and loose 

in their meaning so as to be open to opinion. As with all UK legislation and guidance 

only the courts can give a definitive meaning to any interpretation. Suitable planning 

case law is therefore useful to assist the planning authorities (or indeed appellant) at 

any subsequent planning appeal or inquiry. Interpretation of the planning condition 

for both Westminster and Camden councils: 

For Westminster, these conditions, although adopted, have not been widely applied in 

their current format and are being altered and modified in light of consultations on the 

Urban Development Plan. The "Maximum Noise Level- is not necessarily the "'LAMax'" 

indices but can also refer to the maximum "LAeq-. The wording as we have within the 

Appendix C was written in an attempt to provide an objective measurement protocol 

to assess when a noise source was -INAUDIBLE- at the receiver location. The choice of 

index LAMax or LAeq, is dependent upon the type of noise impinging on the sensitive 

premises and more importantly upon the persons being affected, nonnally the 

residents. The more a sound is not audible means that, in objective terms that the 

received sound should not increase the sound level that is already present. Therefore if 

the prevailing noise level is say 45 dB then the additional noise should be lower than 

the existing noise so that it is not increased .Generally, a continuous and toneless 

received noise level should be 10 dB below so that the total noise does not increase by 

more than o.scm . However, if the affecting noise is tonal or indeed impulsive, relative 

to the ambient noise climate the sound will be more noticeable and attract attention. 

Therefore the additional "Music Noise- may have to be 15dB 01' less than the 

background noise level for it to be -'NAUDIBLE- .In addition the individual frequency 

components of the noise would also need to be less than the prevailing noise level for 

it to be -'NAUDIBLE-. It is likely that the - new conditions- will require the featureless 

plant noise to be 10 dB (compared with the LA eq) below the measure background 
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value whilst music noise may have to be 15 dB below background (measured on the II A" 

Weighting scale to avoid being audible. 

Currently plant noise is assessed extemally to the premises whereas music noise may 

have to be assessed intemally in the residential premises where the music noise is 

breaking through the adjoining structure. Where the music premises are some 

distance away from the affected property the assessment is likely to be made at the 

external fa~. Maximum levels will be required to be set relative to the existing 

background levels so that the resultant values are not increased and remain inaudible. 

Concerning Camden council, the conditions are quite similar to those removed from 

the Code Of Practice for Pubs and Dubs 1999 and the only change that I would 

recommend in order to conform the code of practice would be that the level measured 

outside an attached property could or should be 3 db for Camden are divided as 

following: Day time venue: 07.00-23.oohrs and Night time venues: 23-D0-07.00hrs. 

Comment and discussions 

The Westminster conditions are more stringent than those set out in the Code of 

Practice 1999 or those adopted by Camden. The concept of "detriment to amenity" is 

frequently used in the planning process; however PPG24 singularly fails to distinguish 

between it and "nuisance-. Whilst the difference between the two is hard to explain it 

is important to understand that whilst a matter may be detrimental it may not be so 

intrusive as to be an actionable nuisance. The authority may be failing in its duty if it 

permits a development to proceed and which subsequently gives rise to a Statutory 

Nuisance. Detriment to amenity is a much lower level of effect hence a noise could be 

detrimental to premises but fall short of a level considered to amount to a nuisance 

Statutory Nuisance 
A Statutory Nuisance may be defined as the unreasonable interference with a 

reasonable use ofland by another person's activities. In terms of noise the issue is not 

whether the sound is audible but whether it is at a level, which would substantially 

interfere and disrupt the ordinary occupation of the affected premises. 

A general perception for this subject is that there is an entitlement to a certain level of 

peace and quiet. Such a state is not defined nor is it laid down in any national 

legislation. The World Health Organisation has set some recommendations, which are 

used when possible. They do not have a legal standing but are useful as a reference 

point. Invariably contentious noise matters tend to be resolved by a compromise and it 

is only when there is a breakdown in communication between parties or one party 
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adopts a defiant stance that the local authority environmental health officer steps in. 

His decision wiD be based on sound common sense supported where necessary by 

noise measurements. Such a process is tenned "mediation". Fmal action by an 

Environmental Health Officer is backed by the necessary legislative powers to abate a 

nuisance by service of notice, which of course is subject to appeal. 

Ucensing 

All references to "Licences" are to public entertainment (music and dancing). 

Any licence which the city council is required or permitted to grant by Schedule u to 

the London Government Act 1963 (as amended) [u3]or the Theatres Act 1968 [114]. 

Noise from entertainment premises can give rise to complaint at some stage. A recent 

survey carried out by Local Authorities revealed that pubs and dubs produce the 

majority of complaints coming from ambient noise. Such noise tends to give rise to a 

disturbance, which may constitute a Statutory Nuisance but invariably is more a 

residential amenity issue. Powers exist under the licensing Acts to impose suitable 

conditions when issuing a Public Entertainment Ucence (PEL). Westminster Authority 

always issues a PEL with such a condition to ensure noise does not disturb residents in 

close proximity [u5]. The role of the council as licensing authority is to balance 

between the needs of the entertainment industry and the needs of residents for an 

acceptable environment in which to live taking into account the need for a good 

night's sleep. The first condition concerns the closing time of the doors and windows 

of the entertainment venues so as to keep the ambient noise level reduced after 

u.oopm (for the wellbeing of the local residents). The second is related to noise 

limiting device fitted to the musical amplification system set at a level determined by 

the environmental health service's community protection.(this noise limiter is 

designed to ensure that no music breakout is heard above the nonnal background level 

lone metre from the premises or within adjoining occupier's premises. The third 

specifies that no alternation or modification to any existing sound systems should be 

effected without the authorisation of the officer of the environmental health services 

(this is to ensure that no additional equipment amplifiers bass bins etc ... are fitted to 

the already fitted sound system). The fourth condition stipulates that any additional 

sound generating equipment shall not be on the premises without being routed 

through the sound limiter device (this aims at ensuring that the pre-set sound levels 

are maintained. The fifth condition specifies that an acoustic lobby must be provided 

to all public entrances to minimise breakout of noise. The sixth compels aU the 
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licensed premises to install a comprehensive CCIV ensuring the monitoring of entry 

and exit points for prompt frontal identification of any entering or leaving the venue. 

The video recordings must be kept available for a minimum of 3I days and available to 

police officers whenever required. 

The councils wiD apply policies set out for granting new licenses or renewals 

applications. These policies are POUCY ENVb and POUCY ENV~ for Westminster 

council. Westminster council was chosen for this study because it could be taken as a 

sample as Westminster council is the most organized council to the control of noise 

pollution. 'These polices deal with the considerations that the local authority should 

take into account when considering a license application without causing detriment to 

the amenity oflocaJ residents or the character of the area. (Westminster document: 

Licensing policies for public entertainment and night cafe premises~2.)[u6]. 

+.Q.I..f When is licensing condition needed? 

Entertainment licences are required for public music or music and dancing or other 

entertainment of a like kind. For Night Cafe Licence, the city council requires or 

permits to grant the licence by Part II of the London Local Authorities Act 199O[U71. 

Premises such as pubs can have musical entertainment other than that associated with 

either a private function or Public Entertainment. The liquor licensing is a complex 

matter and often legal advice wiD be needed they are issued by licensing justices 

(magistrates court). The liquor licence (on license) enables a Public house to have 

maximum of two perfonners either playing musical instruments and/or singing with 

alternatively amplified music. No dancing is permitted. These activities are limited to 

those times defined by the licence. Premises, which have liquor licence, may also hold 

private functions at which music singing and dancing are permitted. Invariably such 

functions tend to have an extended hours licence granted but not necessarily. Such 

functions are not however subject to conditions such as are to be found on a public 

entertainment licence. Thus any complaint about noise would have to be investigated 

as a statutory nuisance. This, places the authority in a difficult position, as any 

investigation following a complaint is always retrospective. The licensee does not have 

to give notice of future private functions, which tend to be held on an irregular basis. 

Witnessing the problem may therefore be difficult especially as the authority have no 

dedicated noise patrol officers. The cooperation of the public is therefore paramount 

in these cases. 

+.Q.LS When is planning condition needed? 
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Planning conditions is required for new buildings. for most extensions and 

alternations to existing buildings and for many changes of use . 

.f.J1.J.6Relationship 6dween licensing and planning 

There a fundamental difference between pLmning and licensing legislation. Planning 

pennission unlike licences relates to the premises and is not personal to the occupier. 

• A new occupier does not generally need to get a new planning permission, but 

automatically need to apply for a new licence or a transfer of an existing licence. 

• Planning relates to the use of the land Licensing concerns include fitness of the 

operator. and detailed issues of the operation and management of the premises. 

• Planning pennissions do not generally expire. But licences need to be renewed 

annually. This enables the city council to take a fresh look at whether there 

should be a licence. and on what terms. depending on the current needs of the 

area, the nature and the history of the operation and the suitability of the 

licensee. 

In general. the planning position should be resolved before an application is made for 

a licence . 

.f.J1.L7 UK legislation and enforcement 

UK legislation gives the city council a range of power to prevent noise and to take 

action to enforce against excessive noise. Powers to prevent noise are largely those 

relating to planning and licensing legislation. Powers to enforce against excessive noise 

are primarily those of the Environmental Protection Act 1990. which gives 

Environmental health officer authority to take action against statutory noise nuisance. 

Environmental health officers will be consulted on all new planning and licensing 

applications and renewals. They will carry out inspections to monitor compliance with 

the conditions wanted and to ensure that the premises are suitable fur the purpose 

applied for. If all matters are finally approved, officers in administration can then issue 

a license or the case may be referred to the licensing Sub-conunittee (councillors)(a 

hearing would be necessary for example where residents object to the application and 

their view will be heard at the hearing.) If no objections and all matters are 

satisfactory, an administration officer by means of delegated authority may approve 

the licence. If there is a matter and the conditions are breached, Environmental Health 

will refer the matter to licensing and I or planning enforcement to take action using 

their statutory powers. Environmental Health officers will attend meetings of the 

licensing Sub-committee as expert witness in support of licensing colleagues and if an 
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appeal is lodged against a refusal of planning pennission or a planning enforcement 

notice, evidence may have to be given at a hearing or local public enquiry. They will 

also take enforcement action using Environmental Health powers. in accordance with 

the enforcement policy for noise in the event that the breach in conditions also 

represents a statutory nuisance. Action taken under planning enforcement powers may 

lead to injunctions where persistent breaches are identified. Action under licensing 

powen may lead to objections being raised to the renewal of the licence, to 

prosecution or to injunction where persistent breaches are identified. 

+~ Technical solutions 

Controlling the noise coming from entertainment premises (pubs and dubs) has to be 

done at the source. 

The main noises sources can be divided into three categories: 

• Plant and Machinery used in the operation of the premises 

• Music and/or internally generated noise that mayor could escape from the 

premises. 

• Street based activity that may create noise outside and in the vicinity of the 

premises. 

For the need of the present study, only music breakout will be presented. 

In his research A Bradshaw took in consideration music Breakout only getting out of 

the premises via several different ways by both airborne and structure-borne paths. 

As a matter of fact noise breakout can occur through: 

• The external building fa~de elements and ceilings. 

• Poorly sealed or open doors or windows. 

• Non-attenuated ducts and fresh air louvers. 

• Unfinished structures. 

And to prevent any sound breakout this consultant could then advise on the necessary 

sound treatment by first of all measuring the value of sound insulation of the building 

fabric and in the second place by recommending the necessary improvements that 

have to be achieved on a number of building elements such as:. 

• "Fitting secondary glazing. 

• Enclosing internal service voids and sound attenuating fresh air vents. 

• Increase sound insulation of external or party walls. 

• Increase sound insulation of ceilings. 

• Provide souncllobbies for all main entrances and check door exits. 
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• Alann fire exits so that they cannot be used except in an emergency. 

• Isolate speaker assemblies from the structure. 

• Zone the speakers to reduce sound in areas close to exits. 

• Install a sound limiter on the music system to control the music level" 

Among all these recommendations given by Mr A Bradsha~ it could be more 

advisable to concentrate on two of them so as to decrease the noise levels at the 

boundary of the property and to avoid affecting the bordering residential properties. 

Consultants advi.se therefore to provide large sound lobbies so that visitors cannot 

open the second door whilst the first is open. They also advise not to place the two 

doors in line but at 90 degrees to each other in order to allow the sound passing 

through one open door would have to tum 90 degrees before getting out of the second 

opening. In case the doors both open Simultaneously and to reduce the noise escape, it 

is recommended to reduce the amplitude output of the speakers which are close to 

entrances. As a second recommendation and in order to avoid music noise affecting 

the adjoining residential properties late at night, consultants advise the use of music 

noise limiters: Various and inexpensive music noise limiters are available now to solve 

the problem of Music bass beat especially .These systems range from cutting the power 

supply to the electrical ring circuit whenever the set limits are exceeded and computer 

based sound cards which are installed into the amplification system. These sound 

cards are set by computer software electronically. However, it is advisable to use 

limiters that can restrict individual frequency bands. This method is very good for 

controlling the music noise because members of staff and Disk Jockey cannot adjust 

the settings once a limit has been agreed and set by the later sound card system 

without the presence of the independent engineer and his computer software. 

Inaudibility tests may be used to set the limits; so to carry out the sittings of limits the 

requested Environmental Health Officer may make measurement of the music level 

from the affected residence itself. He makes the music play in the entertainment 

premises using a representative compact disc of music that contains rhythmic bass 

music. He then makes the levels increased and decreased alternatively until the music 

is at last inaudible. When this is achieved the limiter is set in the entertainment 

premises. A measurement of the music level is also carried out for any future check:s of 

compliance. 

a ABradshaw: Senior Technical Officer for Westminster City Council. 
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+~I The role of the local authority 

People who are bothered by the noise emanated from pubs and clubs could try talking 

to them politely because it is usually better to resolve it informany. If the problem 

persists and they do wish to complain formany, they could take their complaint to 

their local authority. Local authorities are legally obliged to investigate complaints of 

noise coming from premises such as pubs and clubs under section 80 and 8J of the 

Environmenta1 Protection Act 1990. (as already seen above). The local authority may 

send an environmental health officer to visit the complainant's house. When 

investigating. the methodology consists firstly, on a subjective questionnaire designing 

the noise exposure factors seen during the literature review. This will be used in an 

interview with the complainant who is bothered by the amplified music coming from 

the source (clubs discotheques and pubs). Then the objective assessment will rely on 

the use of different instrumentations for monitoring, noise parameters and the use of 

relevant guidance documents seen in the literature review. The use of tile standards is 

very important because the measurement found by the acoustic team will be compared 

with the current guides for example the levels recommended by the WHO is 30 dB 

required for an undisturbed night sleep. This value equates an external LAeq (8h) of 45 

dB and LAmax external value of 60 dB is not exceeded. These values assume a resident 

may require an open window for ventilation. Then a final report will be set out in order 

to see the action to be taken. An acoustic report can assess the impact of plant and 

noise breakout adequately prior to the installation and operation of the premises. The 

planning department would therefore be in a position to form a positive impression as 

to the probability of the plant and premises operating within planning criteria. The 

licensing authority may require that the planning department and local environmental 

health officers report to them that they are satisfied with the arrangements of plant 

and sound insulation before hearing of a license application. 

+13 Conclusion 

In the UK music entertainment noise associated with pubs and clubs, is generally 

conttolled through the music entertainment licensing regime operated by local 

authorities. Ucences include discretionary operating conditions, which typica1ly cover 

hours of operation, fire precautions, safety and control of noise [n8l.UK local 

authorities may rely on the experience of their environmental health officers to 

determine the most appropriate method of assessing noise annoyance from clubs and 

pubs and thus determination of the best course of action. However, the justification 
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and presentation of both subjective and objective evidence in magistrate's court can be 

subject to strict rules of evidence and professional scrutiny. In the absence of precise 

legal standards, the proposed methodology for any investigation is frequently 

inconsistent. 
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Chapter FIVE 
Noise Pollution and Noise Control Standards in 

Algeria 
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S-I Introduction 

These last ten years, in Algeria noise pollution has become an environmental issue 

where people are exposed to unacceptable levels of noise. The main noise source is 

from traffic, from neighbourhood and domestic noise particularly (entertainment 

premises known as wedding halls). Other significant sources of noise annoyance in 

Algeria include building construction and household noise as well as car alarms and 

even barldng dogs. In this present study, my concern will be on one of the main noise 

source in Algeria which is noise from entertainment halls. In Algeria, there is no 

existing framework or enforceable code for noise control. In view of the absence of a 

proper noise control standard in Algeria, a large number of wedding balls have been 

built without any protection (insulation, double glazing ... ) causing disturbance and 

annoyance in the neighbourhood. The noise from these wedding halls may affect 

neighbours. Modem amplification and music styles make this an increasing problem. 

Therefore local people saw their Iives disturbed by the noise caused by these kinds of 

recreational halls. As a result of the lack of standards, this study was conducted. As far 

as is known a noise survey has never been previously attempted in Algeria. 

The aim of this survey is to establish noise level limits and measurements according to 

the WHO guidelines [u9] recommended creating the necessary set ofT regulations and 

guidelines on which we could rely in treating the different noise problems in Algeria. 

S-~ Local and regional government 

The system of local government existing in the early 1990S was established in the late 

19605. The decentralization of local government during the latter period provided an 

alternative focus to the concentration of power in the highly centralized lingle-party 

apparatus. An extensive system of administration restricted the autonomy and 

independent action of provincial and local assemblies. Communal and provincial 

councils are generally confined to purely administrative and/or distributive functions, 

rubber stamping national government initiatives. 

S-J AdministratiYe divisions of Algeria 

Algeria gained independence from France in 1962.. The legislative administrative 

framework in Algeria still show the French influence. The administrative divisions 

have changed several times since independence. The national government and its local 

constituency coordinate between them by three different executive bodies which are 
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the Wilayat (provinces), Dairat (Districts) and Baladiayat (councils) in hierarchic 

order. 

So J.J Wilayat 

Below the national level, the country is divided into 4B Wilayat (sing. Walaya) 

(provinces), each with its own elected assembly (Assemblee Populaire de Wilaya; 

APW), executive council, and governor, which are, in effect, provinces. 

The Walayat owe their origins to the colonial system, where they served as 

bureaucratic units of colonial administration. The system was reformed and expanded 

(from fifteen provinces to forty -eight) by the WIlaya Charter of 1969, which 

enumerated a specific legal code for the government of the provinces. The system was 

reformed again in 19']6 by the national constitution [no). 

Each Wilaya is governed by a Popular Wilaya Assembly ( Assemblee Populaire de 

Wilaya APW). This deliberative body consists of thirty deputies and holds elections 

every five years. Each Wilaya is also governed by a WaH, or governor, who is 

appointed by the president and is the latter's direct political representative at the 

regional level. Wilaya government is responsible for the distribution of state services, 

the regulation of small and medium -sized industry, agriculture, tourism, road 

transport and education institutions, and the creation of new state-owned enterprises. 

J.~ Daira 

The provinces are in tum divided into da'irat (administrative districts). Districts in 

Algeria are called Dawair .Algeria has 553 administrative Dawair , (sing Dairah),units 

between Wdayat and communes. Certain licences and permits must be obtained from 

the Dawair, although most are distributed by the local communal authorities [12.1]. 

J.J.J Baladiyat 

There are more than 1,500 BaIadiyat (communes) in Algeria, each one having its own 

assembly to run local affairs. 

The local rural governing authority is the Communal Popular Assembly (Assemblee 

Populaire Commulale, APC). The APes are responsible for local administration, 

economy and finance, social and cultural affiU.rs, and planning. APes have not 

economic autonomy as they are directly responsible to the national Ministry of 

Interior, Local Communities, and Tourism and receive much assistance, direction and 

supervision from various minilltries. Having no economic and little political autonomy, 

however, the communes administer central government programs rather than initiate 

independent projects. Each communal assembly has ten to eighty members, who are 
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elected for five year-terms. The assembly elects a communal executive from its 

membership. The communal executive generally consists of a president, two or more 

vice presidents, and several councillors. 

5-4 Demography profile of Algeria 

Ninety-one per cent (91%) of the Algerian population lives along the Mediterranean 

coast on u% of the country's total land mass. Forty-five per cent (45%) of the 

population is urban, and urbanization continues, despite government efforts to 

discourage migration to the cities. Currently, more than 15 million Algerians live in 

urban areas while another 15 million live in rural area. About 1.5 million nomads and 

semi-settled Bedouin still live in the Saharan area [U2]. 
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Fig 5.1 Evolution of demography in Algeria (1961-2003) 

Y-axis: Number of inhabitants in thousands. 

Source: http:LLfaostatfcw.o~LfaostatLheIIKOJ)yri&ht/comi&ht-e.htm 

Algeria's annual rate of population growth was high throughout much of the latter half 

of the 20th century, but by the late 19B<>s overall growth-birth rates in particular

had begun to decline. The population is youthful, about half being age nineteen or 

younger. A drop in infant mortality rates has contributed to a decline in overa1l death 

rates, but these have been partly offset by the lower birth rates. The decline in fertility 

has occurred in the cities, where the government has focused some efforts at family 

planning. The growth in population has been the main factor that contributed to 

urban deterioration and the housing shortage. 
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To remedy the housing stock deficit and rationalize urban land use, in the mid-l 97os 

the central government adopted the following measures: 

• The local governments were given financial resources to fonn public works 

corporations to build houses and infrastructure facilities. 

• A real estate law was issued to: 

a) Preserve the agricultural land by delimiting city limits, 

b) Create new urban areas within the city limits for the construction of 

high-rise buildings, and 

c) Encourage personal savings to be used for the purchase or construction 

of private homes. 

In order to speed up the delivery of housing, pre-cast materials and techniques were 

used to build high-rise apartment buildings. Because of the land shortage in northern 

cities, the high-rise housing projects were located fifteen kilometres outside the city. 

Despite these measures, the housing situation did not improve greatly. Demand far 

exceeds supply. It has not been possible to eliminate the squatter settlements as shanty 

home costs half the price of a new home. A person who receives a modem house 

sometimes sells it, and then builds a hut. 

Furthermore, for a number of reasons (one of which has been the late delivery of 

housing materials) housing production has been slow. In order to increase housing 

supply, private home owners were encouraged to upgrade deteriorating houses. In the 

city of Algiers, several measures were adopted to improve the physical infrastructure 

and housing in order to make it habitable. There is an imbalance in the distribution of 

services and utilities in Algiers. Most services and economic/commercial activities are 

concentrated in the city and in residential areas. The road network is not well 

organised which causes traffic jams, generates noise from cars. Generally speaking, the 

roads are narrow, do not cover the recently built-up areas and are congested. 

The road network cannot accommodate continually growing traffic. Public transport is 

crowded and excessive use of horns, lack of parking spaces all this makes the life of 

local resident miserable. 

5-5 The state of buildings in Algeria 

Algeria, a gateway between Europe and Africa, is located in Northern Africa. The 

Sahara desert coven over 80% of the countrY' territory. The population of Algeria is 

over ]0 million - most of the population lives in the northern part of the country. The 

capital city Algiers (including the suburbs) has the population of around 3-5 million. In 
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the last forty years, rapid population increase in Algeria (the population has grown 

from 10 million to over 35 million) has resulted in a high demand for housing 

construction [123]. At that time Algeria's need was new buildings for the fast growing 

population. One of the main demands was to build houses with a good functionality 

but there was no consideration whatsoever of the climate of the site. There was also a 

lack of comprehensive planning, and urban design, as a result, more than 67% of the 

construction in the most affected cities in the last earthquake which has occurred 

Algiers and Boumerdes was undertaken in the last 30 years [124]. In general, the 

construction has been mostly done by private contractors, often without the required 

professional qualifications without any concern for to thermal or acoustic 

performance. The prevalent type of private single-family construction includes one to 

three-storey high concrete frame buildings cavity wall without any insulation with 

outer and inner leaves .(see Fig.5.~). Most of the buildings are left without any external 

finishes and poorly insulated or no thennal or acoustic insulation, this was due to 

shortage in owners' budget and to decrease the cost of the building. In some urban 

municipalities, a large proportion of the private construction is illegal (without 

building pennits). 

Figure 5.~. Typical single-family housing construction. 
Source: Ministry of HOusing and Construction 

The aim of this study is to draw guidelines and construction techniques for Algeria and 

to develop construction materials locally available to reduce noise breakout. 

5.6 Noise types and noise problems in Algeria 

The sources of noise that are covered in Algeria are the noise emanated from 

neighbourhood, loud parties ,noise from the street, people who rent their house for 

weddings, parties, communities hall ,carpenters as well as noise from road traffic and 

construction sites [124]. Road traffic is the most significant sources of noise in the city. 

Road traffic noise problems arose in Algeria in 1990'S due to population increase 

stemming from accelerated growth, internal immigration, the larger number of 
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vehicles, motor vehicles which are poured and added into the already overcrowded 

streets [U5). Algiers the capital was estimated to have populations of 4 million [u6]. 

Add population swell daily as workers flow into the city from surrounding area, they 

clogging roads and rail lines every morning and evening. So there are traffic jam and 

traffic noise problems. 

Many areas contain dense pattern of constant activity as commercial, administrative, 

cultural institutions, business establishments, governmental offices, universities, and 

hotels, which together create a dense pattern of constant activity. So its roads are too 

crowded and there are traffic jams everywhere. There is also the private transport 

which has increased significantly in the last decade, it is run anarchically and 

contribute to the traffic jam by not respecting the law and traffic signs as well as a an 

anarchic use of car horns. Other community noise sources include rail and air traffic; 

industries; construction and public work; dog barking and the neighbourhood. The 

main indoor noise sources are ventilation systems, office machines, home appliances 

and neighbours and noise from entertainment premises. However, noise complaints in 

Algeria are not very common possibly because people do not know how and where to 

complain. Having investigated this matter personally, the local authorities confirmed 

that they have never received complaints about any source of noise; they in fact 

directed me to the police where all sort of complaints are recorded. The police 

confinned that the noise complaints are ~ rare but in the last five ~ complaints 

about noisy neighbours and noise from wedding halls as well as noise from the 

mosques when calling for prayers especially the call for the first prayer where most of 

the time happens in the early hours of the night have increased. However, people 

avoid making a formal complain about the noise generated from the mosques loud 

speakers when calling for the early Morning Prayer, because they think it is a sin. 

While others believe it may hurt the feelings of worshipers and other categories try to 

avoid any repercussion if they ever complain about it. 

Other complaints regard the noise from road works during the day (siesta time) 

especially in the summer. Others complain about excessive use of car horns and car 

alarm testing which disturbs children as well as old and ill people. Some people are 

forced to keep their windows closed to avoid the occurring noise which sometimes 

come from local workshops such as carpenters and car mechanics. These workshops 

are mainly located in the residential areas, where people use their garage or rent it for 

commercial purpose. To sum up, noise source in Algeria are varied from tnffic noise to 
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noise from mosques calling for prayers. However, at the moment the most disturbing 

noise in Algeria is noise emanating from entertainment halls and wedding hall (see 

newspaper article in section 5-10.~). Nevertheless, noise complaints are not consistently 

high as some people do not complain because they respect their neighbour or are 

scared of them and also to void any type of reprisal or backlash with them. Complaints 

about the mosques exist but are very rare because it is a delicate situation and they 

think that the y cannot compIain about their religion. The police also consider that 

noise is not a big issue as they have more important problems to deal with. This is due 

mainly to the absence of enforcement law, most of the noise complaints are dealt by 

mediation between the complainer and the noise maker. Another noise problem 

comes from the kids and teenager where they use the streets as footbaU ground day 

and night, they are very noisy and shout all the time as well as swearing which really 

disturbs and not acceptable in most of the Algerian families. 

5.7 Noise control standards in Algeria 

As mentioned earlier, in Algeria noise control standards are almost absent. However, a 

decree exists within the local authorities since 1.7 July 1993 [U7] see appendix B. This 

decree is mainly based on the French norms. This decree outlines the legal measures. 

It defines the limits for noise exposure where the maximum sound intensity levels 

accepted in the close vicinity of hospitals or schools premises and in rest areas or 

relaxing areas as well as in their enclosed spaces are of 45 decibels (45 dB) in diurnal 

periods (6am tOiopm) and 40 decibels (40 dB) at night (10 pm to 6 am) [128]. 

In the decree, guidelines are described on how constructions for housing purpose or 

for professional use should be conceived and realised taking into account the acoustics 

quality of the walls and floors. Are considered as a breach of vicinity quietness, 

excessive discomfort. nuisance for health and a compromising of the population 

quietness any sound emission above the limited values indicated above.. In the decree 

it is mentioned that any physical or moral person exploiting activities requiring the use 

of engines, tools, machines, equipments or appliances generating sounds intensity 

levels above the limited values such as defined by this decree, is bound to set sound 

proofing devices or appropriate arrangements installations so as to avoid disturbing 

people or to prejudice their health. 

In the decree, guidelines are described on how constructions for housing purpose or 

for professional use should be conceived and realised taking into account the acoustics 

quality of the walls and floors. 
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5.8 Entertainment halls licensing bodies in Algeria 

CNERIB (The Nationa1 Integrated Research and Studies Center of Building industry) is 

an organism created in 198~ has the role of undertaking all scientific and technical 

work referring itself to the development, with the development and the control of the 

techniques to increase the perfonnances of the apparatus of production of the sector of 

construction [U9J. This organisation has the mission to: 

• Proceed to the study, research and the development building material, 
components, material and constructive system adapted to the economic 
context. 

• Collect and treats the whole of technico-economic information relative to the 
various components and materials entering the construction industry. 

• Proceed to tests and experiments related to the research tasks within the 
framework of its object or for any petitioning organization. 

• Gives technical opinions on materials and components of construction. 

• Assist the companies in their development and the innovation. 

• Assist the building owners in the objective definition of the requirements, 

• Aim at the improvement of the quality of construction by the elaboration of 
technical documents being used as a basis for lawful or normative texts. 

This organisation has started it first work in the field of the research in acoustic in the 

80's. In that time Algeria was not giving any interest to the noise nuisance in general. 

A noise team from this organisation in this time requested the ministry of housing for 

an authorisation to explore this field. This project was entitled ·Study of performances 

in Algeria-. This organisation owned its first sound level meter in 1~ (Bruel Kjaer) 

[130]. An acoustic laboratory is available with the latest sophisticated instruments. This 

team simulate the noise in its laboratory. In ~5, a new law regarding the noise 

control was voted unanimously in the parliament [131]. This law regards a new 

licensing for the landlords of the entertainment hall. Old and new entertainment halls 

have the obligation to own a certificate of conformity to obtain a license. 

The licensee needs also the approval of the police, fire brigade, and the local 

authorities after an investigation. However, there is only one organism that gives the 

certificate of conformity which enables the wedding hall to be licensed. This 

organisation is known as VERIT AL. 
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VERITAL is a joint Economic Company of Technical Control which is based in Algiers 

[l~J. The control is generally carried out at the business owner request and comprises 

• Entertainment Halls 

• Any business receiving the people (discotheques, wedding halls etc ... ) 

Before delivering a license, VERIT AL appoints a technician who undertakes noise 

measurements at the site with music being played to the maximum volume of the 

speaken system. The monitoring is undertaken with the help of adjusted 

measurement appliance (Sonometer). The document of reference official journal 

NSOD93-184 of the 7..,. July 1993 Norm NFS 31 00 [I33]· 

• The business must be put in the normal state working 

1. All the set up equipments have to be put in working order 

7.. Ifit is a wiring sound (volume to a maximum) 

• The measurements have to be taken outside the building in the vicinity of the 4 

facades and in several points (the average will have to be taken into 

consideration). 

1bis certificate of conformity delivered by VERITAL is accompanied by a short report 

where, all the measurements descriptions are given. 

In this report you will find: 

• The name and surname of the owner 

• Type of the activity 

• Address 

• Results obtained after measurement 

• References 

• Equipment used 

• The description of the activity 

• The modalities of measurement (conditions, windows closed. door closed ... ) 

• Thedate 

• Name and signature of the Hpert who made the measurement and the 

VERITAL, s stamp. 

The licence is valid for a minimum of 3 years or more depending on the premises. 

However, this license is not considered as a proper license because there is no noise 

specialist within that company, hence the noise measurements conditions cannot be 

guaranteed. 
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5.9 Algerian Norms 

NA Y,79! ISO 1996 contain three parts [134]: 
Part 1: Basic quantities and assessment procedures 

Part 2: acquisition of data pertinent to land use 

Part 3: application to noise limits 

The first part of ISO 1996 defines the basic quantities to be used for the description of 

noise in the public environments and also to describe the basic assessment procedures. 

This part specifies also assessment procedures of noise in the environment and gives 

indications to predict the reaction of people due to a long term exposition to different 

types of environmental noise. The noise source can be distinctive or combines. The 

application of this method to predict the nuisance reaction is limited to habitation 

zones and to land use. The reaction of people to noise can be different towards the 

noise source which are characterised by identical acoustic levels. The present part of 

ISO 1996 describes the noise correction with different characteristics. The second part 

describes how the data is acquired and the last part describes the application to noise 

limits. 

5.10 Dealing with noise in Algeria 

Any authorization for the licensing of an entertainment Hall is subject to a study and 

approval by a security committee consisting of [135]: 

• The prefect (Wali in Algeria), 

• The president of the communal Assembly, 

• The security chief officer of the sub prefecture, 

• Local police authorities 

• Fue brigade. 

After three months of investigation and inquiry, the approval for the Trade Register is 

issued from the police after the fire brigade inquiry. 

Entertainment Halls and Bars are under the control of the General Police. The Trade 

Register is obtained from the Prefecture. The concerned owner of the entertainment 

hall fiJls in an application to the communal assembly. This application is sent to the 

prefecture. A police investigation is carried out on the spot as well as a civil protection 

inquiry. After that a meeting is held by the concerned services in order to present and 

discuss both investigations and make a decision whether to approve the application or 

not. The existence of a car park is the main condition required for obtaining the 

authorization for opening an entertainment hall so as not to disturb the 
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neighbourhood quietness. It is important to underline that the '7rade Register" alone 

is not sufficient. The police authorization is very important. If the owner of the hall 

does not have this authorization his business is immediately closed down. A closing 

down proposal is issued by the police. The closing down is instant as soon as the 

decision is released from the sub prefecture. The entertainment hall owner can be 

prosecuted if the he does not respect the police decision. In case of a problem of sound 

nuisance. local residents may call the police who then intervene. A noise complaint is 

investigated however noise monitoring is not conducted because of the lack of 

instrument and lack of skilled noise officers in the council. 

Currently a decree in the governmental and official journal is available since July 1993 

which fixes common rules and noise levels not to be exceeded 70 dB during the day (6 

to n h) and 45 dB at night (nit to 6h) in the residential areas and other areas such as 

hospitals schools but in fact, this is not applicable and followed because no 

instruments available to check the level of noise nuisance. The regulatory approach to 

neighbour and neighbourhood noise are related to planning and licensing for 

entertainment licensing (community hall in a private house, or pubs and clubs). There 

are limits on hours ,days of operation and a special authorisation is given to who wants 

to open a commercial and community halls in his house. This authorisation is 

delivered after a working party between the mayor, the chef of the police. fire brigade, 

the president of the council and even in the case of the availability of the licence the 

absence of this authorisation is sufficient to not to allow the opening of this kind of 

entertainment. The legal power is given to the environmental Ministry. There, there is 

a service (the environmental inspection) which has the power to act and to deal with 

complaints. On the other hand, there is a service in the council called hygiene service 

which has the prevention and awareness job, it can only records the complaint and try 

to solve the conflict by mutual consent between the complainer and the noise maker. 

People who can make complaint but have to address it to both police and the mayor 

who will refer complainants to the hygiene service, this service will investigate the 

complaints at l!lOUI'Ce [t}6]. When a complaint is recorded, the repetitive noise scene 

can be attended by both the hygiene service of the council and the police but no noise 

levels recorcIed because of the lack of instruments. The police are available to help to 

resolve the problem and disputes. Very few complaints are received by the police or by 

the council, only an average of three complaints each year, populations may be less 

prone to being annoyed by neighbour and neighbourhood noise and may be less 
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inclined to complain if they are unaware of the existence of complaint procedure, so 

they prefer to not complain, it is perceived as something that one has to "earn to live 

with" which may explain the reported passivity of the authorities in dealing with 

complaints and the lack of links to other strategies in Algeria without forgetting the 

security problem which is occurring and more important to deal with as it is a serious 

problem. 

5010.1 Radio program on noiR nuisGJl« from wedding halls 

A program was broadcasted on the national radio on 7cb April 2004 .9 

This program was related to the environment and takes place every Wednesday 

between lLooaID and U.ooaID, every week an environmental issue is debated and the 

listeners are invited to participate by calling and exposing their views. The program 

host invites in general the persons responsible of ministries and department concerned 

about the discussed issue. In this program, a representative member of the local police 

representing the enforcement authority and a director of health and hygiene 

department from the ministry of Population and Health were the main guests. As soon 

as the program started, many listeners called and expressed their views and most of 

them complained about the noise emanated from different sources. The program was 

dividing into two main parts. The first one was mainly people opinion and views 

regarding the noise nuisance. The second part was reserved for the main guests 

reaction. During the program, a journalist was interviewing people in the street living 

in the capital in a very noisy street, to find out if they are victims of the noise 

disturbance in their houses. They were also asked if the noise is a real problem in 

Algiers and what are the main noise sources that annoy them. For this purpose five 

people were very keen to answer because they were really disturbed by different 

sources of noise. 

The first one was disturbed by the mosques calling to the prayer with their high 

speakers that are a discharge of decibels very early in the morning (in the paddle) from 

3-00am in summer time to 5-00am in winter time. The second caller was a lady who 

was comphining about the use of the high speakers for the electoral campaign which 

was held in these days as well as car horns from 6.00 am in the moming. Another 

caller was complaining about the parties and the weddings celebrated every day every 

especially in hot season at the siesta times. Another caller complained about the cars 
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homs, which were a real problem disturbing vulnerable people such as the elderly and 

ill people as well as the children. The second part of this program was, firstly, to talk 

about the regulation in furce in Algeria so the program host explained the executive 

decree of the ,..,m July 93 . Secondly, he asked the police representative about the 

frequency of t complain they receive especially at night and if his section was 

sometimes proactive. The commissar answered that his section are usually acting for 

disturbance of the peace at night caused by drunken people and neighbours who are 

celebrating parties or weddings. He said that we have to know that it is not furbidden 

to celebrate weddings or make parties, the thing is to respect the neighbours and the 

time permitted which is oo.ooam. He also talked about the proactive act which the 

police take especially at night .His team make regular visits into the capital districts 

every night to check if everything is ok. They only act when it is necessary. A warning 

is first given, then if the person causing the noise carries on, then a major action is 

taken in a funn of a fine or eventually the closing of the venue. The second guest of the 

program: the director of Health and Hygiene department talked about the levels 

approved by WHO (World Health Organisation) sitting the accepted noise levels as 

follow: 

• 35 dBA is the quite level that we can find in bedroom with all the windows 

closed 

• 40-50 dBA is the level of a conversation and it is a tolerated 

• 85-90 elBA is a disturbance and in long term can cause troubles on the health 

such as increasing the blood pressure and stress 

• Above this level very dangerous this starts with Sleep disturbance, mental 

stress and sometimes could cause deafness. 

During the program, an interview with a professor in one of the psychiatric hospital in 

Algiers about mental stress and health effect of noise on people. 

The choice of the hospital was done in purpose as it is surrounded by a community 

hall and a stadium. Regarding the community hall the professor said that it is situated 

near the women's wanl. so when parties and wedding are celebrated they have to 

organise a party fur the patients to mask the noise because the patients get excited and 

would want to go and join the party in the wedding hall. The question asked by the 

radio operator was if a patient wants to take a rest and does not want to take part to 

the party, especially we know the state of the persons in this kind ofhospitals and how 

they feel? The professor said that this patient can go with the nurses in another part of 
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the building like the garden for example where no noise is heard. The only thing that 

could and should do the person who is in charge for the entertainment hall is to let us 

know before. He also said that he knows that his hospital should be isolated and not 

surrounded by these kinds of buildings. But he can't do anything about it so he has to 

work with this. The program was submerged with calls from listeners, once again a 

lady phoned to complain about the noise occurring from the electoral campaign. She 

said that she was very disturbed by the horns of the cars and the big speakers. 

IDderly women phoned from the suburb of Algiers complaining about the electric 

central which disturb them in the neighbourhood especially in summer time when 

they have to open the windows. She said that they can not cope with this noise and 

added to this she heard that they will install soon a station of desalinisation close to it 

which will make the matter worse. The program host replied that article 7 of the 

executive decree of r/" July J993 [137] is dealing with this problem it is saying that 

before any activity or infrastructure take place it is necessary to consider the 

neighbourhood so people can accept or not this activity ,so to the people to take 

action like writing a petition. Another question was directed to the director of Health 

and Hygiene department whether the ministry of the health is consulted before any 

delivery of planning permission for new wedding halls? The answer was not for all the 

buildings but every building that could affect the people's health should be our 

concern. Otherwise, it is the responsibility of the people concemed to take some 

actions. There is a hygiene and health service in each district in each council that cover 

this problem. So people can complain and the neighbourhood should be consulted 

when delivering planning pennission for entertainment hall buildings. A commodo

incommodo inquiry has to be carried out by the members of the Public Health Service 

of the council accompanied by the Environment and Town Planning Service. 

The commissar suggested installing double-glazing for all the people who leave in the 

neighbourhood or for the factories the owners have to offer AC units for each 

neighbour. Another caller complained about the mosque in her neighbourhood just 

next door she said that her husband is very ill and he is disturbed by three speakers 

fixed on the ~ade of this mosque. She said that some of her neighbours had to move 

out, and the children are very scared to be waked up in the early morning by these 

loud speakers. She was asked if she had ever complained to the police, and the answer 

was no because it is a delicate situation and we cannot touch on the religion ... but she 

said that they complained to the Ministry of the Religious Matters but without any 
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result. For this case, the radio operator took her details and insures her that they will 

try to resolve the problem. For the same case, a responsible in the Ministry of the 

Religious Matters was contacted and he said that they are preparing a notice will be 

issued to every mosque Imam to reduce the levels and to respect the allowed levels 

70dB for the day time and 45 d B at night . Another phone call was from a person who 

is living in a residential area near a car wash station .This person was complaining 

about the noise that was occurred by this activity the noise was so loud that he could 

not open the windows.. He was wondering how a licence could be delivered to this 

kind of activity in a residential area. The operator radio said that for the residential 

areas, only few activities (not noisy) should be permitted as a baker for example. This 

question was directed to the commissar: can we complain when a noisy activity like a 

factory open in a residential area? 'The answer was no, because we should know that if 

this activity opened it means that the owner had obtain his agreement. And here again 

the APe ·Communal Popular Assembly" should play its role. The APe services 

advertise in the national newspapers. The application for the Trade Register during 15 

days so as to allow all the citizens living in the neighbourhood to be informed and 

complain in case they think this hall could be a source of sound nuisance for their 

environment. In case of a complaint lodging, the APe services move about on the spot 

within 15 days in order to state whether the complaint is well founded.( but this is 

carried out with subjectift means.) If there is an official statement account of the 

sound nuisance released by the APC services, an unfavourable notice is then issued by 

the control squad. This unfavourable notice is then sent by mail to the Trade Register 

applicant to notify him of the APe refusal with the supply of proofs. 

If the applicant for the Trade Register even though opens his entertainment hall 

despite the orders of the APe services, these latter call out the public force. 

The fourth phone call received was also from a person living in a very posh area of the 

capital. He was complaining about some new spaces games for the youth implanted 

near schools, he said that they are very noisy people shouting and insulting using bad 

words and disturbing the neighbourhood during all the day and at night. He said that 

it was impossible for them to support this kind of behaviour especially near a school as 

pupils could not concentrate in their studies. They made several complains to the 

police station without result. For this case the commissar insures him that he will 

resolve this problem as soon as possible. Reaching the end of the program, the 

operator radio said that many others calls were recorded and all of them were about 
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the same problem: noise emanating from factories and private who open factories in 

their garages, weddings and parties from entertainments halls. And she concluded by 

saying that the noise problem in Algeria is a fact and many efforts from the 

government and the citizens should be done to try to find issues for this problem by 

working together. 

Article about noise nuisance from Entertainment Halls in 

Algeria. 

Translation of the article on ElWatan newspaper dated on the 9th October 2.004 see 
appendix 

Artide TIde: Wedding halls, a source of noiselO 

Having been convenient spaces for the celebration of marriages and circumcisions and 

organizing aU lcinds offestivities, Wftlding halls that have proliferated in recent years are 

becoming a source of noise for residents. 

Indeed, the opening of some halls was not without causing inconvenience to residents of 

the neighbourhood, at the expense of rest and well-bring of the elderly and children. That 

is to force decibels outlet diJferent lcinds of songs and rhythms rai promoting a deafening 

pandemonium that the atmosphere is lively. As part of establishments classified as 

receiving the public, the haU is subject to many rules governing the terms of operating 

and granting pmnission to open. Among the criteria set by the regulation, it is especially 

requiml the guarantf!r of mfoty, htalth and sound insulation. If certain criteria set are 

designed to preserve the safety of persons within the establishment, the other criteria to 

ensure the peace and the neighbourhood. However, some wedding halls have been opened 

against the niles laid down, regardless of conditions. Remember, it cannot be alloWftl to 

open this type of facility near a cemetery, a place of worship, near a school in a densely 

populated. While some owners eager to gain quiclc and easy by ignoring the niles were 

quiclcly suppressed by control services, others seenJ not to want to comply with the law. 

The most illustrative is the premises of Algerian Red Crescent, which have been 

converted in two halls, and have b«ome a source of impossible and unbearable noise for 

residents of the neighbourhood. Indeed. the building located in the heart of a city 

population has become an obsession for fons of the meridian in the summer and those 

who aspire to talce some rest at home aftemoons and evmings whole. Since the opening 

10 Article on ElWatan newspaper dated on the 9th October 2.004. 
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o/these halls at the expmse o/requimnmts, including installation o/windows with 

double waDs and lack 0/ air conditioning, it is the neighbourhood that is affected by the 

decibels from disc jockey music, loud voices and cacophonous music. In foct, the 

humanitarian mission should in no way obscure the rules o/neighbourhood to create a 

good harmony with the surrounding mvironment. Thus, should the Algerian Red 

Crescent team halls mmns required to give them the particular commercial exercised 

and, th6Cforr. not be a source 0/ nuisance for residents. 

5.11 Conclusion 

There is no doubt that there is an increasing concern about noise pollution in Algeria. 

However, in Algeria the public's complaints are almost inexistent because people do 

not know how and where to complain. The scale of environmental noise is growing 

especially with entertainment halls. In the last ten years, the number of wedding halls 

in activity has risen sharply and their implementation has been sporadic and 

uncontrolled. As a result of this, the number of people affected by the noise from these 

halls is constant rise, causing them annoyance and disturbance on the daily basis 

especially in summer period where weddings are celebrated daily. Despite the 

existence of an Executive Decree (1)8] controlling this form of pollution has become a 

priority because of the negative effects of noise on people's health and well-being. 

It has to be noted that the existing decree is not specific to noise from entertainment 

halls. Therefore, wedding halls owners and managers are using this as loophole. 

We have seen in this chapter that when given the opportunity (radio program) people 

complain and express their annoyance to noise from wedding halls. For this reason, 

there is an urgent need for a new and more appropriate noise control standard which 

will tackle noise from entertainment halls with its modem amplification and music 

styles. Thankfully the Algerian government is going towards this direction seriously by 

introducing a tougher laws and conditions in licensing and in controlling these types 

of halls and is now aware that type of environmental noise is causing annoyance and 

disturbance to the local communities. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Subjective and Objective Survey Description 
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6.1 Introduction 

The proposed method of study is divided into two distinct sections. Firstly, a 

subjective assessment by means of questionnaire used to collect data from the subjects 

who are annoyed by the noise from entertainment halls. The second phase will involve 

the use of noise monitoring instrumentation to undertake a range of noise monitoring 

exercises in attempt to describe the noise source and noise levels in an objective 

manner. Objective standards to be used are the application of WHO Guidelines Values 

(LAeq, LCeq, LA90, LC90) as well as a comparison of frequency spectrum of 

background and specific noise levels [139]. 

6 . .z Subjective noise survey 

The subjective response to noise nuisance was measured by means of a social survey. 

The survey was carried out at different sites mostly representing residential areas to 

investigate individual attitudes and opinions in respect of different aspects of noise 

problem in the city. The questionnaire contained questions about demographic data, 

social status, noise annoyance and perception and was distributed by hand. The 

respondents completed the questionnaire themselves. 

An initial survey has been held in by mean of questionnaires. Two types of subjects 

have been selected for the survey as follow: 

• Subjects representing people bothered by the noise from entertainment 

premises 

• Subjects representing landlords or owners of the entertainment balls 

A total number of twenty five subjects has been interviewed and asked to fill in a 

questionnaire. 

6~1 QuatioRllmn 

During the survey we have been confronted to many difficulties when asking the 

subjects, because it was difficult for them to answer this kind of questions. Therefore 

the subjects were not keen to cooperate to avoid reprisals. In one hand, the subjects 

annoyed by the noise who live in the immediate neighbourhood of the entertainment 

halls have been asked about whether the noise is affecting their wellbeing. Also the 

subjects have been asked about degree of annoyance emanated from these halls, as 

well as whether any form of complaints have been made. In the other hand, the 

landlords have been asked whether they have received any fonn of complaints from 
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the neighbourhood and from the local authorities. The landlords have also been 

asked about when the noise occurs and the actions taken to overcome the problem. 

6.1~ Results of th~ social survq 
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Fig 6.1: Gender and age distribution of the subjects 
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The majority of the respondents were male (73%). The ages of interviewed people 

exhibit a wide range: 21% were 2.0-30 years, 2.4% were 30-40 years, 26% were 40-50 

years, 20% were so-&> years and 9% were older than 60. 2']% of interviewers were 

single, 64% married, 9% divorced, and u% were widower . 
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Fig 6.2: What type of noise that bothers you at home? 
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Fig 6.3: How annoying are the noise levels from entertainment halls? 
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Fig 6.4: How often are you disturbed by noise from entertainment halls? 
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Fig 6 .5: At what time of the day are you annoyed by noise from wedding 

halls? 
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Fig 6.6: have you ever complained about a noise caused by a neighbour or a 

venue? 
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o Too respectfull 

. Avoid backlash and repraisal 

• Do not know how and where to complain 

Fig 6.7= what are the reasons for not complaining? 
The preliminary results drawn from the subjects answers show that the most annoying 

noise is the noise coming from entertainment halls with the majority of the subject 

votes (44%) as see in Fig 6.2. It has to be mentioned that the concept of noise nuisance 

and noise sources is unknown to the Algerian society. This is mainly due to the 

semantic problem because people are not used to being questioned about noise 

nuisance. The majority of the subjects could not specify the type of noise. Attitudes to 

noise nuisance from entertainment halls were elicited by means of a six step semantic 

scale see Fig 6.J. 52% of the respondents declared themselves to be "extremely 

annoyed", p% "strongly annoyed", 16% "considerably annoyed", 0% "fairly annoyed", 

0% "slightly annoyed", and 0% not at all annoyed The subjects were also asked about 

the frequency of the noise nuisance from wedding halls during the year see Fig 6.4. 

The highest frequency occurs during the summer time where in some wedding halls 

two marriages are being celebrated on a daily basis (afternoon and evening). In winter 

the number of weddings decreases from one to four weddings celebrated. The rest of 

the time the wedding celebrations increases gradually where it peaks in summer. 

From Fig 6.5, we can see that the subjects are mostly annoyed during night time when 

the weddings are celebrated because they cannot sleep. When asked whether they 

have ever complained when disturbed by the noise from theses entertainment halls see 

Fig 6.6. Eighty per cent of the subjects never complained at all whereas some subjects 

complain to the directly to the landlord and a small percentage complain to the police. 

The reason for not complaining is mainly because they do not know how and where to 

complain see Fig 6.7. Another reason is to protect them from repercussion and to avoid 
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backlash from the owners of the wedding halls. The subjects also believe that the local 

authorities would not solve the problem because there is no regulation. The landlords 

have also been interviewed about the noise nuisance they are creating from their 

wedding halls, we observed from their answers that the neighbours have not and 

would not complain and that the local authorities would not penalise them. When 

asked whether there are actions to avoid disturbing the neighbours the landlords 

replied that they have installed air conditioning this will avoid opening the windows 

during the summer and it keeps the noise from music inside the premises. 

6.3 Objective noise survey 

Objective measurements of sound levels are an indispensable part of any 

environmental noise protection program. 

6.J.I Rdnant Guidanc~ Docu~nts and Suita"'~ M~nt Units 

The World Health Organisation document for Community Noise [140] indicates that 

for undisturbed sleep the external 'Ambient' level should not exceed 45 dB ~ (8 '-')~ 

and that maximum noise events should not exceed 60 dB measured as a fast averaging 

time 4AMu. The WHO noise guidelines (SkqJ disturbance Para. J. J) states that, for a 

good sleep, it is believed that indoor sound pressure levels should not exceed 

approximately 45 dB LAmax more than 10 - 15 times per night. (Equivalent to an 

l.Amax of 60 dB outside, assuming an open window) [I4I]. 

If the noise is not continuous, sleep disturbance correlates best with ~ and effects 

have been observed at 45 dB or less. (60 dB ~. extemallevel) 

The most widespread effect of noise is annoyance, and annoyance caused in 

communities by environmental noise has been thoroughly evaluated using social 

survey techniques. 

The threshold for annoyance for a steady continuous noise is an external i.oAeq of 50 

elBA. with few people becoming seriously annoyed for exposures less than 55 dBA. 

The number of people seriously ~ increases between 55 - 60 elBA. and increases 

rapidly between 60 - 65 dBA. Exposure levels at or above 65 elBA are generaUy 

considered to be unacceptable because most people will be seriously annoyed in the 

daytime, and there will be severe disturbance to sleep at night. 

6.~ ~ o/analysis 

The L .. or, better, the i.oAeq(the A-weighted equivalent continuous sound level) is the 

mOlt important parameter. Broadband measurements, i.e., measurements covering the 
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whole of the audible frequency range, are made using the "A" frequency weighting 

when assessing environmental noise. 

Some cases it is good practice to state the applied frequency weighting. Noise with 

distinct tones, for example, noise from fans, compressors, or pneumatic drill machine 

is generally far more annoying than other types of noise. This annoyance factor is not 

taken into account in a broadband measurement. A spectral analysis may be needed to 

assess annoyance. 

6.3-J Which rating criterion to monitor noiR from ftltntainment 

halls? 

Noise in dwellings emanated from entertainment halls is often characterized by high 

levels within the low-frequency range (i.e., below ~50 Hz). This noise is often 

generated by musical instruments, and also by the muftling of higher frequencies of 

external noise and noise from other locations transmitted through windows, doors, 

walls, and ftoors. In the scientific literature, there have been extensive discussions on 

how such noise should be evaluated. Guidelines and recommendations are usually 

expressed in A-weighted sound levels, dB(A). The question is whether the frequency 

weighting with an A-filter gives correct results when assessing the annoyance response 

of noise containing strong low-frequency components. The A-weightin& gives smaU 

weight to the lower frequencies since it is based on how the human sensitivity to 

different frequencia ViU'ies at low sound pressure levels. Experimental laboratory 

studies have shown that A-weighting under some circumstances leads to 

underestimations of the annoyance response to noise with dominant low-frequency 

components as compared to noise with other spectral distribution [1.4p);[J43];[144]. 

It has also been pointed out that other frequency weightings, e.g., B- or D weighting, 

might give more correct predictions of annoyance [145]. Both these weightings put 

greater emphasis on the low-frequency components of the noise. The highest levels are 

often found at low frequencies, foUowed by a progressive reduction of levels at higher 

frequencies. One method of identifying Jow-frequency noise is to measure both the A

and C-weighted sound level The main difference between these two weighting filters 

is that the C-weighting puts much greater emphasis on the low-frequency part of the 

noise. The differenc:e between the C- and A-weighted values will, therefore, in most 

cues, constitute a measure of how much energy is found in the low-frequency area. 

This is the main reason why we have used these two types of weighting when 

monitoring the noise &om wedding halls. If the C-Ievel is 15 dB over the A level it is 
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regarded as low frequency and that serious noise annoyance can arise at greater 

differences than 2.5 dB. From the subjective survey, we have seen that the majority of 

the surveyed subjects expressed their annoyance regarding noise from wedding halls 

and aU sort of entertainment halls. Increasingly powerful music systems, the desire for 

entertainment and the increase in wedding celebration time have aU contributed to a 

situation where many residents have their sleep and wellbeing disturbed by music 

being played in nearby entertainment premises. As mentioned before music consists of 

energy at a wide range of frequencies. Modem musical styles contain a relatively large 

amount of energy at low-frequency, which provides a rhythm to the music; this is 

sometimes refelTed to as bass beat. Therefore, the effects of low-frequency noise differ 

from broadband noise and research has shown that noise containing large amount 

energy at lower frequency is more annoying than the same sound pressure level 

without the low frequency element [146]. In the absence of a specific objective 

criterion, the guideline values contained in the WHO Guidelines for Community Noise 

are frequently used [147]. These criteria are predominandy based on A-weighted, 

equivalent continuous measurements. A-weighting is a decibel correction applied to a 

sound to represent how the human response varies with frequency. It applies a large 

negative correction at the lower end of the frequency spectrum. However. the use of A

weighting to evaluate amplified music has been subject to fierce criticism from Dibble 

[J48].He suggests that many complaints are due to low and poorIy-characte sound 

insulation at low frequencies. He clearly suggested avoiding using the A-weighted to 

measure noise from amplified music as well as calling for more research on the 

prevalence of panel modes and airborne transmission generally at low frequencies. 

Dibble also proposed a measurement method using a 1/3 octave analyser, with 

criterion that Leq should not exceed 190 in each band [149]. In another paper. A

weighted noise levels have been shown to under-represent the annoyance caused by 

low-frequency noise [ISOJ. Therefore. A-weighted measures should not be used for the 

assessment of low-frequency bass beat; indeed even the WHO document [151] itself 

advises that A-weighted measures are inappropriate when prominent low-frequency 

components are present. However, despite this advice, a 2.002. ~ of Chief 

Environmental Health Officers in UK local authorities indicated that A- weighted 

levels were still being frequently used by Environmental Health Practitioners when 

investigating complaints oflow frequency noise disturbance [152.]. 
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It is clearly becoming apparent that when studying the subjective and objective 

assessment of noise, specific research relating to music entertainment is fairly limited. 

Choosing the right methodology for noise assessment is always debatable by the 

acoustic professionals and experts 

6.3-4 Microphone positioning 

Proper positioning of the microphone is necessary to obtain accurate measurements. 

Most of the noise legislation often specifies where measurements should be made, for 

example at property boundaries or at a complainant's property. Other factors also need 

to be taken into account when measuring because sound levels vary at different 

heights above ground level. They will also vary depending on the distance between the 

measurement point and facades and obstacles. These requirements must be noted and 

applied. This will often mean making measurements: 

• away from facades 

• away &om obstacles 

• downwind 

• in dry conditions with a wind speed of less than 5 mls 

• with the microphone 1.2 - L5 m above ground level 

However, measurements can be made at the fa~e or at other specified heights (the 

European Union is considering making 4 m the standard). 

6 • .J.S Calibration 

It is common practice to calibrate sound level meters using an acoustical calibrator 

before and after each series of measurements. The role of calibration is checking the 

instrument's sensitivity at one specific frequency and sound level (usually 1 kHz and 94 

dB). Some think that this is unnecessary because state-of-the-art instrumentation and 

microphones are not affected very much by temperature, static air pressure, or 

humidity. While this is true for high-quality instruments, calibration data should 

always be reported for anything but survey measurements for three reasons: 

L Calibration assures that a day's work is not lost. Any ttansducer or instrument 

failures are detected on the spot 

~. Calibration data is required by legislation and standards 

3- Enreme environmental conditions can affect results 
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Most sound measurement equipment suppliers issue a Certificate of Conformance 

(COC or MCOC) with each instrument. This states that the instrument complies with 

published specifications and applicable standards. Such a certificate must not be taken 

to be a certificate of calibration. Certified calibration of a sound level meter (or a 

sound level calibrator) is a full examination of the instrument's conformance to 

relevant standards. 'The calibration certificate contains all test results, infonnation 

about calibration uncertainty, location and conditions of calibration, and a traceability 

statement. It is important that all measurements have the proper traceability 

according to national or international standards, and that the calibration laboratory is 

accredited. 

6.j.6 NoIM assessment in entertainment haUs in AJgeriG 

In the present investigation, noise measurements were carried out at building facades 

in the residential areas of Algiers. Tune of measurement varied from site to site. A

weighted and C-weighted sound pressure levels were logged every second for not less 

than 3 hours in each site measurement. Points of measurements were at least at un 

from reflecting surfaces. The logged data were then downloaded to a personal 

computer for later analysis. Twenty wedding halls (venues) were noise monitored with 

a total of 40 valid measurements were carried out, where w monitoring have been 

conducted when the wedding was celebrated, thus the music was on. The other zo 

monitoring were conducted when the wedding hall was not in senic:e and no music 

was played on. The measurement period in practice is also divided into daytime (13:00-

19:00), Night-time period (19:OO-Z3:00). 

6.3-6.1 NoIM measurement equipment 

All-time records of noise level fluctuations used in the present investigation were 

measured on sites using multi-channels Front-Ends (Symphonie) which consists of 

one or two transducers (microphones, accelerometers or intensity probe) connected to 

a small acquisition unit (single or dual channel), which transfers data in real-time to a 

notebook computer. 

• SYMPHONlE (pcCard ~ channels front end) 
Sympbonie consists of one or two transducers (microphones, accelerometers or 

intensity probe) connected to a small acquisition unit (single or dual channel), which 

transfers data in real-time to a notebook computer. 
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ItpJtl 

Fig 6.8 Symphonie card and acquisition unit 
SYMPHONIE is a versatile unit with features that meet all the current standards. Data 

acquisition and calculation of Leq and Peak values conform to IEC 804 and IEC 651-

type I specifications, while real time analysis available on both input channels in 

octave or third octave spectra, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz conform to IECu60 Type 0 

specifications for digital filtering. Frequency weighting filters A, B. C and G are 

available and simultaneous recording of the input signal to the hard disk is a particular 

feature of SYMPHONIE that enables post processing and further analysis. Vibrational 

frequency weightings according to IS026Jl may also be applied. Equipment was 

calibrated before and after each measurement, using Calibrator CALo2. 

Cal02 is compact and battery powered acoustic calibrators. Used for accurate 

calibration of microphones and acoustic measuring systems. Fulfils lEe 60942 for class 

1 (CAI..2t) and 2 (CALo2) acoustic calibrators. Acoustic pressure level: 94 dB (0.3 dB 

accuracy - class 2 and o.1dB for class 1) /1000 Hz ( 2% accuracy). Stability better than 

0.1 dB. 
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Fig 6.9 Calibrator Cal 02 used during noise monitoring 

6.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter we have described the noise survey that has been undertaken in 

Algeria. the survey was divided into two main parts, subjective and objective noise 

surveys. Subjective survey was undertaken by mean of questionnaire and the objective 

noise survey was conducted using sophisticated noise monitoring instruments. Also 

described in this chapter, the detail of the objective noise monitoring, which 

includesthe microphone location and their calibration. Critical review, of the choice of 

rating criteria to monitor noise from entertainment halls have been discussed. Several 

candidate assessment methods were identified. These include methods specifically 

proposed for pub and dub noise, those for general low frequency noise, those relying 

on absolute criteria and those based on relative assessments. In the next chapter, the 

results of the objective noise survey in entertainment halls is described and analysed in 

details in a tabular and graphical form. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Noise Survey methodology, Results and Analysis 
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7.1 Introduction 

A total of twenty venues have been monitored. The venues location was representative 

of the city of Algiers and was divided into three different zones. These zones are city 

centre, urban and sub-urban as seen in figure 7.2. Eleven venues were monitored in the 

urban zone, four in the city centre and five in the sub-urban zone. The majority of the 

venues (sixteen) were located in residential area and the rest in a mixed area 

(commercial and residential) as described in table 7.1 (a). Most of venues exercised an 

exclusive activity of wedding hall with only a few venues which have multi- purpose 

halls such as conference rooms. Almost half of the venues were structurally connected 

to the noise receiver as described in table 7.1 (b). Most of the monitoring has been 

undertaken in the receiver side opposite the venue with seven noise monitoring. 

Other monitoring was held above the venues as well as in premises ad;'cent to the 

venue. noise monitoring was also undertaken inside some of the venues where 

microphone were located inside and outside the venues using the same weighting (A) 

in order to see if the building material such as walls and ceiling were acoustically 

insulated or not. The microphones location varied from venue to another. for instance, 

ten (10) venues out of the twenty (U» venues (I~,JA.,5,7,8,IO,19 and U» involved noise 

monitoring of' music ON' and 'music OFF in residential areas where the receiving 

fa~de is either adjacent (vertically or horizontally) or opposite the venue. From the 

above ten (10) noise monitoring seven c,) were held in the daytime and three were 

recorded at night. Having carried out the objective noise monitoring, the collected 

data was logged on a computer and stored. The following details have been recorded 

for all measurements: noise indices such as ( LAeq, LCeq, LA90, LC90. LAmax, LCmax, 

etc .. ), time period, weighting, range, response, events and noise incidents, calibration 

and location of the microphone, descl iption of the noise source and locality. Using the 

analyser from the SYMPHONIE software results of the noise measurements were 

analysed and compared in a tabular and graphical fonn. The aim of these tests was to 

analyse the difference in noise levels (both in dBA and dBC) outside the residences 

when wedding was on and when music off. It has to be noted that noise monitoring 

when music ON and music OFF were held in different days except one venue this was 

due to in some of the venues weddings were celebrated every day hence not been able 

to monitor when music was OFF. Also in some occasions the non-availability of the 

same noise receiving house was another reason why the recording times were 

different. HowrveI', I made sure that the noise climate conditions were the same for all 
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monitoring. There a number of venues (6, 11,12.,13,14>15, and 16) which involved 

simultaneous monitoring inside and outside the receiving location ( residential 

premises opposite or adjacent to the wedding hall). In five (5) out of the seven (7) 

venues noise recording were held during the day and the rest at night. Noise 

recordings have been held inside the wedding halls (9,17 and 18) when music was ON 

in order to establish noise source levels within the venues. The duration of the 

monitoring varied from venue to another ranging from 1 hour to 7 hours with noise 

levels being measured at different intervals (from 2mn to 20mn). The goal of these 

tests was to look at the noise transmission of the noise from the wedding halls into the 

receiving buildings. Each venue has been monitored when music was on and when no 

music was being played. It has to be noted that it was very difficult to conduct this 

noise monitoring because the majority of people (neighbours of the venues) were not 

eager to help and were a bit reluctant and hesitant before letting us monitor the noise 

coming from the venues. Most of the venues managers did not show co-operation and 

most of the pictures taken of the venues were snapshots taken from a car. During the 

collection of noise levels, the venues operators were unaware that data was being 

collected. This was conducted in attempt to ensure that venue management did not 

interfere deliberately with noise levels and turned down the speaker's volume to 

reduce the likely impact upon the community. 

The noise monitoring was undertaken in three different locations in Algiers 

representing city centre, urban and sub-urban areas as seen in the below map. 
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Fig 7.l: Map of Algeria (Algiers in red) 
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Fig 7.2: map of Algiers showing the three principal locations where 
monitoring was held 
The results of noise monitoring in each venue have been analysed separately as case 

studies using the following structure: 

• Site location description with illustration and photos of the venue 
• Subjective Impressions of the Area. 

• Noise Swvey Description. 

• Environmental noise survey. results and observations (in graphical 

• form) 
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Table 7.1 (a) Recapitulative table showing type of zone, area and activity of the 

venues 
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Venue 

Table 7.1 (b): Table showing whether the venue and the noise receiver are 

structurally connected or not 

Structure of data analysis 

The analysis of the data wiD cover four main areas: 

• ON vs. OFF levels differences, in order to establish that the weddings do cause 

significant increase in noise levels. 

• dBA vs. dBC comparisons, in order to establish whether there is a significant 

component oflow frequency content in the noise from the weddings. 

• Test for possible annoyance/disturbance, by looking at the difference between 

LAeq ON - LA90 OFF. 

• Inside vs. Outside Tests , in venues 6 and u-16 
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• 
Duration 

~ Time of monitoring 
Time of of Zone 

day Interval monitoring Microphones location Weighting Lmax Le~ L90 Activity Type r-l- 14:33-16:25 Day 4mn 1h52 1 m outside opposite nei~hbour window A 86.9 67.8 58.1 music off Urban ---- C 89.9 69.6 62.4 music off r-!- I- 14:35-17:55 Day 5mn 3h20 1 m outside opposite neighbour window A 99.6 72 57.2 music on Urban ,r-- .... 
C 103.3 77.1 61.2 music on ~ 21 :17-22:19 Night 2mn 1h02 1 m outside a flat above the venue window A 88.3 67 57 music off Urban r--I-
C 92.9 73.9 61.4 music off ~ ~ 19:05-23:05 Night 10mn 4h 1 m outside a flat above the venue window A 101 .7 77 66.5 music on Urban r--I-
C 104.9 82 71 .6 music on 

r--!- 12:51-17:51 City 
f-- Dav 10mn 5h 1 m outside neiohbour window adjacent to the venue A 80.2 42 37.7 music off Centre 

----- .... 
C 92.1 51 37.3 music off 

r--!- Day 15mn 5h15 City - 14:35-19:50 1 m outside neighbour window adjacent to the venue A 100.3 72 56.4 music on Centre r--. t-...... C 112.3 75 64.8 music on 

~ Day 6mn 2h36 music off Sub-
f-- 15:13-17:49 1 m in balcony ,2 floors above the venue A 90.3 64.2 57.2 Urban r---r-- C 89.9 76 66 music off 

I'l- Day 10mn 4h Sub-
t-...... 14:48-18:48 1 m in balcony ,2 floors above the venue A 97.5 72 64.1 music on Urban I'---r-- C 98 83 73.8 music on K __ 15:44-16:48 Day 4mn 1h04 1 m from window above the venue A 92.1 72.2 63.9 music off Urban ~ 

C 96.7 79.1 70.8 music off K I--- 15:19-19:43 Day 12mn 4h24 1 m from window above the venue A 106.9 86 72.6 music on Urban "'-I"'---- C 107.8 91 77 music on K r---14:48-16:48 Day 4mn 2h 1 m from window opposite the venue (outside) A 93.1 67.5 53.1 music off Urban ~ 
~ opposite the venue around 7 metres (inside) A 84.1 54.1 39.1 music off K I--- 14:36-18:12 Day 8mn 3h48 1 m from window opposite the venue (outside) A 98.9 78 67.9 music on Urban ~ r-- opposite the venue around 7 metres (inside) A 86.3 57 54.8 music on 

K r-- 13:57-21:17 music off City 
Day 20mn 7h20 1 m from window above the venue A 96.1 67.4 63.7 Centre ~ -- C 98 75.5 63.2 music off 

K 14:18-15:08 A 101.6 78 67.9 
City 

D~ 2mn 50mn 1 m from window above the venue music on Centre 

~ r-- C 104.3 86 81 .4 music on 
~ ~:47-23:27 Night 10mn 4h40 1 m from window opposite the venue A 77.4 53 48.6 music off 

Urban 

~ r--- C 100.6 70 57.4 music off 
K r-....,l8:39-22:39 Night 10mn 4h 1 m from window opposite the venue A 106.1 76 56.2 music on Urban ~ r-- C 114.2 81 62.8 music on 

K Day 9mn 3h36 City t--13:42-17:18 1 m inside the venue but in the above floor (bride chanoing room) A 88.9 70.1 62.2 music off Centre ~ t--- C 93.1 72.4 65.9 music off 

K~25-1B;25 City 
D~ 10mn 3h 1 m inside the venue but in the above floor (bride changing room) A 101.8 87 63.8 music on Centre 

C 113.6 104 77.8 music on ~r---
~ r--!.i26-16:56 Day 6mn 2h30 1 m outside opposite the venue A 85.1 65.9 54.4 music off Urban 

~I--- C 93 73.1 66.2 music off 

A 97.3 68.5 58.6 music on Urban 15:51 -19:41 Day 10mn 3h50 1 m outside opposite the venue 



C 104.4 81 70.1 music on 

Sub· 
11 15:05-17:02 Day 6mn 2h inside a bungalow opposite venue A 66.8 46.7 35.7 music off Urban 

outside A 80 61.3 56 music off 
music on Sub· 

11 15:03-16:03 Day 2mn lh inside a bungalow opposite venue A 89.4 55.1 41.9 Urban 

outside A 94.9 72 61.3 music on 

City 
12 15:07-17:43 Day 6mn 2h36 inside adjacent house to the venue A 58.3 45 38.5 music off Centre 

outside A 73.6 66.3 59.3 music off 
music on City 

12 14:30-17:30 Day 6mn 3h inside A 85.5 54.5 40.2 Centre 

outside A 100.1 72.8 61 .8 music on 

13 21 :04-23:34 Night 6mn 2h30 inside A 54 42 37.3 music off Urban 

outside balcony overlooking the venue A 72.7 60.1 53.4 music off 

13 20:00-01 :48 Night 12mn 5h48 inside A 87.1 55.9 41.9 music on Urban 

outside balcony overlooking the venue A 105.3 73.4 59.3 music on 

Sub· 
14 14:23-17:23 Day 10mn 3h inside 1 m from window attached to the venue A 71.6 53.6 43.5 music off Urban 

outside A 84.8 66.8 56.3 music off 
music on Sub· 

14 14:15-17:15 Day 6mn 3h inside 1 m from window A 77.7 57.1 46.7 Urban 

outside A 92.6 70.7 60.3 music on 

Sub· 
15 20:28-23: 10 Night 6mn 2h50 inside 1 m from window opposite to the venue A 53.2 44.9 40.7 musiC off Urban 

outside A 69 59.1 53.9 musiC off 
music on Sub· 

15 20:16-23:44 Night 8mn 3h20 Inside 1 m from window opposite to the venue A 95.1 59.7 46.2 Urban 

outside A 106.2 72.9 59.8 music on 

1'..16 14:45-17:57 Day 6mn 3h12 inside 1 m from window above the venue A 49.5 44.4 41.2 music off Urban 

I'.. 
outside A 67.7 58.6 53.8 musiC off 

1'..16 13:59-19:59 Day 12mn 6h inside A 90.2 59.3 46.1 music on Urban 

outside A 104.5 72.7 60 
music on 

1'..17 15:09-17:27 Day 6mn 2h18 mics inside venue in courtyard doors and window closed A 98.7 87.7 51.6 musiC off Urban 

I'.. C 97.8 89.3 58.5 music off 

,,17 14:41-18:17 Day 8mn 3h40 mics inside venue in courtyard doors and window open A 101.8 90.6 86.6 
musiC on Urban 

C 105.1 96.9 93.4 
music on 

I'.. 
Sub· 

1'..18 14:14-15:56 Day 6mn lh50 mics inside venue @30 m from speakers (break time noise from guests) A 95.5 90.3 86.9 music off Urban 

I'.. C 104.5 99.3 96.4 musiC off 
musiC on Sub· 

18 15:29-18:41 Day 6mn 3h12 mics inside venue @30 m from speakers A 102.1 90.7 85.8 Urban 

C 108.2 99.5 94.8 
music on 

r--.. 

~19 16:02-17:44 Day 6mn lh42 1 m from window adjacent the venue A 85.8 59.8 49.7 
musiC off 

Urban 

C 88.8 63 57.3 
music off 

I\... 

,19 15:15-18:52 Day 7mn 3:52 1 m from window opposite the venue A 96.6 81.6 54.6 
music on 

Urban 

C 105.3 91.6 60.4 
music on 

i'.. 
musiC off 

20 21 :11-23:32 Night 3mn lh22 1 m from window opposite the venue A 71.3 39.6 37.8 Urban 

C 80.7 55.3 45.7 
music off 

"" 
[\.,.20 21 :12-01 :42 Night 9mn 4h30 1 m from window opposite the venue A 107.9 72.3 59.7 

music on 
Urban 

C 110.5 80.7 70.8 
music on 

Table 7.2 Recapitulative table f noi e level fec rded from the n i e monitofing.(Leq and L90 
..4 ~ value are arithmetic av rage ver ach mea urement peri d) 
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7.2 : Leq -L90 
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Table 7.3 : Leq -L90 (music on and music oft) of all venues 
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LAcq (wedding on)-LA90 (wedding LAeq (wedding on)-LAeq (wedding 
oft) dBA oft) dBA 

Venue 1 13·9 4·2 
Venue 2 20 10 
Venue 3 34·3 30 
Venue 4 14.8 7·8 
Venues 22.1. 13.8 
Venue 6 24.9 outside 10.S outside 

17.9 inside 2.9 inside 
Venue 7 14·3 10.6 
Venue 8 27·4 23 
Venue 9 24.8 16·9 
Venue 10 14.1 2.6 
Venue 11 16 outside 10.7 outside 

19.4 inside 8.4 inside 
Venueu 13.S outside S·7outside 

16 inside 9.S inside 
Venue 13 21 outside 13.3 outside 

18.6 inside 13-9 inside 
Venue 14 14-4 outside 3.9 outside 

13.6 inside 3.S inside 
Venue IS 19 outside 13.8 outside 

19 inside 14.8 inside 
Venue 16 18.9 outside 14.1 outside 

18.1 inside 14.9 inside 
Venue 17 39 2·9 
Venue 18 3.8 0·4 
Venue 19 J2 u 
Venue 20 34 J2 

Table 74: LAeq (wedding on)-LAg<> (wedding off) dBA and LAeq (wedding on)

lAeq (wedding off) dBA 

The criteria (LAeq ON - LA90 OFF ) has been proposed as a methodology in "Noise 

from Pubs and Oubs - Phase I: NANR 92" by the loA working group annex and BS 

4142/Noise Act 1996 to assess noise from pubs and clubs for further tetsting and 

comparative assessment in order to determine their effectiveness for assessing noise 

from entertainment halls. Column 1 shows the difference between LAeq ON and LA90 

OFF. It can be seen that the differences vary significantly from one venue to another. 

The difference ranges from 34 dBA to 13·¢BA in venues I-S,7,8,19 and 20. This shows 

that the noise levels are unacceptable. However, in venues 17 and 18 the difference is 

huge from 39 dBA in venue 17 and 3-8 in venue 18. This due to that the monitoring in 
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venue 18 was undertaken inside the wedding hall and the noise was constant because 

the there was some speakers testing and a significant number of noise events. Whereas 

in venue 17 the monitoring was held in a courtyard of the venue and when the music 

was on the windows overlooking the courtyard were most of the time open hence the 

huge difference between ON and OFF. In venues 6 and u-16, the difference is well 

above 13 dBA but the margin is quite stable between inside (6dBA) and outside (7dBA). 

Tables 7-4 (second column) also shows the difference between LAeq when the music is 

on and the LAeq when the music is otfin dBA. Tables 7.5 (second colwnn) shows the 

difference bmReI. LCeq when the music is on and the LCeq when the music is of in 

dCA .In table 7-4 (second column) we can see that the difference from as little as 0.2 

dBA to 30 dBA. In venues (1-5, 7,8,9,10,19 and 20) the ON/OFF difference varies 

between:t elBA and 30 dBA. We also noticed that most of the ON/OFF differences are 

about 10 elBA or more this give us a strong evidence that the music from the wedding 

balls are causing disturbance hence the high noise levels. However, in some venues the 

difference is low particularly in venues (10,17 and 18). This is due to noise incidents in 

venue 10 such as car homs when the wedding was off. In venue 17 the duration of the 

monitoring was different and when the music was off the owner of the venue was 

tetsting the speaken for almost an hour. In venue 18, in this particular case, the OFF 

monitoring was held an hour before the music start and inside the venue. However, 

the there was a signific:ant number of noise incidents especially from guests and the 

bride's family movement as well as the preparation of the hall and the installation of 

the D,. equipment and testing. Having analysed the results of the monitoring there 

does not appear to be any significant difference between venues because the venues 

are located in different areas and the monitoring was undertaken in different times. 

Also may be the number of the wedding halls investigated is very large. In table 7-4 the 

ON/OFF difference in the case of INSIDE/OUfSIDE tests in venues (6, 11-16) is almost 

the same except in in venues (6, u and u) where the difference is slightly different. 

Because in venue 6 the house where the microphones were located was not the same 

when the music was ON and OFF. In venue u when the wedding was ON the doors 

were left open frequently as well as the noise events from car horns and celebration 

scream this contributed to the non-similarity of the difference between the ON/OFF 

monitoring. 
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LCeq (wedding on)-LC90 (wedding 
oft) LCeq (wedding on)-LCeq (wedding 

dBC oft) dBC 

Venue I 14-7 7·S 
Venue 2. 2.0.6 B.I 

Venue 3 ~·7 2.4 
Venue 4 17 7 
Venues 2.0.2. 0.9 
Venue 6 No C monitoring No C monitoring 

Venue 7 n.B 10·S 
VenueB 2.3-6 11 

Venue 9 3B·S 32-
Venue 10 14·B 7·9 
Venue 11 No C monitoring No C monitoring 

Venueu No C monitoring No C monitoring 

Venue 13 No C monitoring No C monitoring 

Venue 14 No C monitoring No C monitoring 

Venue 15 No C monitoring No C monitoring 

Venue 16 No C monitoring No C monitoring 

Venuc I 7 38-4 7.6 

VenucIB 3-1 0.2-

Venucl9 35 2.9 

Venue 2.0 35 2.6 

Table 7.5: LCeq (wedding on)-LCeq (wedding oft) dBC and LCeq (wedding 00)

LC90 (wedding oft)dBC 

Table 7.S describes the difference between LCeq ON - LC90 OFF and LCeq ON - LCeq 

OFF.ln column I, the difference between LCeq ON - LC90 is outrageously high 

especially in venue 9 and 17 where it peaked at more than 38dBC this is mainly due to 

the music through fa~de and traffic noise. However, in venue IB the difference 

dropped dramatically to as low as 3.1 dBC this was caused by numerous noise incidents 

such as celebration screams and shouting. 
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LCeq (wedding on) - LAeq (wedding LCeq (wedding oft) - LAeq (wedding 
on) dB oft) dB 

Venue 1 5·1 1.8 

Venue~ 5 6·9 
Venue] 3 9 
Venue. u u.8 

Venue 5 5 6·9 
Venue, 8 8.1 
Venue 8 5 17 
Venue 9 174 2·3 
Venue 10 12·5 ,.2 

Venue 1, 6·3 1.6 

Venue 18 8.8 9 
Venue 19 10 3 
Venue~o 8·4 154 

Table 7.6: LCeq (wedding on) - lAeq (weding on) dB and LCeq (wedding oft) -

I.Aeq (wedding off) dB 

The difference between dBC and dBA levels indicates the amount of low frequency 

sound present (between 20 and 1000 Hz). Outdoor urban environments are 

characterized by a difference of at least 10 - 15 dB (dBC - dBA); motorized traffic and 

some buildings show 20 - 30 dB difference, whereas in natural environments, the 

difference may drop to 0 - 3 dB. There are many sources of low frequency noise which 

can cause disturbance and/or annoyance both indoors and outdoors. Sound enters 

buildings through their structure, through open windows, or can be generated :inside 

the building. Low Frequency Noise can be more noticeable indoors, which is why it is 

often associated with disturbance. In the open air other noises such as traffic may 

mask the annoying low frequencies. Indoors, middle and high frequency noise from 

outside is reduced because the insulating effect of the building increases with sound 

frequency. Table ,.6 shows the difference between dBA and the dBC levels when the 

music is on and when no music is being played the investigated wedding halls. dBA is 

the usual indicator for environmental noise, and filters out low frequencies. dBC does 

not filter out low frequencies. The amount by which the dBC level exceeds the dBA 

level therefore gives an approximate indication of the low frequency content in the 

sound. When the wedding is on (music played) the largest difference is up to about 

174dB in Venue 9. However, when the wedding is off, the largest difference between 
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elBA and dBC levels was recorded in venue 8, this mainly to the presence of noise 

events particularly dogs barking. 

In aU venues indicated in table 7.6 except venues 17 and 18, the microphones were 

located outside the building. We can see that difference between LCeq and l.Aeq is 

higher when the wedding is off in some venues (2, 34.5,7,8,18 and w). This can be 

explained by the fact that low frequency noise travels further than higher frequencies. 

10 the source is often difficult to trace. May be there have been low frequency noise 

&om other sources that cannot be detected. This might explain the higher values when 

there was DO wedding. Also because low frequency travels with less attenuation than 

higher &equency. Furthennore. there have been some noise events during the 

monitoring when there was no wedding such as car traffic, even some ventilation 

plants can emit low frequencies. 
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7.3 Description a/venues monitoring and data analysis 

7.J.~ Venue I 

Site location 

The premises are at ground level. A residential block is immediately opposite the 

premises and there are a number of residential blocks in the surrounding area. Off the 

venue the area is mainly commercial and residential. 

Fig 7.5 Arial view of the venue (X) and the microphones location (X) 
• SubjectiYe Impressions of the Area. 

During daytime the area is a popular retail area attracting a number of shoppers. Later 

in the evening the area is dominated by the activities of the cafes. restaurants and 

public houses, many with outside tables and chairs. It appears that many of the food 

outlets operate to and beyond 00:00 hours and several up to 01:00 hours. 
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There are large numbers of pedestrians in morning and afternoon. In the evening and 

the number appear to decrease (mostly people who live in the area) and sometime stay 

beyond 00:00 hours. Traffic noise is high and is added to by a number of car horns 

from all vehicles. During the wedding ,It is noticeable that groups, predominately 

males, tend to gather around on the pavements outside this venue most of the 

wedding celebration time as some families do not like to mix woman and men in a 

same space. It was noted that a large number of vehicles arrive at the venue to bring 

families attending the wedding this is most of the time accompanied with car horns 

and celebration screams. 

• NoiM Surwy lHsaiption. 

Equipment was installed on the 'House' 1- floor balcony opposite the venue. The 

outdoor microphones were set up on a boom to a point one metre forward of the 

parapet some 4 metres above the pavement level. Measurements were undertaken 

before the wedding when the venue was empty and no music playing, and when 

families and guests started to arrive and to enter the venue with no music being played 

and the second measurement when the wedding kicked oft' with music. The data was 

logged every 1 second. The equipment was calibrated before and after measurement 

without any noticeable drift. Noise incidents and events were noted and recorded 

together with contemporaneous notes. 

• ErrvironJrlftltal noise SIIJ"Pq', results and observations. 

Observations were conducted from a car parked across from the premises. The noise 

monitoring was carried out by a static monitoring station positioned on the I- floor 

opposite the premises. 
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Fig 7.6: Venue l(wedding on} , weighting A 
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Fig 7.7: Venue l(wedding on) , weighting C 
The above graphs (7.6 and 7.7) represent the different traces of noise monitoring when 

the wedding started and the music kicked off. The graphs show a high ambient noise 
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level of IAeq 72dB. The top trace is the highest maximum noise recorded in each 

sequential 5 minutes interval measured as LAmax and LCmax with 99.6 dB and 103.3 

dB respectively. It can be seen that the number of noise incidents present throughout 

the wedding period. It was ranging from car horns to celebrations screams. The 

lowest trace indicate the prevailing background noise level (La90 with 57.2dB and 

LC9Qwith 61.2 dB) that would be present without the transient noise of pedestrian, 

vehicles and other incident noises. 
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Fig 7.8: Venue l(wedding off) , weighting A 
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Fig 7.9: Venue t(wedding off) • weighting C 
Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the Leq. lmax and 190 recorded during the monitoring using 

both weighting A and C. High ambient noise level (Leq) of 67.8 dBA and 69.6 dBC . 

The top trace is of the highest maximum noise recorded in each sequential 15 second 

interval measured as an lAmax and LCmax with 86.9 dBA and 89.9 dBC respectively. 

It can be seen that the number of noise incidents present throughout the period is bit 

high. Although additional noise incidents may not increase the already high ambient 

level by very much any increase in localised disturbance will have an additional 

detrimental affect on the residential amenity. The lowest trace indicates the prevailing 

background noise level (LA9Q) and (LC9Q) .It was noted that there a Dumber of noise 

events such as car horns and traffic as well as pedestrians and patrons who seem to be 

family organising the wedding as they were entering the venue very often. \ The car 

horns sounded loudly and exceeded 85 dB (LAmax). AU noise events were from a 

range of 80 - 87 dB is clearly in excess of the 75 dB LAeq limit as recommended by the 

World Health Organisation. 
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7.J.~ Venue ~ 

• Site location 

The wedding hall is at ground level, it is residential area. High level of car traffic and 

pedestrian movement is registered during the day as well as the evening especially 

when the weather is wann. 

Fig 7 .10: Fa~ade showing the venue entrance 
~--~-

Fig 7.11: Arial view of the venue (X) and microphones location (X) 

• SubjectiYe Impressions of the Area. 

There are large numbers of pedestrians in morning and afternoon. In the evening and 

the number appear to decrease (mostly people who live in the area) and sometime stay 

beyond 00:00 hours. 

Traffic noise is high and is added to by a number of car horns from all vehicles. 
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During the wedding, guest and families movement was registered in and out the 

premises quite often. Consequently the venue front door was frequently open and s as 

a results music from the hall can be easily audible from passer-by and from nearby 

buildings. The wedding started late in the afternoon and lasted just after npm. Noise 

events were observed during the whole monitoring. 

A large number of vehicles parked near the venue adding extra noise, 

• Noiu Survey Description. 

Equipment was installed on lit tloor window above the venue. The outdoor 

microphones were attached to a pole and placed horizontally towards the street I 

metre from the window and approximately 4 metres from the ground floor. The 

equipment used is the same as specified and described in earlier section. 

• Environmental noise survey, results and observations. 

o Weddingon 
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Fig 7.13: Venue 2 (wedding on), weighting C 

Observations were conducted from outside the house in a car just near the venue. 

Results show that the LAmax reached a maximum of 101.7 dB and the LCmax 104.9 dB. 

It was remarked that these maximum traces ranged between 82 dB and 101.7 dB for 

LAmax. It was clearly exceeding the maximum noise event levels as indicated by the 

WHO guidelines for community noise (April 2000) which is 60dB for night time levels. 

We also observed that during almost the whole period of the wedding, the venue main 

door was opened frequently due to the incoming and outcoming of the guests and 

families from the venue. 

o Wedding off 

During this noise monitoring (figures 7.12 and 7-13), the dominant source of noise was 

road traffic noise with cars parking, horns, and reversing as well as patrons 

conversations with lAmax of 88.3 dba and 92.9 dbC. 

'The average LAeq registered a value of 67 dBA and 73dBC while the background noise 

recorded 57dBA and 61 dBC. 
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Fig 1.14: Venue 2 (wedding off), weighting A 
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7.3.3 Vmue3 

• Site location 

The venue is located in a residential a.rea, in a dead end street, traffic noise is very low. 

The venue is an extension to the original villa. 

Fig 7.16: venue entrance 
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Fig 7.17: view of the interior of the venue and the garden where domestic 
animals and bird are kept 

Fig 7.18: Aria) view of the venue (X) and the microphones location (X) 

• Subjective Impressions of the Area. 

According to the venue owner, the hall is acoustically insulated and with sound proof 

doors and windows. The venue is surrounded by private villas and is low frequented by 

cars except on wedding days. It has been noted a presence of domestic animals and 

different kind of birds in the back garden of the venue. Noise generated by these 

animals has been indicated in the graphs below as noise incidents. 

• Noise Survey lhscription 

'The microphones were set up in from the window of the neighbour which is adjacent 

to the venue. The microphones were calibrated before and after the monitoring with 

no calibration drifts observed. The noise data was recorded every second and plotted 

in the graph every five minutes in order to see the fluctuation clearly. The 

observations were made from the neighbour's villa in the terrace. 
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• Environmenbl Doise survey, ~sult8 tUld observations 
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Fig 7.19: Venue 3 (wedding on), weighting A 
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Fig 7.20: Venue 3 (wedding on), weighting C 
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The trace shows noise levels for the whole period for the ambient level, the Lmax and 

the background level 190 for both weighting A and C. The lAmax reached 100.3 dB 

and the LCmax 112.3 dB which is more than the recommended WHO guidelines for the 

LArnax by exceeding it by more than JO dB . The average LAeq recorded for the whole 

period is around 7L6dB. The background level registered an average of LA90 564 dB 

and LC90 64-8. Noise vents were also recorded during the wedding period; it includes 

celebrations screams and most importantly noise from a parrot and other birds which 

sounded very high ranging from 9B and 100 dB. During the wedding, short breaks 

were noted lasting around fifteen minutes, however the music was kept on but the 

volume was reduced. 

o Wedding off 
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Fig 7.:11: Venue 3 (wedding of 0, weighting A 
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Venue 3 (no wedding) 
WeightingC 
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Fig 7.22: Venue 3 (wedding off), weighting C 
The noise monitoring was recorded when there was no wedding and the venue empty, 

the same equipment was used and the microphones were installed in the same 

position as mentioned earlier. The trace below show an average lAeq of 42.1 dB and an 

LAmax of 80.2 dB. The lA90 indicated ~.7 dB which is much lower than the lA90 

recorded when the wedding was on. The only noise incident recorded. was mainly from 

a parrot and. other birds which are dearly indicated in the graph, it ranged from 68 to 

80 dB. If we exclude the noise incidents generated by the birds, it can be said that 

there noise level were very low ranging from ~ to 40 dB. 

7.3-4 V~nu~4 

• Sit~ location 

The wedding hall is located in a residential and commercial area with high traffic. 
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Fig 7.23: venue (ground floor) and mics location in 2 nd floor 

Fig 7.24: inside view of the venue 
location ( ) 

• Subjective Impressions of the Area. 

Fig 7.25: venue (X) and mics 

The premises street is quite busy, with frequent car horns and large number of vehicles 

passing by the venue in the rush hours. The area is also dominated by different 

activities such as restaurants and cafes which tend to attract a large number of 

pedestrians and shoppers. 

• Noise Su"'q Description 

The noise monitoring was undertaken during day when there was no wedding 

celebrated in the venue. The microphones were installed above thy venue in the 

second floor about 8 metre from the ground level. The measurements data were 
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logged every second and plotted every minute on the graph shown below.The 

equipment was calibrared before and after without any noticeable drift. 

• Environmental noise SUrtley, results and obsertlations 

o Weddingon 

Same microphone location and conditions as mentioned above were applied for the 

noise monitoring when the wedding was on. The graphs below show a high ambient 

noise level of lAeq 72.1 dB and LCeq 83.1 dB. The top trace show the highest 

maximum noise recorded in each sequential 5 minutes interval measured as a LAmax 

and LCmax with f77.5 and 98 dB respectively.It can be seen that the number of noise 

events present throughout the wedding period is quite high. There were celebrations 

screams and car homs and sometimes music coming from the venue when the door 

was left open for about 5 minutes.The lowest trace shows the L90 of the venue ranging 

from 64.1dB and "]3.8 db for the lA90 and LC90 respectively. 
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Fig 7.29: Venue 4 (wedding off) , weighting C 
The figures above show that the average lAeq recorded 64.2 dB and LCeq 76 dB and 

the lAmax noted was around 90 dB. 

The background level indicated ':)7.2 dB for lA90 and 66 dB for the LC9Q. During the 

survey, noise incident was not significant and the only noise event registered was a 

loud noise coming from car radio or stereo which parked in front of the venue. 

7·3-5 Venue 5 

• Site location 

The venue is located in a ground floor of a residential block. 

Fig 7.30 : View of the venue 

the venue 
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Fig 7.32: Arial view of the venue (X) and mics location ( ) 

• SubjectiY~ Impressions ofth~ Area. 

The premises are was originally a local mini-market which was converted to wedding 

hall. The venue is surrounded by high level buildings and busy main road. The area is a 

popular street and frequented by a lot of pedestrians and vehicles. 

• Noise Survq Description 

The equipment was set up in a balcony of flat above the venue, two weighting were used 

in the monitoring (A and C), the microphone were attached to the balcony balustrade 

around 5 metres from the street level. The microphones were calibrated before and 

after the recording without registering any drift. The observations were taken from the 

same balcony any noise event was noted 

• Environmental noise survq, results and observations. 

o WHdingon 

From the graphs below, it can be clearly seen that the different noise levels recorded 

are higher than the normal level recommended by the WHO. The average lAeq 

indicates a value of 86-4 dB and the LCeq a level of 91-4 dB. The maximum noise level 

LAmax and LCmax recorded was very high with level ranging from 106.9 and 107.8 dB. 

This due to the celebration screams coming from the venue. This gives greater concern 

when any Lmax exceeding 87 dB will result in the noise levels inside Oats exceeding 

45dB Lmax even when the windows are closed and well sealed. 
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o Wedding off 
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The monitoring was held on day of the weekend, the traffic noise was not as high as 

during weekdays. Noise levels varied from 63 dBA and 85 dBA for the LAeq with 

lAmax over 9Id.8A The background noise fluctuated from 60 dBA to a maximum of 76 

dBA. 

7-3-6 Venue 6 

• Site location 

Fig 7.37: Mic outside in the balcony Fig 7.38 Mic inside the flat 

--.' --, 

-
Fig 7.39: Venue (ground floor) Fig 7.40: venue (X) and mics 
location ( ' ) 
The wedding hall is located in a residential area. It is a large ground floor hall which is 

newly built building. 

• Subjective Impressions of the Area_ 

The area is quite and not very busy as it is a bit far from traffic and the principal roads. 

The building is three floors building but only the ground floor is used the wedding 

hall. 

• Noise Survq Description 

The equipment was set up in a villa opposite the venue in the first floor. One 

microphone was installed inside the bedroom and the other one outside in the 

balcony. Only one weighting was used (A). The distance between the microphones 
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and the venue is around 7 metres. Both microphones were calibrated before and after 

the measurements. 

• Environmental noise survey, results and observations 

o Weddingon 

Same equipment and microphones location, one was set up inside and the other one 

outside with only one weighting (A).The wedding started late in the afternoon because 

of the heat, as the air conditioning was faulty. The measurements from the outside 

microphone recorded an average lAeq of 78dB and an LAmax of 9B.9'ffi. This is 

largely due to the opening of the venue front door very often due to the high internal 

temperature inside the hall as shown in the graph. The music was clearly audible from 

outside. Inside the flat, the microphone recorded an average LAeq 'Sl dB and LAmax 

of 86.3 dB. 
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Venue 6 (weddinc on) 
Weilhting A (mlc Inside house) 

leq ..... lmax 190 

Fig 7.42: venue 6 (wedding on), weighting A (mic inside) 
o W~dingoff 

The graphs below show the traces of the noise monitoring when the wedding was off 

(mic outside), the highest trace show the LAmax which recorded 93.1 dB and the 

average lAeq noted 67.sdb while the background noise levellA90 was measured at 

53.1 dB. However, the measurements inside the bedroom recorded an lAeq of 54.1 dB 

and a maximum noise level oflAmax 84-1 dB. The lA90 inside the bedroom indicated 

a level of 39.1 dB. In addition to that, a number of noise events was noted with the 

loudest incident recorded a lAmax of B9dB inside the bedroom.. A number of noise 

incidents occurred during this monitoring such as a passer-by shouting and kids 

playing outside near the villa. 
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Fig 7.43: venue 6 (wedding ofO, weighting A (mic outside) 
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7.3.7 Venue 7 

• Site Location 

The wedding hall is located in residential block in the ground floor of 4 storey 

building. 

Fig:7.45: venue entrance Fig 7.46 venue (X) and mics loction(:\.) 

• SubjectiYe Impressions of the Area. 

The location is a busy area and very close to a football stadium and a local swimming 

pool. The venue was converted from art gallery hall to a wedding hall because of 

economical reason. It has been said that the venue has a valid licence although it is 

located in strictly residential area. 

• Noise Survey Description 

The wedding was cancelled, but as we travelled from far away the landlord has done a 

favour to us by playing music for about an hour as it is used to be played when the 

wedding is on. The microphones were installed in a flat just above the premises in the 

first floor which is owned by same pers~n who owns the hall. The mics were set up 

about 4.5 metres from the ground level from the window. 

• Environmental noise survey, results and observations 

o Weddingon 

During the first hour of the monitoring when the music was on the LAmax recorded 

was around 101.6 dB and the average LAeq indicated 78 dB while the background level 

LA9<Jwas varying between 66 and 68 dB. The C measurements show the LCeq of 86 

dBC and and LCmax oft04.3 dBC. 
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Fig 7.48: venue 7 (wedding on) weighting C 

o W~dingoff 

After one hour of loud music, the landlord switched off the music completely, and for 

the rest of the period the LAeq varied between 64·9 and 67·4 dB and LCe<! of 75.5 dBC 7 
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while the LA90 was stable around 63 dB. However, the lAmax was higher by almost 

20dB more than the LAeq and with an LCmax of 9B dBC. Few noise incidents were 

recorded such as a car alarm and sport car engine revving. 
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Fig 7.49: venue 7 (wedding off) weighting A 

From the above graphs (fig 7-48 and fig 749) we can see that the Lgo and LAeq are 

almost stable in straight line,. This is due to the fact that it was too quiet and the 

noise levels are below the the dynamic range used during this noise monitoring. The 

dynamic range was (65-105 dB) and the noise level were below that range. 
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Fig 7.50: venue 7 (wedding off) weighting C 

7.J.8 Venue 8 

• Site Location 

The wedding hall is a large one, and is licensed and has been in this activity for a while. 

The venue is used for private parties, as well as weddings 

Fig 7.51: venue entrance 
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• ---Fig 7.52: Arial view of venue (X) and mics ( ) location 
• SubjectiYe Impressions of the Area 

The venue has different stages and dancing floors, as well as a large terrace, which can 

be used when the venue is crowded. The area is situated near few houses. The venue is 

not connected to the adjacent building, and the traffic is very quite in the area. 

• Noise Survey IHscription 

The equipment was set up in a house opposite the venue in the window, the 

microphones were attached to a wooden pole around :1 meters from the window. Both 

microphones were calibrated before and after the monitoring. 

• Environmental noise survey, nsults Gnd observGtions 

o weddingon 
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Fig 7.54: Venue 8 (wedding on), weighting C 

The same conditions apply to the same venue when the wedding was off, except that 

there was no dog presence in the surrounding areas. The monitoring started around 

8:15pm in the afternoon and lasted just after 12=30 am but the wedding continued until 

dawn, we could not stay more because we have agreed with flat occupier to leave after 

midnight. The music from the venue was audible from the street as the wedding was 
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celebrated in the upper level of the venue. the lAeq and the LCeq averaged between 

']6.1 and 81.1 dB respectively. The background levellA90 varied between 50 and 75 dB, 

190C recorded was around 62.8 dB. During the wedding period, it different music 

rhythms were noted especially when there was live music and patrons clapping and 

chanting and some instrumental music. As result of this, the LAmax peaked at 106.1 

dBA and LCrnax reached a value of 114.2 dBC. The flat owner expressed his 

disappointment towards the venue landlord because he promised him not to operate 

during evenings and night-times. When asked why not he complains, he just laughed 

and his answer was complaining to whom. 

o Wedding off 
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The average lAeq recorded was around 53 dB and the LCeq around 70 dB. The highest 

noise level registered was IAmax 77.4 dB and the LCmax peaked at 100.6 dB. This due 

to the high level of noise events observed during the monitoring. It has been noted, a 

presence of a dog in the terrace which was barking frequently, this explains the peaks 

in LAmax and LCmax shown in the graph. The LA90 and LC90 indicated 48.6 and 574 

dB respectively. 
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7·3·9 Venue 9 

• Site Location 

Fig 7.57: Hotel entrance (wedding hall in ground floor) 

Fig:7.58: Arial view of the Hotel (X) and mics ( ) location 

The venue is located in a hotel and is a multidisciplinary hall, where conferences, 

meetings. weddings as well as private parties. 
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• Subjective Impressions of the Area 

The hotel is located in a residential area, the traffic is high and the area attracts a large 

number of pedestrians and visitors as it is close the city centre. 

The area is dominated by different activities such as restaurants and retails. It appears 

that many of the food outlets operate to and beyond midnight. 

• Noise Survq ~scription 

The equipment was set up inside the venue but in the upper level inside the groom 

changing room. The microphones were calibrated before and after the each 

monitoring, with both weighting used A and C. 

During the wedding the groom comes to the changing room quite often to change her 

dress, consequently the changing room door is opened frequently. 

• Environmental noise survq, results and observations 

o Weddingon 
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The average ambient lAeq recorded 87 dB and LCeq 104 dB, the highest noise level 

LAmax reached 10LSdB and LCmax 113.6dB. The lA90 and the LC90 was high reaching 

63.8 and 71.8 dB respectively. Noise measurements indicate that there are some noise 

event recorded because of guests singing and clapping throughout the wedding 

duration. 

o Wedding off 

The monitoring results indicate that LAeq and LCeq levels are between 70.1 dBA and 

'P4 dBC respectively. The lA90 and the LC90 are 62.2 and 65-9 respectively. 

Measured data also showed that LAmax and LCmax levels peaked at 88.9 elBA and 93.1 

dBC respectively. Noise incident were recorded mainly horns from cars and buses. 
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Fig 7.61 : venue 9(wedding o££) , weighting A 
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7-J.IO Venue 10 

• Site location 

Fig 7.63: venue entrance 

Fig 7.64: Arial view of the venue (X) and mics ( ' ) location 

• SubjectiYe Impressions of the Area 

The wedding hall is located in a residential area, it is a new building however there is 

no car parking . Therefore, when invites arrive at the hall it creates traffic and noise. 

• Noise Su",q Description 

The equipment was set up outside the venue in an opposite house. The microphones 

were calibrated before and after the each monitoring, with both weighting used A and 

C.The main hall is located in the first Boor, windows and ground floor garage door are 

often kept 0pen __ 
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• Environmental noise survey, results and observations 

o Weddingon 
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Fig 7.65: venue 10 (wedding on), weighting A 
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Fig 7.66: venue 10 (wedding on), weighting C 

Monitoring data showed Leq levels of 68·5 dBa and 81 dBC with LAmax of 97.3 dBA 

and LCmax of 104-4 dOC. The background noise was between 58.6 dBA for I.A90 and 
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70.1 dBC for Lc90. Most of the noise incidents recorded are caused by car noises such 

as reversing or parking as well as motor bike noise. 

o Weddingoff 
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Fig 7.67: venue 10 (wedding ofO , weighting A 
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Venue 10 (wedding off) 
WelghtlngC 

Leq _ Lmax L90 

Fig 7.68: venue 10 (wedding ofO, weighting C 
The ambient noise levels were as expected lower than when the music was on, the 

lAeq peaked at 6>9 dBA while the LAmax hit 85-1 dBA. 19o was between 54.4 dBA 

and 66.2 dBC. 
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7.J.U Venue U 

• Site location 

Fig 7.69: view of the venue parking Fig 7.70: general view of the venue 

Fig 7.71: venue's open windows 

~--.. -= 

Fig 7.72: Arial view of the venue (X) and the mics ( ) location 
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• Subjective Impressions of the Area 

The venue is a dedicated hall used for weddings and other type of parties, it is located 

in enclosed residential area near the sea. The venue has it own parking; therefore the 

traffic is not high and very quiet. 

• Noise SurYey Description 

The equipment was set up inside a detached bungalow opposite the venue. The 

microphones were calibrated before and after the each monitoring. only weighting A 

used in this monitoring one microphone inside and the other one outside the 

apartment with the window closed during the monitoring. The bungalow is newly 

built however; it has single glazing windows and no insulated external walls. 

• Environmental noise survey, results and observations 

o Weddingon 
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Fig 7.73: venue u(wedding on), weighting A, (mic outside) 
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Venue 11 (wedding on) 
weighting A (mic Inside) 
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Fig 7.74: venue ll(wedding on), weighting A, (mic inside) 
The monitoring lasted for around four hours; the measurements were recorded in an 

interval of two minutes. It has been noted that some of the venues window were kept 

open during the whole period of the wedding. During the whole monitoring the music 

from the venue was on. Microphone inside: the Lmax reached a maximum of 89.4 dBA 

and a minimum of 52.1 dBA , the average Leq recorded was 55-I dBA and 190 of 

4l.C)CiBAMicrophone outside: the Lrnax reached a maximum of 94-9 dBA and a 

minimum of 70.7 dBA. The Leq recorded was ']2dBA.and 190 of 6L3 dBA.. 

There were a number of events during the monitoring, car homs and mainly 

celebration screams at the venue entrance. 

o W~dingoJf 

The graphs below show records from the outside microphone which fluctuated with 

80dBA of lAmax and LAeq of 61.3 dBA and a background noise of 56dBA. 

Whereas the microphone located inside the apartment showed a values of 46.7 dBA for 

the LAeq and a relatively low figure ofl9owith 35.7 dBA. 
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7.3-U Venue u 

• Site location 

Fig 7.77: Venue entrance 

was held 

Fig 7.78: adjacent house where monitoring 

Fig 7.79: Arial view of the venue (X) and rnics (. ) location 

• Subjective Impressions of the Area 

The venue is located between residential and commercial area, the traffic is mild as the 

venue is situated in a secondary road. 

• Noise Survey Description 

The equipment was set up inside a semi-detached house adjacent to the venue. The 

microphones were calibrated before and after the each monitoring, only weighting A 

used in this monitoring one microphone inside and the other one outside in the bouse 

courtyard. The house is approximately 10 and 20 years old with single glazing windows 

and no insulation for walls and floors. 
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• EnvironmentGI noise survey, results Gnel observGtions 

o weelding on 
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Fig 7.80: Venue 12 (wedding on), weighting A (mic outside) 
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Fig 7.81: Venue 12 (wedding on), weighting A (mic inside) 
The monitoring was undertaken at the end of the afternoon, the measurements were 

recorded in an interval of two minutes. During the whole monitoring the music from 

the venue was on.Microphone inside: the Lmax reached a maximum of 85.s dBA and a 

minimum of 53.2 dBA, the Leq recorded was between 6?2dBA and 40.8 dBA L90 
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recorded a figure of 40.2. dBA. Microphone outside: the Lmax reached a maximum of 

100.1 dBA and a minimum of 75.2 dBA. The Leq recorded was between 6+7 dBA and 80 

dBA L90 recorded was around 6L8 dBA . The main event was mainly celebration 

screams emanated &om the venue this was due to the fact the entrance door was left 

open for a short period of time. 
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Fig 7.83: Venue u (wedding of£), weighting A (mic inside) 

The ambient levels recorded when there was no wedding celebrated in the wedding 

hall varied between 45 dBA (microphone inside the house) and 66.3 dBA (microphone 

outside the house in the courtyard). 190 inside the house was 38.5 dBA and 59.3 dBA 

in the courtyard. 

7.3-13 V~nu~ 13 

• Sit~ Location 

Fig 7.84 Front fa~ade of the venue 

the venue 

Fig 7.85: main entrance of 
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Fig 7.86: AriaI view of the venue (X) and the mics( ) location 

• Subjecti'le Impressions of the Area 

The venue is located in a 1St floor of a private building of 3 storeys. The area is busy 

with local residents and the garage in the ground Boor is used as car park is at the 

front of the building. The venue is opposite a local college. 

• Noise Sunrq Description 

The equipment was set up inside a Bat overlooking the venue. The microphones were 

calibrated before and after the each monitoring, only weighting A used in this 

monitoring one microphone inside and the other one outside in the attached to a 

balcony balustrade. 'The Flat has single glazing and with no n insulated cavity wall. 

• Environmental noise sunrq, results and observations 

o Weddingon 

The windows of the flat were kept closed during the monitoring. The monitoring 

started at around 8pm and ended after 1:)0 am. 
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Venue 13 (wedding on) 
weighting A (mic outside) night monitoring 

Fig 7.87: Venue 13 (wedding on), weighting A, mic outside 
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Fig 7.88: Venue 13 (wedding on), weighting A, mic inside 

--~--

The highest level of noise recorded was l.Amax 87.1 dB (inside microphone) and 

LAmax 105.3 dB (outside microphone) and this was due to a noise incident coming 

from the venue mainly music and singing. The lAeq averaged around 55.9dB (inside 

microphone) and LAeq 7J.4 dB (outside microphone) while the background level was 

41.9 dB (inside microphone) and 59.3 dB (outside microphone) 
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o Wedding off 
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Fig 7.89: Venue 13 (wedding off) , weighting A, mic outside 
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Fig 7.90: Venue 13 (wedding off), weighting A, mic inside 

The monitoring was undertaken during the evening, with the same conditions as when 

the wedding was on. The microphones were set in the same position and the windows 
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of the flat were kept closed during the measurements. The levels on LAeq inside the 

apartment reached 42 dBA with LA90 value of ~.3 dBA. Measurements taken from the 

outside microphone, recorded LAmax of ']2.7 dBA and LAeq of 60.1 dBA while the L90 

hit 53.4dBA. 

V~nu~14 

• Sit~ location 

Fig 7.91: view of the flat above the venue 
entrance , 

Fig 7.94: view of the venue inside 
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• Subjrrtivr ImprtSSions of thr Area 

The venue is located in residential; the venue is surrounded by private houses and 

close to a primary school. The venue is not managed by the landlord but it has been 

rented to another person who runs it. 

• Noisr SuTVry Dtscription 

The equipment was set up inside one of the Hats to the venue. The microphones were 

calibrated before and after the each monitoring, only weighting A used in this 

monitoring one microphone inside and the other one outside in the flats balcony. 

C .. 
:!. 
~ 
A. 

'" 

• ElIVironmrntal noisr SUrYry, rrsults and obserYations 

o Weddingon 
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Fig 7.95: Venue 14 (wedding on), weighting A (mic outside) 
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Venue 14 (Wedding on) 
Weightilll A (mlc inside) 
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Fig 7.96: Venue 14 (wedding on), weighting A (mic inside) 

The graphs show the ambient noise levels of '5].1 dBA and lA90 of 46.7 dBA inside the 

flat. However, the levels recorded from the microphone located outside in the flat's 

balcony are higher with an LAmax of 92.6 dBA and IAeq of 70.7 dBA 

o W~dding off 

The monitoring was conducted in another flat which is adjacent to the flat where the 

first monitoring was held when the music was on. The IAeq inside the flat peaked at 

53.6 dBA and IA90 reached 43.5 dBA The outside microphone recorded IAeq of 66.8 

dBA and LA90 of 56.3 dBA. 
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Fig 7-97: Venue 14 (wedding ofO, weighting A (mic outside) 
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7.3.15 Venue 15 

• Site location 

Fig 7.99: venue entrance Fig 7.100: view from the opposite villa 

Fig 7.101: Arial view of the venue (X) and the mics( ) location 

• Subjective Impressions of the Area 

The venue is located in residential area; the venue is a former villa which is built on a 

slopped site and is only used as wedding hall and a conference han for political parties. 

• Noise Survey Description 

The equipment was set up inside one a villa opposite to the venue. The microphones 

were calibrated before and after the each monitoring, only weighting A used in this 

monitoring one microphone inside and the other one outside in the terrace. 

• Environmental noi~ survey, results and observations 

o Wet/dingon 
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The monitoring was undertaken during the evening time between 830 pm to 12:)opm, 

the measurements were recorded in an interval of two minutes. 

During the whole monitoring the music from the venue was on. 
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Fig 7 .101: Venue 15 (wedding on), weighting A (mie outside) 
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Microphone inside: the Lmax reached a maximum of 95.1 dBA and a minimum of 

S6.2dBA, the Leq recorded was between 76.6 dBA and 53 dBAMicrophone outside: the 

Lmax reached a maximum of 106.2 dBA and a minimum of 69.5 dBA The Leq recorded 

was between 89.6 dBA and 66·7dBA. 
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Fig 7.105: Venue 15 (wedding ofO. weighting A (mic inside) 
The monitoring was also held during the evening but only for a period of an hour and 

a half. The background value droped from 46.2 for the inside microphone when the 

music was on to 40.7 dBA. The ambient levels exceeded 44.9 dBA (inside microphone) 

and 59.1 dBA for the other microphone which was placed outside the villa. There was a 

particular noise incident emanating from a nearby construction site. 

7·3 J6 VenueJ6 

• Site location 

----_ ... 

Fig 7.106: general view of the venue (ground floor) and the above flat. 
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Fig 7.107: arial view of the venue (X) and mics (X) location 

• Subjf!ctivf! lmprusions of thf! Area 

The venue is located in residential; the venue is newly built. located in the ground 

floor. The venue was initially used as a textile workshop; eventually it was converted as 

wedding hall and is rented for wedding celebrations only during day-time. 

• Hoist! Survq Ihscription 

The equipment was set up inside one of the flats above the venue. The flat has no wall 

finishes or any rendering and all windows are single glazing. The microphones were 

calibrated before and after the each monitoring, only weighting A used in this 

monitoring one microphone inside and the other one outside in the flats balcony. 

• Environmf!ntal noise survq, results and observations 

o Wt!dding on 

The monitoring was undertaken during the afternoon time between 14:00 pm to 

19:5opm, the measurements were recorded in an interval of two minutes. 
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Fig 7.1°9: Venue 16 (wedding on), weighting A (mie inside) 
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Microphone outside: the Lmax reached a maximum of 10+5 dBA and a minimum of 

69.4dBA , the Leq recorded was between Su dBA and 62.9 dBA. Whereas the 19o was 

between 545 dBA and 6-].9 dBA. Microphone inside: the Lmax reached a maximum of 

90.2 dBA and a minimum of 56.2 dBA. The Leq recorded was between 74-2 dBA and 

49.4 dBA. The background noise levels recorded value between 53.5 dBA and 42.1 dBA. 

a Wedding off 

Microphone outside: the Lmax reached a maximum of 67.7 dBA, the Leq recorded was 

between 58.6 dBA and the L90 around 53.S dBA 
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Micropbone inside: the Lmax reached a maximum of 49.5 dBA. the Leq recorded was 

between 44-4dBA. The background noise levels recorded value between 41-2 dBA . 

7.3.17 Venue 17 

• Site location 

Fig 7.112: venue main entrance 
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Fig 7.113: Aria! view of the venue (X) and mics C ) location 

• Subjective Impressions of the A.rea 

The venue is located in residential area and close to few retail shops, the venue is 

newly built building and the landlord assured us that the building is acoustically 

insulated. 

• Noise Survey Description 

The equipment was set up inside the venue. The microphones were calibrated before 

and after the each monitoring, both weighting A and C were used in this monitoring 

both of them inside the venue. The microphones were located at the back of the venue 

in the courtyard. Wmdows of the venue overlooking the courtyard were often open. 

• Environmental noise survey, results and observations 

o Wddingon 
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Fig 7.114: venue17 (wedding on), weighting A 
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Fig 7.115: venue17 (wedding on) weighting C 
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In this record we can clearly see that the three traces are very high than the normal, 

with LA90 peaking at 86.6 dBA and LC90 93-4 dBC and the LAeq at 90.6 dBA with 

l.Amax of 101.8. This was due to the guest clapping and singing loudly. 

o Wedding off 
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Fig 7.116: venue17( wedding off), weighting A 
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The microphones were kept at the same position as it was when the wedding was on. 

During this monitoring the landlord was testing the speakers at the start of the 
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measurements and at the end as well this explains the high levels of lAeq and LCeq 

which hit 87.7 and 89.3 dB. Between these two periods there were no noise events and 

the noise levels were almost stable with an lAeq of 544 dBA and LCeq of 60.6 dBC. 

VenueJ8 

• Site location 

Fig 7.120: view inside the venue Fig 7.12.1: AC unit inside the venue 

Fig 7.122: road traffic near the venue Fig 7.12.3: venue main entrance 
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Fig 7.124: Arial view of the venue (X) and mics ( X) location 

• Subjective lmpnssions of the Area 

The venue is located in residential area, and it is close to a motorway junction. Car 

traffic is frequent. 

• Noise Survey lhscription 

The microphones were calibrated before and after the each monitoring, both 

weighting A and C were used in this monitoring both of them inside the venue. The 

microphones were located at the back of the venue inside a small room with door left 

open all the time at about 30m away from the main speakers. 

• Environmental noise survey, results and observations 

o Weddingon 

The measurements were recorded in an interval of one minute. During the whole 

monitoring the music from the venue was on with short breaks but the speakers 

volume decreased. 
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Fig 7.125: venue 18 (wedding on) , weighting A 
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Fig 7.12.6: venue 18 (wedding on) , weighting C 

Microphone (A) : the Lmax reached a maximum of l02.1dBA and a minimum of 

9<>.8dBA , the Leq recorded was between 90·7 dBA and 85.2.dBA, 190 was as high as 

85.8 dBA and 9+8 Microphone (C): the Lmax reached a maximum of 108.2 dBA and a 

minimum of 100 dBA. The Leq recorded was between 101.2 dBA and 95 dBA, L9Q hit a 

value of 94.8 dBC. 
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The monitoring has been undertaken before the wedding of about an hour. The noise 

levels are high because of the movement of brides f.u:nilyas they prepared the scene for 

the bride and as well as setting up the tables and also the DJ installing his musie 
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&1\ .... 
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equipments. Therefore, LAmax was 95-sdBA and I.Aeq 90.3 dBAand I.A90 86.~BA , 

regarding the LCmax was I04.5dBA and LCeq 99.3 dBAand LC90 was 9li.4dBA 

V~nU~J9 

• Sit~ location 

Fig 7.130: venue terrace 

Fig 7.132: Aria) view of the venue 

• Subj~ctiv~ Impnssions of th~ Ana 

The venue is located in a quite residential area. 
• Nois~ Survey Description 

The microphones were calibrated before and after the each monitoring, both 

weighting A and C were used in this monitoring. The microphones were located in a 

house opposite to the venue at un from window. 
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• Environm~ntal noise survq, results and observations 

o Weddingon 

The measurements were recorded in an interval of one minute. 
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Fig 7.133: Venue 19 (wedding on), weighting A 
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Fig 7.134 : Venue 19 (wedding on), weighting C 
During the whole monitoring regular breaks were taken, short breaks of 5 to 10 

minutes long. During the breaks the music volume was put down. Microphone (A) : 

the Lmax reached a maximum of 96.6 dBA , the Leq recorded was 81.6 dBA , 190 

recorded a value of 54.6 dBA Microphone (C): the !max reached a maximum of 105.3 

dBA . The Leq recorded was 91.6 dBA. 190 hit a value of 60.4 dBC. 
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o Wedding off 
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Fig 7.135: Venue 19 (wedding of 0, weighting A 
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Fig 7.136: Venue 19 (wedding off), weighting C 
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The monitoring was held the following, the noise levels recorded an LAeq of 59.8 dBA 

and 1A90 of 49.7 dBA While the C monitoring measured an LCeq of 63 dB( and 57.3 

dBC for L90. The L.Ama.x reached a maximum of 85.8 dBA ,while L Cmax reached a 

maximum of 88.8 dBC 
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Venue.zo 

• Site location 

Fig 7.137: venue entrance 

Fig 7.138: Aria} view of the venue (X) and mics ( X) location 

• SubjectiYe Imp~ssions of the Area 

The venue is located in middle of residential area and close to a health clinic. The 

monitoring was undertaken during the evening. 

• Noise Survey Description 

The microphones were calibrated before and after the each monitoring, both 

weighting A and C were used in this monitoring. The microphones were located in a 

house adjacent to the venue at Im from window. 

• Environmental noise survey, results and observations 

o Weddingon 

The measurements were recorded in an interval of one minute few noise incidents 

OCCUlTed during the monitoring mainly celebration screams and clapping.the music 

was kept on aU the time even during the breaks. 
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Venue 20 (Wedding on) 
Weighting A 

Ambulance 

leq 

Fig 7 .139: Venue 20 (wedding on) , weighting A 
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Venue 20 (wedding on) 
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Fig 7.140: Venue 20 (wedding on), weighting C 
Microphone (A) : the Lmax reached a maximum of 107.9 dBA , the Leq recorded was 

72.3 dBA , L90 recorded a value of 59-7 dBA 

Microphone (C): the Lmax reached a maximum of 110.5 dBA. The Leq recorded was 

80.7 dBA, 190 hit a value of70.8 dBC. 
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o Wedding off 

Ambulance 
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Fig 7.141: Venue 20 (wedding off), weighting A 
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Fig 7.142: Venue 20 (wedding oif), weighting C 
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From the graphs, the ambient noise was relatively low with an lAeq of 39.6 dBA and 

lA90 of Y7 .8. Two noise events occurred during this monitoring which was due to a car 

alann. 

7.4 Ieq inside versus Ieq outside 

Graphs below describe the difference in noise levels (LAeq) inside and outside the 

noise receiving premises measured over time periods. 
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Fig 7.143: Venue 11 (Leq outside vs. Leq inside) 
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Fig 7.144: Venue 12. (Leq outside vs. Leq inside) 
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Fig 7.145: Venue 13 (Leq outside vs. Leq inside) 
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Fig 7.46: Venue 14 (Leq outside vs. Leq inside) 
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Venue 15 (wedding on) 
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Fig 7 .147: Venue 15 (Leq outside vs. Leq inside) 
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Fig 7.148: Venue 16 (Leq outside vs. Leq inside) 
Graphs overleaf indicate the difference in noise levels (lAeq) inside and outside the 

noise receiving premises measured over time periods. The difference recorded is 

constant between 16 and ~o dB most: of the time however, when a noise event occurs 

the difference is between 10 and 13 dB. 
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7.5 1/3 octave graphs 
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Venue 15 L in vs. L out 
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Fig 7.153: Venue 15, third octave band comparison between outside 
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7.6 Discussion 

Venues (u, 12, IJ, LJ, 15. and 16) have been selected for third octave band frequency 

comparison. These venues have been monitored using A weighting only for both 

microphone. One inside and the other one outside the sound receiving house. 

Representatift 1/3 octave bands data for the specific noise inside and outside when the 

music is on and another data was plotted when the music was off or no wedding with 

the microphone located inside the noise receiving house. From the above graphs we 

can clearly see that in all six venues the 1/3 octave band analJsis depicts the 

characteristic frequency of modern dance music, ie. it peaks between 63 and 100 Hz. 

In Venues 13 and 14, the spectrum has peaks at 6)Hz and also in the mid frequency 

range of 500 Hz and ~K Hz octave bands. This was due to the vocal element or vocal 

content, recorded during the wedding especially when the guest repeats the music 

lyrics such as karaoke. It is also apparent that the difference between inside (wedding 

on) and inside (wedding oft) is low with an average of L5 dB in venues 12, 13 and 14 

between 63 and 100Hz. While in venues u and 16, the ditrerence is IIlOl'e significant 

with an average 5 dB. However, venue 15 the difference between inside (wedding on) 

and inside (wedding oft) is only low at 1/3 octave band frequency of 63 Hz. 

Difference between Un-Lout (wedding ON) in venue u varies between 

In venue u the difference varies between u.8 dB at500Hz to as high as ~9.8 dB at 

160Hz. In venue 12 it ranged from 13.8 dB at 630 Hz to 31.6 dB at 125 Hz. whereas in 

venue 13 the range was from IJ.I dB at 80 Hz to ~3.1 dB at ~K Hz. Venue 14 the range is 

between D.Z dB at 100Hz to 19.1 dB at z.5Hz. Venue 15 has a quite similar range which is 

between ILl dB at 80Hz to 19-4 dB at Z.5KHZ. In venue 16 the range is almost the same 

with u.~ dB at 80 Hz to IC).~ dB at 4K Hz. 

The highest differences recorded in venueu and 12 were in low frequencies range of 100 

-160 Hz. These can be explained by the sound transmission through the windows as in 

both venues the windows are all single glazing and also the presence of noise events 

such as celebration sc::reams as well as lOme karaoke. It has to be noted. that during the 

wedding in these two venues windows and doors were frequently opened. 

In the rest of the venues the difkrence was generally between n and zo dB, for 

instance in venues 14-16 the highest noise levels occurred at low frequencies between 

z.5K -.otIC Hz. The sound transmission was mainly through the walls because they were 

not insulated and not even rendered extemalJy. So the sound might have traveJled 

through the infiltration and joints. 
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7.7 Summary offindings 

The results of the analysis have shown that there is obvious evidence that noise levels 

emanating from all twenty venues are unacceptable. The study has focused on the 

background noise levels as weD as ambient levels as well as low frequency content. 

Noise levels recorded during the monitoring were higher that the WHO recommended 

values with sometimes 1~15 dB higher. The analysed spectrums (1/3 octave bands) as 

usually at greater distances comprises a lot of noise at low frequencies. Most of the 

energy is present between 160 Hz and 500 Hz. having analysed the recording data we 

have noticed that noise incidents and noise events have had a significant impact on the 

noise levels monitored. in some venues the increased noise levels have been caused by 

noise events such as car horns, screams and shouting. All the venues and all the 

receiving buildings have single glazing. We have also observed that when weddings are 

celebrated during the night time the noise levels are higher than the WHO guidelines 

values. The WHO guidelines for community noise recognise that levels above 45 dB 

LAeq outside a bedroom (window open) would cause sleep disturbance. 

The analysis of the A weighting readings and the C weighting readings showed that 

there is a relative increase in C readings when the wedding was on. this could have 

been caused by music travelling through facades as well mixed noise levels from road 

traffic and constructions sites. However the decrease of the relative C readings 

difference might mean the existence of extra noise such as celebrations screams and 

car horns sounding. The assessment of the degree to which noise levels from weddings 

might cause disturbance through LAeq (ON)-LA90 (OFF) differences (see figures ,.155-

157) showed that there is strong evidence that the weddings cause significant increase 

in noise levels. However, this is not the case in all venues. This is can be explained by 

the fact that criteria such as venues location (city centre or sub-urban) also whether 

the venue and the receiving building are structurally attached 

To sum up, there are many factors that affect noise poUution. Road traffic is one of 

them; people abo have an effect on noise nuisance. There other Factors that affect 

whether noise is a nuisance this includes the time of the day or night; duration; 

location and frequency of the noise (is it a one off. or is it every day for several hours.) 

In terms of wedding halls location. it can be more suitable to implement them in noisy 

areas because the impacts of noise nuisance emanating from wedding halls will be less 

if they are implemented in residential areas. People or neighbours will be more 

tolerant to noise from wedding halls if they already live in a noisy area. 
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LAeq - LA90 Distribution for Venues 6,11-16 (OUTSIDE) 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Room Acoustics and Sound Insulation 
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8.1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with building acoustics, its aim is to help us understand and to 

analyse the acoustical performance of a building components and structure and how 

we can relate it to the investigated wedding halls. 

It will also identify and use appropriate formulae to calculate the transmission of 

sound between rooms and from inside to outside and outside to inside. This will help 

us to understand how noise from wedding halls travels through building components. 

To protect a building against exterior noise, the airborne sound insulation of the 

facade is of primary importance. The overall sound reduction index of the facade 

depends on the sound reduction index and surface area of the individual components 

of the facade (wall, windows, doors, etc.) 

8.3 Sound absorption versus sound insulation 

The reduction and control of noise whether in buildings or rooms generally involves 

the use of sound absorbing materials and sound insulating materials. These materials 

have different purposes, which cannot be interchanged. But due to confusion, both 

materials often are missed. Sound absorbing materials such as acoustic tiles, carpets 

play an indispensable part in controlling noise generated within a room or in 

reverberant areas such as lobbies, corridors and staircases. Although such materials 

are highly effective as sound absorbers, they are relatively poor sound insulators 

because of their soft, porous and lightweight construction. In short. they transmit 

noise very easily. To illustrate this point, for instance a wall construrted solely of 

acoustic tile, carpet or drapery material. Such a wall would provide virtually no 

resistance to the pasnge of sound through it. A brick 0 wall on the other hand, is a 

very poor absorber of sound but it is an extremely effective sound insulator. Because it 

is massive, it resists the passage of sound. Because sound insulators and sound 

absorbers are both called -acoustical treatment" , confusion arises between their 

proper uses. Improper application of sound-absorbing treatment to reduce the 

tranSlDission of noise between adjoining areas in an existing building has often been 

an expensive and annoying error. Sound-absorbing materials are generally light and 

porous. They should not be used on the interior surface of one room with the sole 

intention of preventing the transmission of sound to the next room. The porosity of 

the material actually facilitates sound transmission. 
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8-4 What is thf! sound absorption cOf!fficient? 

The abeot ption coefficient of a material is ideally the fraction of the randomly incident 

sound power which is absorbed, or otherwise not reflected. It can be detennined in 

two main ways. and there ~ often variations in the results depending upon the 

method of measurement chosen. It is standard practice to measure the coefficient at 

the preferred octave frequencies over the range of at least U5Hz - 4kHz.For the 

purposes of architectural design, the Sabine coefficient (calculated from reverberation 

chamber measurements) is pi~ led. Interestingly some absorbent materials are 

found to have a Sabine coefficient in excess of unity at higher frequencies. This is due 

to edge efl'a:ts and when this occun the value can be taken as 1.0 

8.5 Sound I"f!duction indf!x 

The prediction of the IOUnd reduction index is essential in the acoustical engineering 

of bulldinp. The Sound Reduction Index of a partition can be measured according to 

the method described by ISO 140-3 [l531.This physical problem has been approached in 

various ways in the put. The value of sound reduction index or SRI quoted for a 

building element normally describes the HpeCted reduction in sound energy across 

the facade when expoRd to a source field of randomly incidence sound. Since in many 

iJJstaDCeS this type of source field doeeIy approximates the incic:lence of common 

exterior noise IOW'CeIlUch aI traffic noise this SRI is generally used to describe facade 

~I insulation in the field. The standard equation for sound reduction index 

(SRI) of a composite pueI consisting of an aperture of area AA and sound reduction 

index SRlA in a wall of UN A. and sound reduction index SRlw is 

Eq. (I) shows that the ~ sound insulation of a composite facade is a function of 

the souncI reduction indices and ~tivr areas of each component. 

A major IC)UJU of exterior noise in Meal of high noise concentration such as urban 

~ is road traffic. An example of a typical one-third octave spectnun of 'A' weighted 

toad traffic noise is shown in rig. I after Ref. [154]. The traffic noise spectrum in Fig. I 

bas been nonnaIizrd surh that when summed Oftf all the third octae bands it gives 

an overaIIlewi of 0 dB(A). 
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To assess the noiR insulation a composite facade with regard to such a noise source, 

the SRI must be calculated in frequency bands using Eq. (1) and applied to the source 

noise spectrum to give an attenuated spectrum. 
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Pig. 8.1 Typical one third oct~ve spectrum of 'A' weighted vehicle noise 
relative to broadband lOund pressure level ... 0 dB(A) after Delany [lSAl] 

To obtain a single figure facade sound reduction index or SRI to road traffic noise in 

dB(A) the frequency band I~ in the attenuated spectrum must be logarithmically 

summed and subtracted from the logarithmic sum of the frequency band levels in the 

oriaiM1 unattenuated 'A' ~ted spec:tnun. (As noted above the loprithmic sum of 

the frequency band levels in the unattenuated source spectrum of Fag. 8.t is 0 dB(A) 

which simplifies this caIculation.) Once the source spectrum is determined. the level of 

attenuation that a compolite faade must achieft ovu the frequency range must be 

MMaed with a view to I1lftting intmlal criteria. Once the source spectrum is 

determined. the level of attenuation that a composite facade must achieve over the 

hquency range must be aaelKd with a view to meeting internal criteria. To maintain 

a aoocI overall facade SRI an aperture must provide useful attenuation over the entire 

..,abal frequency range of inmest. Looking at the road traffic noise spectrum. in Fag. 

8.1 it bas the majority of IOUnd energy in the region between :&50 and :&500 Hz hence 

the aperture should provide useful attenuation over this range to prevent any major 

deterioration in the overall f«ade SRI when exposed to road traffic noise. 

Aft!RiIIJ! bnMd band noise leva. due to road traffic in areas of high noise concentration 

such as urIMn 4U'6lS wiD often reach ~ dB(A) which may require facade sound 
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insulation in the region of 35-40 dB(A) SRI .... 1raIk to achieve comfortable internal 

levels rec:onunended in gui~ documents . 

8.6 Insulation between inside and outside o/buildings 

We often need to estimate lewl differences between the outside and the inside of 

buildinp. In such cases, it is nearly always a matter of calculating La (the level at the 

receiving pomion) from a knowledge of 1.. (the level on the other side) and a known 

SRI, rather than obtaining SRI from measurement of 1.. and La. The relationships given 

below show bow to calculate La and cannot always be used to measure SRI. For various 

reasons it is impoesible to give accurate relationships and in each case the best 

approximation can be provided. 

8.6.J InsHk to tM outside 

11K! first case is the insulation from a relatively reverberant room to outside. If 1.. is 

the average sound pressure level in the room and La is the level very dose to the 

outside of the wall then: 

.. -I.. -SRI-6d8 :(3) 

For indoors to outdoors calculation. we usually want to know the left! at a certain 

di8tanCe from the wall, approximately 

.. -I.. -SRI + 10"S--1osr- ..... 
Where L. is the .wrage IeftI in the reverberant room, La is the level at a distance r (in 

meter) from the wall along a line nonnal to the wall (r is assumed large compared with 

8ize of the wall) and S is the area of the wall in (square meter). 

8.6..a Outside to th inside 

For calculations COIlCftIling noise ~lling outside to the inside, the following 

relationship may be used oifthe room involved is relatively reverberant.: 

.. - L. - SRI + JOIoiS - ... It. + 6dB :( .. ) 

Where La is the rnabermt sound IeYeI in the room, L. is the level at one meter from 

the ~ of the buiJdin&, S is the IIUI'face area (rna) of the perimeter construction, A is 

the tobI at.oe ption in the room (rna) . 

We can also mo1ke an approximate estimate of the sound pressures on the surfaces of a 

builcting not directly (King the noise source, aauming that the distance to the noise 

source is Jarwe c:ompued with the building dimensions. 
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D 
x -10dB 

B 
x-6dB 

c 

Roof 
x-3dB 

x-6dB 

A 
xdB 

( noise from distant 
source 

Figure 8 .2 : Typical variation of exposure to noise of facades of a building 

For example, from figure 8.2 Fa~ade A can be treated on the basis of the above 

equation. Facades B and c are likely to receive levels approximately 6dB below those 

on facade A. Fa~de D is most difficult to assess because reflections from other 

buildings are likely to influence this situation strongly. However, a leveltodB below 

the exposure of fa~de A is likely. A pitched roof offers a reduced projected area to the 

source and a reduction of 3 and 4 dB in exposure is a likely result. 

If the sound is coming vertically, such as noise from aircraft in flight, then for a flat 

roof the above equation is appropriate, for a pitched roof 2 to 3 dB less is likely and for 

walls again about 2 to 3 dB less. 

8.7 Sound Transmission from Windows 

In addition to their primary function as visual openings, windows also transmit sound. 

This is of concern not only for the exterior surfaces of a building, but also for interior 

applications ranging from office doors to control booths in recording studios. Sound 

transmitted through windows often limits the overall acoustical insulation. Sound 

transmission through windows is governed by the same physical principles that affect 
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walls [9), but practical noise control measures are influenced by the properties of glass 

and the characteristics of window assemblies. Increasing the glass thickness, for 

example, gives greater noise reduction at most frequencies, but the stiffness of glass 

limits the improvement. Using multiple layers (double or triple glazing) increases 

noise reduction at most frequencies, but this is dependent on the separation of the 

layers. 

8.7.1 Smw Singk Glazing 

Because of its high densities, even thin glass can provide good sound insulation. Well 

sealed single glazing gifts insulation ranging from about 2JdB, for JIDBl glass pane, 

and up to 33 dB for 25 mm glass. Coincidence losses are particularly important for 

single glazing The thicker the glass, the lower is the coincidence frequency. For 25 

nun glass, coincidence can be as low as 500 Hz, if the angle of incidence of the sound is 

near to the nonnal. 

8.7~ Doable Glazing with Narrow Air Gap 

Two thin sheets of glass separated by a narrow gap are not as good for sound 

insulation as heavy single glass, particularly at low frequencies. This is because the 

double window is not as stiff. If both panes are equal thickness, coincidence losses will 

be superimposed on one another and will show up strongly. Therefore windows of this 

type of construction often allow a narrow band of noise to pass through, which is 

heard as a "hiss" inside. It is good practice, particularly with naJTOW double glazing, to 

spread the coincidence frequencies apart and SO allow each pane to cover for the 

coincidence loss of the other for instance, by using different weights of glass. 

8.7.3 Doable Ghuing with Deep Air Gap 

A deep air gap is needed (50 nun minimum, often 100 mm or 200 nun) for the sound 

insulation ~ double glazing to be significantly better than single glazing. Frequently, 

there are practical advantages in avoiding a very deep air gap. WIth a gap of so-&mm. 

double glazing gives an improvement of some 3 or 4dB over the same weight of single 

glass, this is often enough. If SO, the window is still narrow enough to be hung as one 

unit (even if the panes are set in separated frames linked together across resilient 

seals). This allows smoke ftnts and cleaning to be arranged easily. However, there are 

many cases where even deeper air gaps are needed to meet perfonnances between rJ 

dB and 50 dB. particularly where insulation is needed at low frequencies. 

SecondMy gbzing is often installed behind existing windows to improve sound 

insulation. To make the best of this method, the existing windows should be well 
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sealed. This may give up to lodB improvement immediately. Very often, sliding panes 

are preferred for the secondary glazing. Although not quite as effective as weD sealed 

casement, they are likely to raise insulation by a further 5-10 dB, if a deep air gap is 

allowed (>100 nun). This overall improvement of 15-20 dB is often adequate. High 

insulation can be achieved (up to 3odB) with open double glazing where sound is 

forced to follow a devious path such as SO nun slot opening at the bottom of the outer 

pane and a similar one at the top of the inner pane. This allows some permanent 

ventilation whilst maintaining reasonable sound insulation. The sound reduction 

index provided by doubling glazing depends quite strongly on the separation between 

the two panes of glass. When the shutter is retracted, the mass-air-mass frequency of 

the double systems in the study with an air space of 12 nun is located at around 

300 Hz, regardless of the order in which the panes of glass are placed, and in this 

region the sound reduction index decreases sharply. 

B.B Sound Transmission through Doors 

Doors are probably the most exacting building elements, as far as sound insulation is 

concerned. The sound insulation requirements for doors have increased due to 

increased consciousness of acoustics and due to accompanying policies stating the 

specifications of building products. Doors are usually the weakest sound-insulating 

elements between rooms and therefore need careful acoustic design. The requirements 

for partition walls range usually from R..=40 up to 60 dB, while commercial doors are 

available usually from 1.-35 to 35 dB. Single-leaf doors are available for special 

purposes at least up to 48 dB but they are seldom used. In fact, twin doors are 

preferred when higher insulation than R..=35 dB is required.lt is well known that 

imperfect sealing of a door can impair essentially the total sound reduction index of 

the door. The sound insulation performance of a door can be defined by the set of 

numbers R. . .".,IR.. rrallR. . .".,1R....,dB, where R.,I/tnIct and R ... total are the weighted 

sound reduction indices by ISO 717-1 [155] in the laboratory when the door is tape

sealed or DOI'IIWIy mounted, rapectively. 

Sound tranJmission through doors is assumed to comprise two factors: 

• Structural transmission 

• leak transmission, 

Having sound transmission coefficients TIfrUct and Teat respectively. This is elucidated in 

Figure 1 
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Door 
leaf 

Floor 

TIed: 

Ttotal= Tstruct + TIeD: 

Tied: 

Figure 8 .3. The principle of sound transmission through doors (cross 
section, side view). The leak transmission and the structural transmission 

are separated . bo] 
The areas are Swrvct. and SIm" respectiveJy. The sound leaks can comprise, e.g., regular 

slits, irregular apertures, holes, etc. The transmission through door frames is ignored 

here since the area of frames is usually below 10% of the door area, the mass is higher 

than the mass of the door and the transmission coefficient of the frames is difficult to 

detennine experimentally. The structural sound reduction index of a door (denoted by 

R..."c:t) is usually determined by tape-sealing the slits and the lock device. The SRI of 

the door without tape sealing (i.e., normal mounting) is denoted by Rtot., where "total" 

refers to the sum of leak t ansmission and structural transmission. The total sound 

reduction index of a door can be calculated by the area-weighted sum of transmission 

coefficients as: 

Rt --111 = 10 log (_1_) = 10 log ( 1 ) 
.... 'rt.ul 'r ___ + 'r, .... :(5) 

= 1010 ( Stotal ) g -R1trM4 ~ 
Sstruct 10 10 + S'eak10 10 

where T=W, /W, is the transmission coefficient determined by the incident =i and 
transmitted W, sound powers (see Figure 3) and S,otoI is the total area of the door, or 
Sstrud + Snk .(4) 
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Fig 8.4 : SRI of door in an external wall 

A war = 1Bml 

A.,..,= 2m! 

SRI JI13II = 50 dB 

SRI.., = 1BdB 

Using the example given in Figure 8.4 where a wall partition with a SRI of 50 dB has a 
door within it that has a SRI of 18 dB. 

For the waU, for the door 
50 

T = 1010 = 10-5 = 0.00001 

:LI -1.8 
T = 1010 =10 =0.01585 

Using these two sound transmission coefficients to calculate the average AWI1I!JIeI 

Ac100r X Tc100r + AWall X TWall 
T= 

Ac100r + AWall 

2 X 0.01585 + 18 X 0.00001 
T = -----=--~----

2+ 18 

=0.001594 

giving an overall Sound Reduction Index of, 

SRIOwnIJ=-10I<>&.o 0.001594 =-10 X-2.798 

11:28 dB 
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8.9 Air bome sound 

Air borne sound requires air paths. Holes in partitions, gaps between different forms of 

construction and open windows allow the free passage of air and of sound waves across 

structural boundaries. 

Fig 8 .5: Loss of sound insulation through partition and ceiling 

Fan and Turbulence generated 

I Noisy room Sound 

Fig 8 .6 : loss of sound insulation through ducts 
It is important to recognise that there are often sound paths that are not immediately 

apparent. Thus in Figure 8.5 the void above a lightweight false ceiling can act as a 

sound path across heavy weight partitions, and in Figure 8.6 the air route through 

ductwork can similarly act to transmit sound between rooms and from noisy to quiet 

areas. This additional sound path to the direct route is sometimes called flanking. 

Distance will diminish the intensity of sound and circuitous routes will also provide 

opportunities for the sound to be absorbed along its route. The surface of a partition or 

structure needs to be moved in order for the sound energy to enter into the structure. 

A thin light flexible structure is easily flexed and sound energy thus can easily enter 

into it. However, the stiffer a structure is then the more difficult it is for the 

compressible air to move the surface of the structure. Thus the sound insulation of a 

partition is primarily determined by the mass of the partition. The sound Joss across a 

partition i given by the Sound Reduction Index (SRI) that will be defined later. 

Theoretically the RI for a single partition is given by, 
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SRI = Constant + ~ x log '0 (mx f) :(6) 

Where, m is mass per unit area of the partition in kg/m:& and it is related to the 
density. 

f is frequency. 

When using the much simplified method given above. [t is more practical to use 

curves based upon experience to detennine the SRI of a single layer of structure. A 

simplified curve which is generally applicable for frequencies between 100 Hz and 3000 

Hz is shown in Figure 6. 
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Fig 8.7: Practical values of mass law 
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8.JO Noise Transmission 

Unwanted sound can travel through different paths such as direct transmission, 

impact noise and through flanking paths as seen below. 

8.10.1 Direct 'TNrnsmission 

Fig 8.8:Direct transmission 
Airborne sound sources produce noise by virating the air immediately around them. 

Typical sources include the human voice, musical aound energy through it is largely 

determined by three factors: 

1. The sound absorbancy of any cavities in the construction 

2. The structural isolation between the two outer surfaces 

3. Its mass 

The air tightness of the construction is also important 

Increasing the mass of a wall or a floor will improve its sound insulation. 

However, the amount of extra weight that can be safely supported by an existing 

construction is often limited so other design approaches are usually employed in 

remedial work ie isolation, absorbent materials and resilient layers. 
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8.Jo.~ Impact Sound 

Fig 8.9: Impact noise 

Impact noise sources produce noise by direct physical excitation of part of a building. 

Examples include slamming doors, stamping on the floor and vibrating washing 

machines. With impact noise, a relatively small noise source can result in a loud sound 

being transmitted through the structure, often over long distances. 

Impact noise can be controlled by: 

1. Providing a resilient la~r at the point of impact such as carpet 

2. Structural isolation such as adding a resilient la~r between the floor deck and 

the Boor stucture. 

There is some variation depending on the floor construction" for instance filled timber 

floors will help isolation. To counter low-frequency impact, a Boating floor is 

preferable. Swface treatment ned not to be soft.. in this case the base floor should be 

heavy. However, impact noise at low frequencies is difficult to isolate in separated 

light timber floors. 
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8.10.3 Flanking transmission 

Fig 8.lo :Transmission through flanking paths 

Flanking sound transmission usually refers to sound travelling through flanking 

structural elements, such as the external wall that flanks a separating wall between two 

dwellings.Flanking sound can also include sound that travels along unitended airpaths, 

such as unsealed gaps in the structure and around service penetration. 

I . Flanking transmission can be controlled by: 

2. . Extending the separating wall to the underside for the roof 

3. Sealing open air paths 

4. Forming a lining backed by resilient layer to prevent sound energy entering 

the flanking element 

Doors should not be opened unnecessarily during events (weddings). 

8.lo~ Example of single partition 

The sound insulation required by a partition may be found quite easily by subtracting 

the required sound level from the sound level on the other side of the partition as 

shown in Figure S.lL The sound insulation provided by a partition is called the Sound 

Reduction Index of the partition and is defined as: 

Where, is the Sound Transmission Co-efficient which is itself defined. as: 
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sound power transmitted 
i= 

incident sound power 

Partition 

45dBA 

Quite interior dwelling 

: (8) 

86dBA 

Noisy external environment 

Sound Reduction Index needed = 86-45 = 41 dBA 

Fig 8 .u: Sound reduction index of a partition 
Where a panel between two rooms comprises a number of different materials e.g. a 

door within a partition, or a window within a wa11, then there are a number of parallel 

paths that the sound might take. This can be taken into account by using the average 

sound transmission ro-efficient. This is an area weighted average sound transmission 

co-efficient and where there are two materials making up the panel as shown in Figure 

8.8, 
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Partition 

Fig S.u Two different materials in a partition 

It should be noted that this is an average of power transmission coefficients. The 

properties of particular materials are given in tenns of the Sound Reduction Index 

measured in decibels and these need to be converted into sound transmission 

coefficients in order to calculate the average value of T. using the definition of the 

Sound Reduction Index given earlier: 

-1010910 (r) = SRI dB 
SRI 

l0910 (T) = - - dB 
10 

SRl 
T= 1010 

8.JO'5 Example o/windows within a wall 
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Fig S.13: Windows in an external wall of a dwelling close to a wedding hall 

(Venue 15) 

Using the example given in Figure S.lO where an external wall with a SRI of 50 dB has a 

window within it that has a SRI oftS dB. 

Wall area : ~ = aprox ISm' 

Window area: A..indow(toUI) =A..indowa+ A..indowl = approx 2 X 1.5 m' = 2.5 m2 

From equation (10) 

For the wall 

50 

T = 1010 = 10~ = 0 .00001 

For the windows 1. 
T = 1010 = 10-1.8 = 0.01585 x :1 = 0.0J17 

Using these two sound transmission coefficient to calculate the average, TAPerage 

T - Awi .... _s 1<T!ft!!"!!WI + AwaU X"wcall 

Aperag_ - Awbl4AIws+ AwllU 

2.5 x 0.0317 + 18 x 0.00001 

T = 0.003874 
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SRI = -1010010 (T) = -10l0010 0.003874 = -10 x -2.411 = 24 dB windows 

8.)0.6 An ~ample of gaps in a wall 

It is instructive to undertake this calculation using an open gap rather than a door. If 

we consider a partition with a hole in it as is shown in Figure 10. 

An open window gives 
total transmission 

also total absorption 
with respect to the 
internal space 

Total absoption from 1 sqm 
Is sometimes given In the 
unit. Sabin 

Fig 8 .14 : SRI of gaps in wall 

Simplifying the example by assuming the following: 

The wall transmits no sound through it, so TWAU =0, 

The hole transmits aU sound incident on it, so THOLE =1. 

And the overall SRI is given by, 

SRIo....aII ::: loiGg.o (~-u) dB 
\AIIoL. 

: (n) 

And using this for a number of different area ratios in Table 8.1. 
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1 AwaU 
-=--
T Aho1e 

0.1 

0 .01 

0 .001 

0.0001 

0 .00001 

Table 8.1: SRI - Sound Reduction Index 

o 
Glaulgwlh 
10 opened 

t '" 0 .1 S~. 10 d3 

Suva glSllOg 

t' z 0.01 SRI '" 20 dB 

SRI01H!TaU = 1010910 G:~) dB 

10 

2.0 

30 

50 

Aoousttc double glazing 

100mm.ang '*-panes 
liMd wiIh 3COUStic absorptoo 

t = 0001 SRI = 3Od3 

DoI.tlIe glszing 

Fig 8 .15: Construction gaps in different glazing types 
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2 x115mm brick 
with 50mm cavity 

T - 0.00001. SRI- SOdS 

Fig 8.16: Typical cavity wall used in most of the buildings in Algeria 
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- = 0.0001 SRI = 40 dB 

Typical internal wall 

Fig 8.17: Typical partition wall used in social housing as separating wall 

between two flats 
8Jo.7 Multiple layer partitions 

As shown in Figure 8.18, putting an absorbing layer within the cavity would not much 

reduce the sound transmitted through the wall; it does not in fact make a great 

difference. This is because the sound insulation provided by a partition is principally 

determined by the difficulty that the compressible air has in moving the more rigid 

surface of the partition. The dampening effect of an absorbing layer that absorbs even 

50 % of the sound power is insignificant in comparison with that rejected at the surface 

of the partition. 
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Cavitywal + insulation 

Fig 8 .18: cavity wall with absorbing material 
Absorbing material in gap will not much increase sound insulation [1561 
For lighter weight partitions that are more flexural, then the addition of sound 

absorbing materials within a cavity can have an effect and be worthwhile including. It 

might appear that all that needs to be done in order to improve sound insulation, is to 

increase the number of rigid surfaces that the sound has to cross. This will increase the 

number of times the sound has to cross the difficult boundary from compressible air to 

rigid solid. Indeed it is found that multi-layer partitions do have better sound 

insulation than single layer partitions. However, the effects of multiple layers is quite 

complex and does not provide all the benefit that might be expected [157],. 

The theoretical sound insulating effect of a single leaf, will be given by the mass law, 

SRI = Constant +.30 x log JO (mx f)· :(u) 

Because the constant will apply to each case to be considered, it is 2 Il15ffiID brick 

omitted for simplicity and, 

SRI= ~ x log JO (mx f) 

As an example, a single leaf of brick by itself has a SRI of 40 dB, then two bricks built 

into a single leaf, as shown in Figure 8.15, will have twice the surface mass of the single 

leaf, and its theoretical SRI will be calculated as shown in column two of table 8.2.. 
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Single leaf Double leaves Two independent leaves 
SRIliingie = 20log.., (m x f) SRI double = 20log.., (2m x f) SRItwic:e = S~ + SRIsingie 

SRI double = 20log., (m x f) x (2) 

= 2010&00 (2m x f) + 2010&0 (2) 

SRI doobIe _ SRI an&l" + 6 

40 dB 46dB 80dB 

Table 8.2.: SRI of single, double leaf wall and two independent leaves 

However, two completely independent leaves would have an SRI that was simply the 

sum of the two separate SRI's, as shown in column 3 of Table 8.2. The SRI of SO dB that 

is found in practice for a cavity wall is indeed better than the 46 dB that would be 

expected from doubling the surface density, but it is nowhere near the SRI of 80 that 

might be expected theoretically from two independent leaves. 

This is due to the fact that the air in the cavity is captive, and cannot expand and 

contract freely. This increases the stiffness of the air and allows the vibrations of one 

leaf to be more easily transferred to the second leaf. This means that the two leaves are 

effectively coupled together and not entirely independent. 

SRI dB 

Single leaf 

SRI+6d8 

Double SlJface mass 

2 X SRI 

Two independent leaves 

Fig 8.19: example of single and multiple layer SRI calculation 
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8.11 Sound Transmission via Building Facades, from Inside to 

Outside 

Sound propaptioa oat of a builc:Iins 
There are three stages to this calculation, which may relate either to sound 

transmission via the entire ~, or via an element of the facades such as a window. 

Stage 1 

Calculate the sound 1eftI, leur, just outside the ~e arising from sound 

transmission through the ~de: 

Where - Lo. is the re'ierberant sound level inside the room and R is the sound 

reduction index of the facade or ~e element. 

Shle3 
Calculate the sound power level, Lw, of the ~e element acting as a sound source 

radiating source towards the reception point: 

Lw - Lour + 101015 
where S is the area of the ~e or facade element. 

Shiel 
For reception point at distanc:es, r, much greater than the dimensions of the fa~ade, it 

may be assumed that the ~ade (or ~e element) behaves as a point source 

radiating into a &ee field, with a directivity index D. 

:(16) 

As seen in S«tion 8.9--1. an external wall with a SRI of 50 dB has a window within it 

that has ~ SRI of 18 dB. 

Wall area : A.... - aprox 18m
a 

Window area: A......- c .... , - A......s-. + A...u..s.,. a = approx z X 1.5 m3 
= 2..5 m3 
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At I/} octave 6JHz. 

Lin =8>sdB 

Stage I 

R= Sound reduction index of the fa~de (window) = 18 dB 

LoUT = Lm - R - 6 
loUT = 85·5- 18-6= 61.5 dB 

Lw = Lcxrr + loiogS 
S=~~5m1 

Lw = 61·5+ lolop.5 - 65·5 dB 
Stage} 
4t = Lw - wlog r - D + 0 
r= distance between noise source and reception point= 25 m approximately 
o is the directivity index 
We assume a directivity index of +3 dB because the r is greater than the dimensions of 
the two windows which is 1.5 m1 

Therefore 
4t = 65·5 - 2OIog25 -D +J= 294 dB 
Using the same caJcu1ation procedure as shown above, Lour, Lw, Lit have been 
calculated and summarized in Table 8.4 
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1/ 

1/ 

1/ 

1/ 

1/ OcttkHz 

1/ OctUHz 

1/ Oct 80.6 
Table 84: Recapitulative table of LIN, loUT, Lwand 4t (venue 15) 

Concerting Octave-Band levels to A weighted Octave Bands levels 
Octave Band frequency (Hz) dBA weighting 

31-5 -394 
63 -2.6.2. 
125 -16.1 
250 -8.6 

500 -3·2. 
1000 0 

1000 1.2. 
4000 1.1 
8000 -1.1 

. 
Table 8.5 : CorrectIons (dBA weIghtIng) to convert linear octave band levels 

into A-weighted Octave band levels. 

This correction factor is the amount by which the A-weighting de-emphasizes the level 

of the sounds within each octave-band. Table 8.5 shows the corrections (dBA 

weightings) that can be used to convert linear octave band levels into A-weighted 

octave bands levels. For example, dBA de-emphasizes the 125 Hz octave band by 16.1 

dB. Thus, if th 125 db OBL is 60 dB then the correction would be that its dBA value by 

subtracting 

60-16.1 - <43-9 dB. Therefore, using the same principle, Octave band levels in Table 8.4 

wiU be converted to dBA weighting as follow. 
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1/ 

1/ 

4N, LOlrr, Lw and Ltt (venue 15) to 

elBA weighting 

S.u Sound transmission control methods 

8.D.1 Raible, Sound insulating Materials 

Heavy, limp and felexible materials such as lead or plastic can be very effective for 

sound insulationm and have applications where rigid material cannot be used well. 

They can be used as covers or wrapping over curved or virregular surfaces such as 

ducts. 

8.UJ ~ls 

Seals often fail simply because they do not fill the width of the joint. Dry seals must 

offer good enough compliance and must be well compressed. Compression can be 

applied over a long length such as round a door or window frame. Good seals cannot 

be expected wh access is difficult. Adjoining surfaces must be clean, dry and free of 

oil before the application. 

8.D.) Acoustic doors 

A very high proportion of doors are very poorly sealed. As a result, they tend to 

develop their full potential for sound insulation. Door seals, even when provided are 

often not of the right type or material. To improve insulation of doors, we must add 

mass to it and iJDprov the seals and the ironmongery. For example timber doors can 

be improved by incorporating steel or lead sheet. Insulation improves above 3SdB; the 

quality of seals becomes very important. 
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8.D..f Acoustic loWtiu 

Acoustic lobbies with inner and outer acoustic doors often provide good noise control. 

They are designed to prevent both sets of doors being opened at the same time 

However, care should be taken that any door to a lobby on a fire exit route is still 

capable of easy and rapid opening in the direction of exit in the case of emergency 

evacuation, and that the appropriate fire protection is provided after acoustic 

treatment 

8.13 Conclusion 

In present-day acoustics, noise control or sound conditioning in rooms is one of the 

most important problems .To protect a building against exterior noise. the airborne 

sound insulation of the ~ade is of primary importance. The overall sound reduction 

index of the f~de depends on the sound reduction index and surface area of the 

individual components of the f~ (wall, windows, doors, etc.). In this chapter, 

several prediction and measurement results are presented concerning both structural 

transmission and leak transmission. These have been shown, theoretically and also by 

calculation examples. 

In Algeria. most of the f~des are commonly masonry cavity waDs without any 

insulation. . Under these circumstances, it is necessary to measure the sound 

absorption characteristics of wall materials and the sound insulation characteristics of 

partitions, windows, or doors. 

Premises such wedding halls wiD usually require sound insulation to prevent noise 

break out. whereas schools and other public buildings will usuaUy require sound 

insulation to reduce noise break in. 

Therefore, sound insulation of building parts, such as walls, roofs and doors will 

reduce the noise levels entering a building. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
Recommendation for Mitigation o/Noise from 

Entertainment Halls in Algeria 
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9.1 Introduction 

The present study has showN us that noise is a significant issue in Algeria especial1y 

noise coming from wedding halls .Entertainment in discotheques and wedding halls 

have become an important part of community life, of course these premises also bring 

in business for the licensees and also boost the local economy .However it is obrious 

that the mUJical entertainments used in these premises also lead to noise nuisance 

affecting local residents. 

During investigations undertaken in the present study in Algiers cooceming the noise 

we have obserwd that all the entertainment premises we have visited in the centre of 

the capital and its subums have been working without applying any true ,clear 

regulations concerning noise in general. We have also found out that (for these 

premises neighbourbood) no serious standards or codes of practice have been written 

in Algeria for the purpose of giving guidance or an objective assessment methodology 

to assist officers inftstigating neighbour and neighbourhood noise when they happen 

to deal with noise complaints. 

Up to now the only body noise complainers could refer to solve their noise problem is 

the poUce who mOlt of the time resolve to make the antagonists meet, to cut the 

matter short they usually order them to reach a mutual compromise and resolve the 

problem amicably. In fact, most of the wedding halls which haft sprung up 

everywhere and nert day between ~ and 1.007 have opened up in centre of towns 

close to pI.ces of residence entailing noise nuisance to the neighbourhood. The people 

affected by noise disturbance do not know who can settle their complaints, except of 

course, a legal action which of COUJ'Se involves a loss of time and money. 

Being more and more aware of the health impacts of community noise and the 

hannfuI effects of noise in non-industrial environments, several associations (Med Psy 

School bas orpnised a conference on noise nuisance in Algeria on 2,fJtJi; March zoo8 

have involftd themselves in order to attract the attention of the Algerian Authorities 

on the health risks to humans &om exposure to environmental noise. They have 

addreued IeftI'al warnings on the issue of noise control and health protection. One 

way to stop noise nuisance would be to enact regulation, guidance 01' equipment to use 

to measure noise lewis and decide which level can be considered as a nuisance 

depending on the local c:ircumstances. 

The choice m the criteria will depend on the time of day. Although Algeria does not 

have a significant 'Siesta' culture, noise during the afternoon is petUived as a problem 
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but not as much as in the late evening (after lopm). The measurements show a 

considerable increase in the noise level when the 'weddings' are on. This would not 

prove acceptable in the UK. Arguments will need to be advanced as to the correct 

criteria to be used in the specific circumstances of Algeria and how they can be 

achieved using local materials and construction practices. Also during our 

investigation in the present study, we have noticed that there is only one organisation 

(VERITAL) dWing with noise ~ent and whose main role is to provide the 

entertainment premises with the required certificate entitling their opening up. There 

is very limited official documentation and publication relating to the noise in Algeria 

regarding who is allowed to issue these certificates and in addition an absence of the 

appropriate equipment to measure the noise levels (a very simple sound level meter is 

being used to monitor noise levels from wedding balls), and this cannot give a true 

assessment of the ef&ct of these noise levels on the surrounding community and 

control noise nuisance. 

During the subjective 1UI'Ve)', many people living in the neighbourhood of wedding 

halls were questioned and have expressed their frustration because there is no 

possibility to get a proper assessment of the noise nuisance levels from entertainment 

halls when to support their complaint which can help them gather and determine 

evidence of the noise disturbance and therefore assist them to give sufficient evidence 

to establish statutory nuisance in court. As a consequence, the legislative regulations 

regarding noise emanated from music entertainment halls have to become stringent in 

Algeria. In order to tackle the issue of noise disturbance from entertainment halls two 

solutions should be considered, the first one being legislative and the second one 

technical. 

9.~ ugislGtiY~ solution 

Nowadays, it is becoming increasingly evident that a different approach to the noise 

problem from entertainment halls is requirM in Algeria. Policy makers need to find 

new solutions for the noise problem. We have seen from the present study that 

amplified music hu potential to cause problems; it depends on how loud it is played 

and at wIYt time of the day or niahL Important questions for policy makers and 

decision maken in the government should be debated and discussed in parliament 

and in )oQI authorities. 

• WlYt will be an efRctive system of rules and legislation to enforce noise 

reductions at SCJUI'ceS? 
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• How will dfectiw noise legislation protect citizens against unacceptable noise 

levels? 

• What is the npectation for technical solutions for reduction of noise at the 

1OUJ'Ce? 

The only peopI~ who em influence policy and decision makers are engineers and 

acoustician specialists. The latt~ can advise and support policy makers and influence 

their choices to implement and establish new noise legislation. 

However, in AIgerY the~ is an absence of competent persons (acousticians and noise 

control ofticrn) in the field fX noise control. Therefore, it is important that 

govenunent start to invest and fund programs to help universities and Ioca1 authorities 

to ~ training of noise control officers and acousticians. Also a creation of a 

body of research on the noise environment in each council should be considered. 

The role fX the noise control officen will main1y be investigating the noise complaints 

and enforce the law. This can be done as follow: 

• Tadde and look at the cause of the problem from its root. 

• DeteI'1l1ine where the noise lIOUI're or IIOUI'res are and how much each is 

contributing to the overall level and their frequency signatures. 

• R«ord mel UYIyR noise ~ted complaints and present eYidence on noise 

IOUI'CtS, levels, type and temporal distribution. 

• Enforce the law and legislation by taking action such as withdrawal of licence 

This will start with implementing a noise team or environmental health officers in 

each c:ounciI of the country otraing them proper and sophisticated materials to 

measure and utaa the level of the noise .This team will have the power to deal with 

any complain from : 

• loudmusic 

• domestic noiR such as DIY work 

• bukingdop 

• constnaction lite noise 

• noise from enteI'Uinment and wedding halls 

• noise from COIIlIDeI'Cial premises 

The council should dell with noise problems by assessing whether the noise is 

unreaJC)IYbie, by tHing into account facton such as loudness. intensity ,cause ,type 

,duration ,how often it Iub. how often it oc:cun ,time of day and background noise 

lems. Hmna environme~ health ofticers in each council who will be available and 
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contactable will encourage people who are disturbed by any noise to complain. 

Complainants should be aware that environmental health officer must witness the 

noise before taking action and if the noise is thought to be excessive the law require 

serving an -abatement notice- on the person responsible. Each council will have to 

provide leaflets. The purpose of these leaflets is to give practical guidance to the people 

in control of premises on how to control the noise levels coming from the music 

instruments mcIloud Ip9ken they use. 

We aim to maintain an acceptable acoustic environment for the community through 

planning, noise ~ and other controls. However, music entertainment noise is 

our biaest concern and solutions will be difficult to achieve on existing balls. 

Improving a good IOUDd quality is relatively easily achieved with good planning. There 

are a lot of products on the markd that afford simple cost effective practical solutions. 

9.J Technical solutions 

Sound insulation is one of the best options to control noise nuisance. Typical Algerian 

construction is nWnIy lIYde with hollow blocks and bricks which are not good enough 

for the acouItic comfort. The cavity between the inner and the outer leaf is causing big 

problema, because nlOIt of the buildings do not have any insulation inside the cavity. 

WmdOWll and doon also allow the sound to pass through frames and leaks. 
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Fig: 9 .1 typi I building constructions in Algeria 
No' . known a ma; r environmental problem and is the cause of increasing public 

concern and int If wedding halls owners and managers find that they cannot 

acrueve I of nt rta.inment noise without causing complaints it may be 

necessary and stl'i ngthen the acoustic structure of their premises to 

preY nt n i ut in cd r to avoid the withdrawal of their licence. 
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There are many ways in which wedding halls managers and owners may consider to 

control the noise emanating from their premises. 

• Fitting secondary glazing or locking certain windows on noise sensitive fa~ade. 

• Providing a lobbied entrance with double doors on automatic closers 

• Provision of weU-seaIed acoustic doors on emergency exits where they are on 

noise sensitift fKades. 

• Providing mechanical wntilation or air conditioning to avoid the need to open 

windows and doors especially during the hot season where most of the 

weddings are being held. 

Other measure should be applied if these entertainments premises share party waUs or 

floors with residentW neighbours it may be necessary to carry out specific sound 

insulation works to upgrade walls and ceiling. 

• Installing noise sound limiters connected to all permanent music and public 

address equipment and all available mains power sockets within the area 

around the stage. The limiter should be set at a level agreed with the local 

authority .It should however be noted that in very noise-sensitive situations. 

• Keeping speakas away from party or neighbouring walls. 

• Placing speakers on acoustic mats or absorbent material which will absorb 

lOme sound. Speakers can also be hung from the ceiling, this helps to stop the 

noise transmitting through the building structure. 

The control of the noise is also important at the source, either by reducing the overall 

sound level of the music, or by reducing the sound level at individual frequencies 

which are causing. or haft the potential to cause, the disturbance.. Wedding guests 

should also control their noisy behaviour and must rest with the person responsible for 

the management of the premises, who should take all reasonable steps to ensure that 

they do not cause noise nuisance whilst on the premises, or disturbance whilst 

dispening from the premises. 1bis is a real issue in Algeria especially when weddings 

are celebrated in the eYming and finish late at night, patrons and guests tend to use 

horns and celebration screams when leaving the premises without any consideration 

to the neighbourhood. Another common cause of disturbance is taxis picking up 

people after the evmt has finished and cars screeching, sounding horns car stereo on, 

this also can QUR a disturbance. Wedding halls should ensure good management 

control over patro .. when they are leaving by implementing the following: 
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• Providing notices in conspicuous positions requesting the co-operation of 

patrons particularly when leaving the premises 

• Employing experienced and trained door stewards to restrict entry at certain 

times and to control noisy patrons. 

The wedding halls operators should also keep amicable relations with the neighbours 

All staff should be approachable and sympathetic to the concerns or complaints from 

neighbours. Wedding haD operators should let neighbours know how to contact them 

and take time to visit them to listen to their side of the problem. 

Establishing a good relationship with them will be in the halls managers' advantage 

9oJoI Approacla to aaM&8tic fIaip at eacla sta~ of tM plcmning and 

cIaign procns for MW walcling halls 

F.arIJ [)njp Stce 
• Selection of the site: councils should allocate a site for new wedding halls 

outside residential are.as. 

• Noise IUI'W'f to establish extemaI noise levels. 

• Consideration of need for external noise barriers using fences and screens and 

landscape features if weddings are celebrated in courtyards and terraces. 

• Preliminary calculation of sound insulation provided by building envelope 

including the effect of ventilation openings. 

Detailed Paili' 

• Determine qpropnate noise levels and reverberation times for the various 

• Provide the necessary fa~e sound insulation whilst providing adequate 

ventilation 

• Consider sound insulation separately from other aspects of room acoustics 

using walls, Boon and partitions to provide adequate sound insulation. 

• Specify the acoustic perfonnance of doors, windows and ventilation openings. 

• Specify performance of any amplification systems. 

Buildio8 CootmI AppnzyaI 

• Submit plans, induding specific details of the acoustic design, for approval by 

Building Control Body known in Algeria as erc (Controle Technique de 

Construction) in each council. 
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9.J.~ Approach to the approval o/wedding hall licence 

• Approval of fire brigade department: fire exist will be checked as well as 

sprinkJers system and fire doors 

• Approval of local police department: Police should be infonned about the time 

of the of th premises beforehand. 

• Approval of council environment department. 

• Consultation of local residents needed if wedding hall is located nearby 

residential area before approval of planning permission 

• Annual revi w of licence. 

• Fmes wiJJ be handed to wedding hall managers and licence will be withdrawn 

if any violati n of the council noise laws occurs. 

• 
Susgested Solution for Wedding HaIls 

Addition of ~ lobby 

Wedding hall 

without a lobby 

will let noise and 

music out when 

guest enter the 

hall. 

Fig 9.1. ilIu tration howing a typical wedding hall in Algeria 
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Installing an 
acoustic lobby to 
the entrance of the 
entertainment hall; 
provides a good 
noise control 
doors should be 
closed at all times 
to ensure effective 
insulation. 

using thick timber 
door (45-55 nun) 
can achieve an 
acoustic 
performance of 
between 30 and 35 
dBRw 
in sound 

insulation. 

Fig 9.3 ilIu tration howing a typical wedding hall in Algeria with 

recommended acou tic lobby 
The great r th distan between the lobby doors, the better the sound insulation, 

particularly at )0 frequenci . Maximum benefit from a lobby is associated with offSet 

door openin 

ceiling fin' 

hall 

.AI 

Figur 9.4( ). 

Where limit ti 

n in Figure 9-4 (a) and acoustically absorbent wall and/or 

is ful between a perfonnance space and a busy entrance 

--

\ 
\ 

Figure 9.4(b). 

preclude a lobby, a double door in a single wall will be 

d r; this configuration is illustrated in Figure 9-4(b). 
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For m nry wall su h a a lid brick wall, a brick/block cavity wall or a brick-clad 

timber fram w II, th und in uJation performance wi)) normally be such that the 

window: ,v tilat rs and, in some cases, the roofwill dictate the overall sound 

insulation fm building n\l 1 pe. For a 7025 mm brickwork wall plastered or 

rendered in both 

sid can hi Mtlflleen 50-55 Rw (dB) in sound insulation 

Fig 9 .5 typical external wall of wedding hall with and without insulation 
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lnsuating roo& 

The sound insulation of a roof depends upon the mass of the ceiling and the roof layers 

and the presence of a sound absorbing material in the roof space. Mineral wool, used 

as thermal insulation in the ceiling void, will also provide some acoustic absorption, 

which will have a small effect on the overall sound insulation of a roof. A denser 

specification of mineral wool, as commonly used for acoustic insulation, would have a 

greater effect on the overall sound insulation of the roof. 

Fig 9.6 typical flat roof of wedding hall with and without insulation 
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Glazing 

Single glazing should be 

replaced by double 

glazing or triple glazing 

plus another single layer 

of about 50 nun from the 

main window as shown 

(left) 

sound insulation is 

approximatelYIQ-15 dB 

Rw 

Fig 9.7 typical ingle glazing used in wedding halls and suggested double 

glazing 
When choosing suitabl windows using measured data, care must be taken to 

differentiate between measured data for glazing and measured data for windows. The 

reason is that th overall sound insulation performance of a window is affected by the 

window frame and th aliog as well as the glazing. 
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To achieve the required sound insulation with thin glass it is often necessary to use 

two panes separated by an air (or other gas) filled cavity. In theory, the wider the gap 

between the panes, the greater the sound insulation. In practice, the width of the 

cavity in double glazing makes relatively little difference for cavity widths between 6 

nun and 16 mm. wider cavity widths pert"onn significantly better. 

In existing buildings, secondary glazing may be installed as an alternative to replacing 

existing single glazing with double glazing. The effectiveness of secondary glazing will 

be detennined by the thickness of the glass and the width of the air gap between the 

panes. Another alternative may be to fit a completely new double-glazed window on 

the inside of the existing window opening, leaving the original window intact. 

To achieve their optimum performance, it is essential that the glazing in windows 

makes an airtight seal with its SUITOUIld, and that opening lights have effective seals 

around the perimeter of each frame. 

9-4 Insulation ~ 

Insulation used to improve thermal comfort can also been used to reduce the noise 

nuisance. 1bere are materials such as mineral fibre which is a good thermal insulator 

but poor sound insulator because of its lightweight nature). However, mineral fibre 

can be used a sound absorption material and can be placed in the cavities of a double 

leaf construction to improve sound insulation. Using acoustic insulation material can 

reduce and stop the noise alRct:ing our environment. There are many insulation types 

which can be used as acoustic insulation; however the choice of the insulation should 

be a sound proofing material and should deal with unwanted transmission of sound in 

any many diffrrent situations. 
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Here is an example of natural sound insulation materials which can be used in Algeria 

to prevent and reduce sound transmission. These insulation materials can be applied 

to extemal walls, ceilings and floors. 

The acoustic and thermal properties of some traditional and sustainable natural 

insulating materials are reported in Table 9.1. When not specified, absorption 

coefficient rekrs to 4 an thick panels while index of reduction of impact noise refers 

to ~ an thick panels. 

Rei. 
'I'hermaI ft'Si.tanceto Absorption Index of reduct. 

aJIlCIuctimy vapoarfhu roeftident as at ofinapHt noise 
I (W/mJ() I' (.) §OOHz (-) ALW(dB) 

Hemp 0·04 ~ 0.6 (Joan) -
Kenaf 0·044 ~ 0·74 (scm) -

Coco fiber 0·043 18 o~ ~3 

Sheepwool 0·044 3 0·38(6cm) 18 

Woodwool 0.065 5 o.p u 
Cork 0.0)9 12 0·39 I, 

Cellulose 0.017 z 1(6cm) n 

Flax 0·04 1 - -
Glass wool 0·04 - 1 (5cm) -
Rockwool 0·045 - 0.9 (5 cm) -
Expanded 

polystyrene 0.0J! 100 0·5 30 
Table 9.1: Acoustic and thermal properties of some traditional and natural 

insulating materials. 

Sound aJ.orption 

Many natural materials as keoaf, flax, sisal, hemp, cork, sheep wool, bamboo or 

coconut fibra [_I, (m) show good absorbing performances and can therefore be 

UIed as sound ablorbers in room acoustics and noise barriers (Table 9.1). At 500 Hz, 

neverthelas, the absorption coefficient of synthetic materials is generally superior to 

the one of IYtural IIYterials. ~nded clay, which may be also considered a natural 

product, shows good sound abeorption performances in a wide frequency range 

(higher than 0,80 in the range soo-sooo Hz) [J63]· 

Air60rrw ... rtd i ..... 1otion 

Several natural IIYteriaIs are commonly used as thermal and acoustical insulation in 

multi-layered walls: among these flax, coconut, cotton, sheep wool and kenaf mats are 

the molt preRI1t on the market (64). Their sound and thennaI insulation 
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performances are in many cases as good. as those of traditional materials (Tabl~. I): 

many studies have demonstrated that the sound insulation of double-leaf walls with 

low density animal wool (sheep wool) or heavy vegetal wool (Iatex:-coco) is equal or 

better than the one of walls with mineral wool or polystyrene of the same thickness 

[164]· 

Impact souncl insulation 

This is pt"OIMbIy the molt common use for many natural materials (cork, coconut 

fibres, wood wool). Resilient layen made of natural materials can be ft'I'Y good for 

Boating 800rs to increase impact sound insulation [165]: when the panels are 

accurately designed and installed, their perfonnances are as good as other traditional 

materials. 
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CHAPTER TEN 
Summary and Conclusions 
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JO.I Introduction 

A successful implementation policy for an environmental noise strategy for music 

venues depends on four factors 

1. Political ~nt ~n the govenunent and interested parties (e.g. venue 

owners). This is the mOlt important and will be the result of lobbying and 

compromises. This might be tenned political will. 

3. The development of a set of criteria 

3- A suitably trained and equipped team of enforcement officers (environmental 

health offices and police) 

4. The ability to adapt premises at a reasonable cost 

Established noise regulations and code of practice have been discussed in chapter four. 

The main ob;ective of this thesis has been establishing noise criteria which can be used 

in Algeria. It has to be noted that the enforcement team was outside the scope of thesis 

and bas not been diJcussed. The present chapter (10) is divided into two main sections. 

section one deals with thesis review in which a shot summary of the chapters as weD as 

some findings. the eec:ond part of the present chapter deals with noise criteria which 

might be applicDle in Algeria. thesis review has been described 

JO • .3 Th~ rrviAl 

As we have Iftn in the present study, noise from wedding halls is a major noise 

nuisance in AIgerY. Throughout this study I tried to identify, investigate and analyse 

the issue in order to highlight the problem of noise &om entertainment halls and to 

suggest ~t solutions either technical or legislative. This thesis starts with a 

dacription of the nYin .un of this ~ and its importance and a1&o its 

contribution to the immediate and long term for Algeria. In chapter Two, a description 

of litenture view of IMIic ac:oustics was highlighted as well as impact of noise nuisance 

on health. In CIYptrr three, noise problem in Europe and other non European 

countries weft ~. Different legislations and noise standards in Europe and 

some of the countries of the rest of the world have been reviewed by looking at how 

the naiR pollution is being dealt. It can be seen that in all European countries, several 

legisI~ i11ltnlmmb exist to deal with ilSUe however, most of the time a civil 

mediation is always used to solve conlIicts between the noise maker and the 

compWner. 
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Chaptrr four, dealt with the specific issue of noise nuisance from music entertainment 

in UK. CWTftlt standards and codes of practice have been examined as well as the UK 

strategy in controlling the music from pubs and clubs by looking at licensing and 

enforcements operated by loaUy. 

Chapter 5 outlined the Algerian'. administrative division as well as the local and 

regional government It also describes buildinp' state in Algeria which is poorly 

insulated with no themW 01" ~ insulation. Noise types and noise problems in 

Algeria are enumerated in this chapter pointing the entertainment noise problem as 

one of the m<* distwbing noise; this was one of the reasons that influenced the 

purpose of this study. Noise control standards are also provided with the only decree 

existing as 1ftII as the Algerian's norms which are essentially based on the French 

nonns. 

Chapter 6 described tM noise survey conducted in Algeria. Two types of noise 

assessment haw been identified, sub;ective and objective. Subjective assessment has 

been done by mems of a questionnaire where subjects have been asked to describe 

their degree of mnoymce from all noise nuisance sources. However, this survey was 

necesurily limited because of problems specific to Algeria. in this chapter , the 

objective IUIWY has been briefty clescribed as an introduction to chapter 7. 

Also in this chapter, a CI"itial review of the choice of rating criteria to monitor noise 

&om enterUinment tWls has been discussed. ~ candidate assessment methods 

were ident:ified. These include methods specifialIy proposed for pub and club noise, 

tha.e for gener~ low frequency noise, thole relying on absolute criteria and those 

based on reW:ive aseessments Chapter 7 was the core of the thesis. It described the 

noiIe monitori,. ..wyu of twmty 1ftdcling halls. The location of every wedding hall 

hM been described as well as the pomtioning of the equipment (microphones). The 

measumnents covered a range of premises from wedding halls to hotels where special 

rooms dediated to wedcIinp and other type of parties. The measurements have been 

carried out ~ a two type of locations (residential and commercial). Most of the 

m~ were aniecI out durinB the day and with a number of nights 

monitoring when music was pIayM when no music being played. All of the noise 

~ carried out recorded both A and C weighted broadband. 

'I1Ie ids behind using the C measurement was for two main reasons. 

• To gift an incIiQbon of low frequency problems when compared to A 
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• The present AJgm.n noise .-eguYtions use C weighting 

One method of identifying Iow-frequenc:y noise is to measure both the A and 

C-weighted sound Ind. The main ~ between these two weighting filters is 

that the C -weighting puts much greatel' emphasis on the low-frequency part of the 

noise. The di~rel'lCe ~een the C- and A-lftighted values will, therefore, in most 

cases, CODItitute • me.uure of how much energy is found in the low-frequency area. 

This is the oWn re.aon why we have used these two types of weighting when 

monitoring the noise from lftCIding halls 

Other noise indica, such as Lmin , Lmax , and 190 were recorded OIl some of the 

surveys The results of the monitoring have been analysed. From the analysis of the 

investipted venues, it was clear that noise &om wedding halls is an issue in Algeria. 

The noise levels recorded were in most venues above the recommended WHO limits 

by ~t le.ut JOdB. Poor KOUStic insulation of buildings and the non respect of noise 

level. limits from lftdding halls managers are the main reasons of noise disturbance of 

the people. 

Chapter 8 outlined some examples of room acoustics and sound reduction of building 

elements reYted to the present study such as sound transmission from noise source 

~ to the reception ~e as well as sound reduction index calculation. also in this 

chapter practicaJ ~ys of improving wedding hall premises have been discussed. 

Chaptel' 9 IIUIIlIIWWed the findinp of the praem study as well as suggestion of 

recommendation on how to tadde noise nuisance from entertainment halls . 

JO.3 Rrcommrndations on NOR Critrriafor Algrria 

Pft'vention is better tIw1 curing. The most etTective way to control noise from 

entertainment hal1s in AIgeN can only be done by good planning rather than by 

mitigation. Eft"ectiw noise control should be focussed on environmental planning 

thrcJu8hout cIesip with uking into consideration the local residents. Implementation 

of lftCIding hal1s should go through ~ meticulous process involving the lespect of noise 

crite.rY. In the .t.ence of. specific ob;ec:tive criterion, the guideline values contained 

in the Guidelines for Community Noise (WHO, 20m) are frequently used. These 

criteria are predomin.lntly based on A-weighted, equivalent continuous 

measumnaus. As IftI1 in this study, the use of A-weighted target levels generally 

based on Wortd Heilth Orpniution values for music noise intJUsion within 

residentW premises .... not been suftidmt. because of the bass elements of the noise. 
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1'he ambiguity of dnoeloping a new noise control criteria is dearly evident. 

Nevertheless, rarina crtterY aft essential if effective policies for noise control are to be 

developed. In Algeria. there is an urgent need for a clear and appropriate noise criteria 

used for the ~nt of disturbance due to entertainment music. As we have seen 

in throughout the present study, assessment methods vary from country to another. 

Generally objective noise criteria aft supported by subjective assessment of the 

disturbance caused by the noise. There is also a general trend towards the use of LAeq 

to assetI aU noise because of the failure of old predictive noise metrics. Some people 

are criticising this method saying that many complaints are due to low and poorly

~ sound insulation at low &equencies. 

However, there is a substantial proportion of the annoyance &om entertainment noise 

(music) is QUIIed by low frequency components which are not weB ~ by a 

Iin&Ie ~ of LAeq. Tha-e aft many aaesament criteria for cIifferent kinds of 

noise in diffaoent contexts, but they QD be broadly divided into two types: fixed and 

relative. Yard ratings specify a limit that the noise should not exceed. For example, BS 

8223 (1999) gives clair'" maximum noise levels inside various different buildings and 

rooms. exprsad as LAeq values. Relative ratings compare the noise level (usually 

LAeq) with the badqvound noise level without the noise source (usually 1A90). The 

noise Ieftl is aUOMd to exCftCI the badqvound by only a certain amount. For instance, 

in UJ( reIatm method is widely used (BS ~). However, assessments of music 

emanating &om WftIding ha1Ia in Algeria using the existing noise level limits (The 

Eucutive Decree No. 9J-i&t of July r" 199]) tend to under-estimate the disturbing 

effect of the noise and therefore the likelihood that a nuisance exists. Mainly because, 

this puticular decrft is not specific to noise control from wedding halls. This is the 

main I'NIOD why a I1lOI'e robust Q'iterion is needed as new assessment tool. \An 

dl'«tive critftion has to taR into consideration the objectift assessment: as well as the 

sub;ective ~. This is c:rucW for the evaluation of the e1fec::tM9less of any 

noise crit~ In order to achieve this, it is wise to look at the existing noise criteria 

intematiorWly. 

In UJ(, the code of prKtic:e for c:oncats criterion has been defined as LAeq (15 min) 

when musk is brina~. Howlf'ftl', m assessment criterion for the code ofpractice 

for paba and dubl could not be defined. 

Tbe criteria evaluated ta.w been the relative criteria (on/oft). Differences on the C 

sale weft ~ • well • the A ~ for reasons described abaft. In assc"ltg 
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the noise nuisance of the music in the range of venues below the A scale and C scale 

differences have been used to judge the impact 

• LAeq (ON) - LA90 (OFF) 

• LAeq (ON) - LAeq(OFF) 

• LCeq (ON) - LC90 (OFF) 

• LCeq (ON) - LCeq (OFF) 

I VENUE CLASSIFICATION 
NOISE 
INDICATOR CnYCENTER URBAN SUB-URBAN 

DAY NlGHT DAY NlGtn' DAY NIGHT 
lhq (on)-
LAQO (oft) <Iod8 <sdB <lodB <sdb <lodB no noise should be audible with 

any noise sensi~ room with ~ open window 
LAeq (on· 
LA~ (oft) s iodb <sdB s IodB <'idB s lodB no noise should be audible with 

any noise sensitive room with an ooen window 
LCeq (on)- U!I'O 

LC90 (oft) <10 dB <t;dB < lodB ~ <JodB no noise should be audible 

within any noise sensi~ J)ftmM 

LCeq (on) · zero 
LC~ (oft) SIO d8 <lod8 S 10 increase S 10 no noise should be audible 

within any noise sensi~ nremises 

Table 10.3 Suggested noise control criteria to be used in the Algerian context 

In chapter 7. Table 74 showed LAeq (wedding on)-lA90 (wedding oft) dBA and LAeq 

(wedding on)-LAeq (wedding oft) dBA And table 7.5 described differences ofLCeq 

(wedding on)-LCeq (wedding oft) dBC and LCeq (wedding on)-LC90 (wedding off)dBC 

By assessing the data in that table ( specified only in A weighting) against the 

suggested limits in table 10.3 we can clearly see that all venues which had wedding 

celebrated at night fail to satisfy the suggested noise limits as seen in the table below 

(table 104 and table 10.5). 
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TIme of II'Ie dIry Venue Clusillcatlon LAeq (wed:fIflO on) - LA911 (weddino aff) ciS 

Venue 1 ::1, " rllll ' Ie e .s 
Venue S CIl' UrCa" 22 1 
Venue S Clr Urea' 2~ .9 

Venue 10 ::'y Urea" I'" 1 ~ . 1 

lIenve II :.1 t'rtA" l a .S 
Venue 11 :.)' ~~ll" ... ~9 

:Venuel ' :'. t'~lI ' ~2 

Venue 2 ' .~'" Urtl~ I .. 20 

Venue ' ',o!tl Llrta. 1..( 27.4 

Venue 11 1:",== .; ·tl" I· .. 21 

Venue 20 1l~!:: vila. , !.! 

Venue l :Jt C:y ~.l 

Venue 1 Cit Cty I ~ 1.!.3 

V~' ea; C~ I .. 24.a 

Venue 12 nal CI':' 1 ~ . ~ 

Venue " :ay S .. I:-.>' ta" 1.!.5 

Venue 11 ~ay S~t-;J·ta'l I , is 
Venue I " CllY Swt: .. ~rt.!" l ~ .. • 
Venutt 14 D • .!' S .. I:-.><e.~ r. 3.! 

v enue 15 t~ SIIIHi<l:I" ;( 19 

Table 10-4= Assessment of LAeq (wedding on) - LA90 (wedding oft) dB against the 
suggested criteria for Algeria 

TIm. of the Mt Venue C1au l'icanon LAeq (Wedding on)- LAeq (Weddlno off} dB 

Venue 1 :::./ Ttlan 1·/ " .2 
Venue S =,-- V!t:.n I ," n s. 
Venue S Cay .l!rt.!" i" 1 0.~ 

Venue 10 :,y tlrba" 1 .. - 2.: 
Venue 11 :./ J'rt." I ... '''.1 
Venue 11 :1I t,'rt a~ I·' 2.; 
Venue 18 :It l:tCllI ., 12 

Venue 2 : .~ _Uttl" I ... 1:1 
Venue ' liiCm UI1II" I .. 2~ 

v enue 13 u~ lIrt3' I ~ 13.3 

venue 20 U'i'!I Uft." 1-.; n 

V."ue l Cay C.ty I ·~ ~:l 

Venue 7 :ay ely I<f 10.6 

Venue ' ::.r c~ I ·~ 1 ~.5 

v enue t2 Cu Cry ~ ~.1 

venuea OIl' S"_--t.~ , . .# I .S 
Venue II ::I.i' ! ... e..artan : .. ' 10.1 

Venue 14 :la, 5.1:"''<I:.n "{ H 

Venue " ::' Y 5:l1Nlft.~ ..... 0.4 

I v enue is 1 $ • ..y ta 1)( 13.8 

Table 10.5: romt of LAeq (wedding on) - LAeq (wedding oft) dB against the 
suggested criteria for Algeria 
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As we can in tables 10-4 almost all the venues monitored in this present study failed 

when compared against the suggested criteria. The difference between lAeq (wedding 

on) - 1A90 (wedding oft) exceeded the suggested limits regardless of the venue 

location and area cept in venue 18. Whereas, in table 10.5 a number of venues have 

not exceeded the sugg ed criteria of 10 dB increase during the day LAeq (wedding on) 

- LAeq (wedding oft). However, all venues which have been monitored during night 

have failed the suggested criteria of sdB.This clearly shows that these values are high 

and therefore cause disturbance to the occupants of premises nearby the wedding halls. 

The below table (10.6) shows suggested noise control criteria to be used in the Algerian 

context in few years time. As we can see noise levellirnits have been decreased by 5 db. 

However th limi cannot be immediately implemented in Algeria because local 

authorities will struggl to enforce them. When the suggested noise criteria shown in 

table 10.3 are enforced, th y can be reviewed in few years' time and noise limits shown 

in table 10.6 can be introduced gradually and eventually enforced and accepted. 

I VENUE CLASSIFICATION 

NOISE 
INDICATOR CI1YCENTER URBAN S\JB..URBAN 

DAY NIGHT DAY NIGHT DAY NIGHT 
I.hq (on)-
LAw (oft) < '\dB ~w <,>dB <0 db <')dB no noise should be audible with 

any noise sensitive room with m ODell window 

I.hq (00 -
LA~ (oIf) ~ c;db < o;dB s; sdS <odS s c;dB no noise should be audible with 

any noise sensitive room with m ODell window 

LCeq (on)- zero 
LCw (oft) CJO dB <1£00 < <;dB u.cn-.- <<;dB no noise should be audible 

within any noise somsitme PftIIlises 

LCeq (on)- zero 
LCt<i (oIf) ~ .. o dl <todB s .o;dB inc:Tose so;dB no noise should be audible 

within any noise ~ prunisc; . 
Table 10.6 Sugg ed nOI control cnterla to be used In the AlgerIan context m few 

years tim 

As we can from th below tables 10·7 and 10.8 most of the venue failed when compared 

against th gg ted 00' criteria described in table 10.6. The limits in the above table will be 

very difficult to 

installing c 

local 'd 

immedi.lt tim . 

PhDTh 

mply for th existing venues as they need to reduce the noise levels by 

insulati n, and the introduction oflobbies to stop music noise disturbing the 

will at cost and venue landlords will be reluctant to do so in the 
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In_d""' ... , I .. ",. C_i .... tJ ... U\oq (y,e4dirlg 0111 L>\e.l I_dding off) dB 

I""ue 1 ~ \JrIlIn 1)( 1;$ 9 
\eave • Ott ~ l!t 221 

11; .... ·' ~ I./Ibn ~ 219 
" •• _ to .~ ~ ~ 141 ,_,I 

-~ ~ ~ 199 --
' • • UD ·7 39 ".DU. 'II 0... ~ lJ 32 

~HUe2 fld't ~ l! ?C 
IV.II".' u~ ~ J~ ;:74 
IVenue I ~ ~ ~ ~ 21 
\ienue 20 II()!'t I./rtafI IX 34 

" eflUD a o..~ Cit;-. IX ~4 3 

I"."ue 7 Ulv Stly IX 14:> 

11;.·ue • r.~ Or: IX ~4a 
\, ... ue I2 ~ ~ ~ 135 

' . eue. .~ ~= '~ 148 -1; __ 11 ' C~ 

18 

Ve."e ' . 001 -~~~ X 144 

.. . aue " (bot ~ ~ 311 

IVe"_ f. fI~ Stbubon IE 

Table 10.T ment of LAeq (wedding on) - LA90 (wedding oft) dB against the 
suggested criteria Ii r AI ria using table 10.6 noise level criteria 

T~ ... f_ ·;'"1 v ...... O ..... ~<M~n Ueq (la;edding Ol'l} - LAeq I_dding off) cB 

Ven.' 0., ~. IIr 42 
Venlle • 0...- UIt .... lit lH 
V_, ~ I_n IIr 10 < 

VD"ae 1O ~-' Utt-an I' 2~ 

VD"ue ., ria.\' 1ht-.2ft lilt U' 

Venae n Da..-L 1/rtI.n , 29 
Venue t. ~. ~ ~ " 
Venlle 2 JIi:It1 ~ he 10 
VenN.' liIat1 I~~ ~ 23 
V. nM] ) I --'-~ ~n I~ 133 
V~2O U-oH ~ ~ 32 

V.n"!.. ~~ f~'- I--~I!- I( 30 
V. n e !_ City - I~ 10 E 

I~e'-= I~o;:- _Citr_ I( 16 S 
Venue-U ...Q8. ~ Ie 5" 

10., 
39 
04 

13S 

Table 10.8: Assessment of LAeq (wedding on) - LAeq (wedding off) dB against the 
suggested critena for Algeria using table 10.6 noise level criteria 
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The tables above show that evert allowing an increase of todB in the noise levels while 

the music was being pIa~ the majority of venues were failing. There is therefore a 

major noise problem in Algiers due to entertainment noise. 

Futun work to ~ done 

There are two main arms of research that have been examined in this study. First the 

context of the noise probIrm from wmcting balls in Algeria was identified and the 

methods and possible solution that can be used for noise control purposes outlined. 

Aa mentioned bef~, the aim of this study is to raise the alarm of the government that 

noise from 1ftdding halls needs to be considered seriously. 

I am hoping that the present study will be presented to the local authorities of Algiers 

as well as the Ministry of Environment and I hope that they will be able to refer to this 

thesis as an important document and tool and that they can draw some conclusion 

from it. 

In the future, there should be m~ involvement from the government and the local 

authorities in order to control environmental noise. This can be done by: 

• Launching awMeneSS campaigns on the unhealthy effects of noise. 

• CoordiJwtion between the government and the local authorities to adopt all 

proc::edures to eliminate environmental noise. 

• Establishing noise monitoring network to monitor noise according to the 

international standards. These areas include all kind of actiYities (industrial, 

commercial, and tourist activities, roads, railways, residential areas). 

• Funding noise monitoring and extending noise survey to all cities of Algeria 

and not only the big dties such as Algien. For example it might be benefidal to 

have a large number of subjects when conducting noise swveyL 

• Encouraging more inftStigation and research on noise pollution and noise 

control. 
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Entertainment Noise Control In Algeria 

APPENDIX A 

ArUcie about noi e nuisance trom Entertainment Halls in Algeria. 
~ ~ Etbln '*.l 9 octobre 2004 

L'info. au quofidien 

Salles des fetes,une source 
de nuisance sonore 
Oe'll'efllleS des esp.xes c nnlOdes pot. I., celebl atiotl des 
IIklli.l!,J8S et I s cllcotlCl IS et 1'00!I<lIlisation tie totlles 
sortes de I S.:IIlCes. les s.lIes des fetes lit. 01111 plolifele 
ces (Ie"lief.s ilIli es sonf ell passe lie t!evenil 1.1e velitable 
sOI.ce t III ilIlCe lOfet> til les IMltaillS. 

En e1'fet, I'ouverture de certaines salles ne s'est pas faite sans causer des desagrements aux habitants 

du Yoislnage, au d~tnment du repos et du bien-iltre des personnes agees et des enfants. C'esl d'ailleurs 

~ force d decIbels debitant dlfferents genres de chansonnettes raT et autres rythmes favorisant un 

charIVari assourd ssant Que les ambiances sonl animees. Falsant partie des etablissements classes 

parce que reeavant Ie publiC, fes salles des flltes sonl soumises a de nombreuses regles nigissanlles 

condlllons de leur explOItation et I'octroi de I'autorisation d'ouverture. Au nombre des crileres fixes par la 

reglemenlallon, if est surtout eldge la garanlie des normes de securite, de salubrite e! d'isolation sonore. 

SI certains enteres Mlcb~s Vlsenl a preserver fa securitB des personnes a I'interieur de I'etablissemen!, 

les aulres cntt!res permetten! de garantir la Iranquillite publique el celie du voisin age. Cependanl, 

certaines saUes onl I OU'f rtes u detnmenl des regles prevues, sans lenir compte des conditions 

exlgees. Pour rapp I, II n peut Ire autorlse I'ouverture de ce type d'etablissemen! pres d'un cimetiere, 

d'un lieu de cutle, i prOXlmlt d'une ecole et dans un endroit a forte densite de population. Si quelques 

propnetalres 3V1des de gaIn rapide el facile en fa isanl fi des regles snoncees ont vile ets reprimes par 

les services du contrOle, d'autres semblent ne pas vouloir se conformer a la loi. Le cas Ie plus illustratif 

est celut des IDe ux du Crolsant·Rouge algMen, qui, amenages en deux salles des filtes, sont devenus 

une source de tohu-bohu ImpossIble pour les habitants de tout Ie quartier. En elret, la batisse implantee 

au cawr (fune etl po pule use est devenue une hantise pour les amateurs de la meridlenne en ete et 

des personnes qUI a plr nt 4 prendre quelQue repos chez elles des apres-midi et des SOirees entieres. 

Depuls I'OIN rture d salles ux depens des conditions requlses, dont I'lnstallation des vitres a double 

parol, et faute de moyens de chmatJsatJon, e'est plutOt Ie veislnaae qui subit les efrets des decibels du 

dISC' JOCkey, des , .. OIX brl1V3nles el des muslques cacophonlques. En fait, la miSSion humanitalre ne dOit 

en aueun cas occulter Ie respect des r~gles de velsinage pour creer une bonne osmose avec 

l'envtronnemenllmmtdi I knsl, II convient Que Ie eRA equipe les salles de moyens adequats requis 

pour leur donner Ie c ct ,e commercia l partlculier exerte et, de ce fait, ne plus eire une source de 

nUisances pour les nabll nls au qu ruer. 

p", Moms;) EIBtv 

APPE DIX B 

Executiv d r e n9 -) 4 of th 27
th July 1993 regulating Sound Emission 

The Head oJGovemm nc 
• Up n the r 'port of the cretary oJState Jor Education and Science 
• on -id ring the on titution notably its articles 81 and JJ6 
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• Considering law n82-02 of the 6tn February 1982 related to the plotting and building 
licence; 

• Considering law n 83-03 of the 5
1n 

February 1883 related to the protection of the 
environment; 

• Considering law n85-05 of the ,6tn 
February 1985 related to the Health protection and 

promotion. modified and completed; 
• Considering law n87-03 of the 27

th 
January 1987 related to the territory planning; 

• Considering law n 87-09 of 10
th 

February '987 related to the organization 'security and 
traffic police; 

• Considering decree n 87-9' of the 2," April 1987 related to the study of the impact on 
territory planning; 

• Considering decree n88-149 of the 26th July '988 defining the regulation applicable to the 
classified facilities and fixing their nomenclature; 

• Concerning the order in council n92-304 offth July 1992 bearing appointment of the head 
of government; 

• Considering the order in council n92-307 of 19
th 

July 1992 modified and completed. 
bearing. appointment of the government members; 

• Considering the executive decree n9O-78 of 27
th 

February 1990 related to the impact 
studies over the environment;Enact; 

Article J-This decree aims to regulate the sounds emission and this, in pursuance of article 12J of 

above countersigned law n83-03 of 5
th 

February 1983. 

Arnele ~- {he maximum sound intensity levels accepted in residence areas and public or private 
thorough (area or places are 70 decibels (70 d B) in individual periods (6am tOlOpm) and 45 
decibels (45 d B) at night (10 pm to 6 am). 
Article 3-The maximum sound intensity levels accepted in the close vicinity of hospitals or 
schools premises and in rest areas or relaxing areas as well as in their enclosed spaces are of 45 
decibels (45 d B) in diurnal periods (6am tOlOpm) and 40 decibels (40 d B) at night (10 pm to 6 
am). 
Article .-Are considered as a breach of vicinity quietness. excessive discomfort. nuisance for 
health and a compromising of the population quietness any sound emission above the limited 
values indicted in above-mentioned article2-3 . 
Article 5-The methods of characterisation and measurement of noises are affected in accordance 
with the Algerian Standards in force. 
Article 6-Any physical or moral person exploiting activities requiring the use of engines, tools, 
machines. equipments or appliances generating sounds intensity levels above the limited values 
such as defined by chis decree. is bound to set sound proofing devices or appropriate 
arrangements installations so as to avoid disturbing people or to prejudice their health. 
Article 7-The infrastructures should be built, realised and exploited taking into consideration the 
aerial sound emitted by their activities. 
Article B-Constructions for housing purpose or for professional use should be conceived and 
realised taking into account the acoustics quality of the walls andfloors.A conjointly order from 
the ~ecretary oJ State in charge oj the Housing and from the Secretary oJState Jor the 
environment defines the modes of application of this article. 
Article 9-Site machines with internal combustion engines. concrete breakers. hewing hammers. 
power generating sets. motor compressing sets, compressors and super compressors must be 
equipped with a noise sound proofing or sound lessening device whenever used at less than 50m 
from premises usedfor housing or for working. 
A co jointly order from the Secretary of State in charge in charge of the normalization andfrom 
the Secretary of State for the environment will precise the limits to the sound intensity levels 
emitted by each type of material or equipment. 
Article lo-Are forbidden all sorts of repairing or setting of any motors vehicles and motorcycles 
in any public or private places whenever disturbing or prejudicing the neighbourhood vicinity 
Health. 
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Article II-/S forbidden any animal noise likely to disturb the vicinity quietness whenever caused 
between IOpm and 6 am . The animal owners are responsible for the noise caused by these animals. 
Article u-The provisions provided in above articles n6-7-8-9 and 10 must take effect 2 years at 
the latest from the date of the issue of this decree in the Official Gazette of the Democratic and 
Popular Algerian Republic. 
Article 'J- Any offence against this present decree will be punished in compliance with the 
provisions ofarticle 129 of the above countersigned law n 83-03 of the 5 the February '983. 
Article '4- This decree will be emitted in the Official Gazette of the Democratic and Popular 
Algerian Republic. 

Algiers: 27
Ln 

July 1993 
Belaid Abdesselem 

APPENDIXC 

Glossary of Acoustic Terminology 

Absorption the process by which sound energy is converted into heat 

Absorption co- the fraction of incident sound energy that will be absorbed by a given surface 
efficient 
Airborne sound sound radiated directly from a noise source into the surrounding air 
Ambient noise the totally encompassing noise in a given situation at a given time 

Audible range 20Hz to 20kHz (approximately) 

A-weighting 

Background 
noise 
Broadband 
noise 

Crosstalk 

dB 

dB(A) 

DnT 

Damping 

Echo 

Flanking 
transmission 
Gain 
Hertz (Hz) 

Impact noise 

Insertion loss 

a frequency weighting network corresponding approximately to the 
sensitivity of the human ear 

as defined in BS4142, it is the A-weighted sound pressure level that is 
exceeded for 90% of a given time (LA90) 

sound energy distributed over a wide range of frequencies 

the transfer of sound from one area to another - often used in connection 
with ducted ventilation systems 
decibel - the basic unit of sound - most commonly used to refer to sound 
pressure level, but can equally refer to sound power level, sound intensity 
level etc. 
the A-weighted dB level 

the standardised level difference 
the weighted standardised level difference - a unit of sound insulation used, 
for example, in Approved Document E of The Building Regulations 

a process whereby vibration energy is converted into heat through some form 
of frictional mechanism 

a delayed reflection of sound that is perceived by the ear as a separate 
distinguishable sound. 

the indirect transfer of sound between adjacent areas other than directly 
through the separating structure 

the increase in power level of a signal produced by an amplifier 

the unit of frequency expressing the number of cycles per second 
noise resulting from the impact of one object on another 

a term usually applied to silencers which is simply the reduction in noise level 
achieved by the insertion of the noise control device between the noise source 
a "receiver" position 

the (A weiahted) sound pressure level exceeded tor 10% of the time, 
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Ltq (LAtq) 

LA 
L'nT 

L'nT,w 

Loudn 

lnol 
critieria) 
curve 
NR (noj 
rating) curve 

Octave 

PPG24 

Rev rb r .. ti n 
Time (RT) 

Sound 

Entertainment Noise Control In Algeria 

c mm nly u ed as a measure of road traffie noise 

the ) ound pressure level exceeded for 90% of the time, used by 
8 41+1 and other tandards to quantify the background noise level 
the , ' ) equivalent continuous sound pressure level, used to quantify 
the a\ rag noi e Ie el over a given period 

the Q...l~ji.Wo..!i.'" 

th w i htedtandardi ed impact sound pressure level 

a u jedl\ e quantity - a difference of 10 dB is very approximately equivalent 
tad ublin I halving ofloudness 

a f defined curves u ed to provide a single figure rating to a broadband 
n i - an American standard 

a fined curves u ed to provide a single figure rating to a broadband 
n i - a Britih 'tandard 

IS) I~ ~50 !Or) 1000 ::000 4OIlO BOOO 

~ bad ceDlRl fnQuency /HIl 

th r ng c:w n two frequencies whose ratio is 2:1 

the pI nnlO pohey guidance document used by Local Authorities to assess 
ttl ti implication of a planning application, particularly in respect of 
r id nrial d v I pment 

ound reduction index (includes the effects of flanking 

r teady sound pressure level in an enclosed space to 

Inten ity Level th 
( IL) 

und int n 'ity of a noi e Duree. expressed as a decibel value 

Sound Power 
Lev J ( ) 

Sound 
Reduction 
lode (R) 

Ph 

und pr " ur I vel of a noise source. expressed as a decibel value 

lh 'i und w r level of a ource, expressed as a decibel value 

th s und in ularion of a material in a particular frequency range, 
d i I value 
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Entertainment Noise Control In Algeria 

APPEND 

Article on in Algeria pubJi hed on daily newspaper El Watan on nth March 2008 

Noise nui once in Igeria:The unbearable noise 
A seminar on nOI and noise pollution will be held at the EGT Center (shopping center EI 
Hamma) March 29 by Medpsy hool, chool of higher education continues. 
When contacted, Irs arimo Bouraoui, executive director of the school explains that the goal is 
"to educate policymakers, HRD and local noise and the need to diminish in the presence of 
notional and international expert. In a footnote, she asks: "how can we explain the silence that 
surround th e I u at the country' in titutional life, the media or simply at public opinion? 
File a complaint about noi at night with police in a neighbourhood is a challenge, knowing it 
will never lead. n another level to our knowledge, no study has been launched by the ONS or 
other government d partmtmt on th impact of noise on our people. "The state appears to ignore 
this issue. The citie are tran formed. from the first light of day in a large municipal market where 
hawker dictate their law. Itizen ar increasingly hampered by noisefrom vehicular traffic on 
public road. bu in . rec ,ying public (disco, pub, gym) and site work. The noise affects not 
only the quality ofi; • but 01 0 the health of citizens from certain levels of sound volumes. 
l:.xecutrve Veer e o. -1 oJ july :17, 199 regulates the emiSSIOn oj noise. Article 2 states that 
"the maximum p rmitt d noi level in re idential areas and in ways and places are public or 
private 70 dccib 1 (70 dB) during daytime (6 hours to 22 hours) and 45 decibels ( 45 dB) during 
the night (ull to 6 pm). rticle tat: "'The maximum permitted noise levels in the immediate 
vicinity ofho pitaT. and t a hing and area of rest and relaxation as well as in their walls are 45 
decibel (dB) during daytime ( am to nh ) and 40 decibels (dB) during the night (22h to 6h). 
According to thi law. any noj e above the limit specified in the preceding articles shall be 
con idered a vi lation {the qui t n ighbourhood, an undue distraction, a nuisance to health and 
comproml the tranquility of the population. According to Karim Bouraoui, the decree "remains 
insufficient and a new regulation j needed. Noise criteria must be developed by the Ministry of 
Planning, Environment and TOUr! m and the noise mapping by the local authorities, according to 
regional pecificiti 
APPE DIX 

Publi h d w rk 

The In titute of 

nth April zo 

pring Conference, University of Reading from loth to 
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Entertainment Noise Control In Algeria 

AR RESULTS OF NOISE MONITORING 

RAIMENT HALLS IN ALGERIA 

Ar hltecture K earch Umt, London Metropohtan Umverslty 
Architecture R earch Unit, London Metropolitan University 

r hitecture Research Unit, London Metropolitan University 

Th pollution ha become an environmental issue where 
pt el of noise. The main noise source is from traffic, from 

ti n i e particularly (entertainment premises known as wedding 
of noi annoyance in Algeria include building construction 

w car alarm and even barldng dogs. In this present study, my 
concern will n n th main noi e ource in Algeria which is noise from entertainment 
hall . Unfortun t I in Al ri. th re i no exi ting framework or enforceable code for noise 
control . In i th a n e f a prop r noi e control standard in Algeria, a large number of 
wedding hall ha n built with ut any protection (insulation, double glazing ... ) causing 
d i turb nce and nn an in th n i hbourhood. The noise from these wedding halls is badly 
affectin nei h u d m amplification and mu ic styles make this an increasing problem. 
Th r fore I al p pi w th Ir Iiv di turbed by the noise caused by these kinds of 
recreational hall . r ult f th I k of tandards, this study was conducted. A noise survey 

tt mpted in Algeria. 
i t ·tabli h noi e level limits and measurements according to the 

mmended t create the nece sary set off regulations and guidelines on 
10 tr tm the dltterent nOI e problems in Algena. 

2 TI 
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Figure J. Typical single-family housing construction. 

Source: Ministry of Housing and Construction 

The aim of this study is to draw guidelines and construction techniques for Algeria and to 
develop construction materials locally available to reduce noise breakout 

3 NOISE CONTROL STANDARDS IN ALGERIA 

As mentioned earlier, in Algeria noise control standards are almost absent. However, a decree 
exists within the local authorities since 27 July 1992. This decree is mainly based on the French 
norms. This decree outlines the legal measures. It defines the limits for noise exposure where 
the maximum sound intensity levels accepted in the close vicinity of hospitals or schools 
premises and in rest areas or relaxing areas as well as in their enclosed spaces are of 45 decibels 
(45 dBA) in diurnal periods (6arn tOlopm) and 40 decibels (40 dBA) at night (10 pm to 6 am)1. 
In the decree, guidelines are described on how constructions for housing purpose or for 
professional use should be conceived and realised taking into account the acoustics quality of 
the walls and tloors. 

4 NOISE MONITORING IN ALGERIA 

A noise survey has been conducted in the city of Algiers, during the hot season where most ot 
the weddings are held. The survey was divided into two types: 
Subjective survey, involved collecting data from the subjects through questionnaire. 
Objective survey, which involved measuring the noise levels where the subjects have been 
questioned. A number of twenty wedding halls have been monitored using a sophisticated 
instrumentation. 
An initial survey has been held in winter by mean of questionnaires. Two types of subjects have 
been selected for the survey as follow: 

• Subjects representing people bothered by the noise from entertainment premises 
• Subjects representing landlords or owners of the entertainment halls 

A total number of twenty five subjects has been interviewed and asked to fill a questionnaire. 
All subjects were mostly annoyed by almost all sort of noise source, especially noise from traffic 
and noise from neighbours (music, dog barking ... ) this represents 90% of the subject's votes. 
Also the subjects feel that the noise from entertainment halls is more disturbing than traffic 
noise especially when weddings are celebrated during night-time. 
Asked how often they are annoyed by the noise from wedding halls, the subjects reply varies 
from daily to once in a week to once in fortnight. This was due to the period of the year where 
most weddings are celebrated in summer on a daily basis. The subjects were also asked whether 
they have ever complained to local authorities about the noise from entertainment halls. The 
answer was never because the subjects do not know the complain procedure and have no idea 
where to complain and most ot the time they tear reprisal from wedding halls owners. Another 
reason is that the subjects believe that the local authorities would not solve the problem 
because there is no regulation. From the landlords answers, we observed that they are 
confident that the neighbours would not complain and that the local authorities would not 
penalise them. When asked whether there are action to avoid disturbing the neighbours the 
landlords replied that they have installed air conditioning this will avoid opening the windows 
during the summer and it keeps the noise from music in side the premises. 
4.1 Instrumentation 
Noise measurements have been undertaken using the software package dBTRAITp (see Fig 2) 
which has been developed for the treatment of environmental noise measurement data3• 
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v_ueb 10·5 :14·9 

v_ue? II 14·3 

venueS :13 27·4 

venue 9 16·9 :11.1 

venue 10 u IQ 

Table 2 describes the difference between the LAeq when the wedding is on and off as well as 
the difference between the LAeq wedding on and the background noise (l9o) when the 
wedding is off. We can dearly see that the difference varies from venue to another and the 
noise level differences are significantly higher than the standard limits. The reason that there is 
so much variation is due to a number of reasons mainly associated with the level of background 
and by how much either the background or in particular how much the ambient (LAeq) is 
affected by additional high energy noise or how sporadic the music activity is. 
To sum up, the difference in Ratings is greater: 
a) when the ambient (LAeq) is affected by high energy noise from other sources or 
b) when the background is elevated by other noise sources. 

6 DISCUSSIUN 
Entertainment in discotheques and wedding halls have become an important part of 
community life, of course these premises also bring in business for the licensees and also boost 
the local economy .However it is obvious that the musical entertainment also leads to noise 
nuisance affecting local residents. During my investigations in Algiers concerning this subject I 
have understood that all the entertainment premises I have visited in the centre of the capital 
and its suburbs have been working without applying any true ,clear regulations concerning 
noise in general. I have found out that unfortunately (for these premises neighbourhood) no 
serious standards or codes of practice have been written in Algeria for the purpose of giving 
guidance or an objective assessment methodology to assist officers investigating neighbour and 
neighbourhood noise when they happen to deal with noise complaints. 
Up to now the only body noise complainers could refer to solve their noise problem is the 
police who most of the time reSolve to make the antagonists meet, to cut the matter short they 
usually order them to reach a mutual compromise and resolve the problem amicably. In fact, 
most of the wedding halls which have sprung up everywhere and everyday between :2.000 and 
2007 have opened up in centre of towns close to places of residence entailing extreme noise 
nuisance to the neighbourhood. The people affected by noise disturbance do not know who can 
settle their complaints, except of course, a legal action which of course involves a loss of time 
and money. Being more and more aware of the health impacts of community noise and the 
harmful effects of noise in non industrial environments, several associations have involved 
themselves in order to attract the attention of the Algeria Authorities on the health nsks to 
humans from exposure to environmental noise. They have addressed several warnings on the 
issue of noise control and health protection. One way to stop noise nuisance would be to enact 
regulation, guidance or equipment to use to measure noise levels and decide which level can be 
considered as a nuisance depending on the local circumstances. The choice of the criteria will 
depend on the time of day. Although Algeria does not have a significant 'Siesta' culture, noise 
during the afternoon is perceived as a problem. But not as much as in the late evening (after 
lopm). The measurements show a considerable increase in the noise level when the 'weddings' 
are on. This would not prove acceptable in the UK. Arguments will need to be advanced as to 
the correct criteria to be used in the specific circumstances of Algeria and how they can be 
achieved using local materials and construction practices. The only organisation dealing with 
noise measurement and whose main role is to provide the entertainment premises with the 
required certificate entitling their opening up. There is very limited official documentation and 
publication relating to the noise who decide to issue these certificates and in addition an 
absence of the appropriate equipment to measure the noise levels, or source of the noise 
(construction materials, exposure of openings .. etc .. )Which can help to give an assessment of 
their effects on the surrounding community and control noise nuisance.Many people living in 
the neighbourhood of wedding halls were questioned and have no possibility to get a proper 
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assessment of the no' e nUl nee when they complain about which can help them gather and 
determine evidence of the noi e di turbance and therefore assist them to give sufficient 
c:VJuence to estaoh h tatutory nUIsance in court. 

7 CONCLUSION 
Noise pollutIOn must be rio ly and rapidly tackled by the Algerian Authorities. Architects, 
town planners. pr p rty d "elop r . building constructors, preventive or repressive regulation 
conceptor .town halJ officer ha e a role working hand in hand to define at the source, the 
most adequate means-material equipments, regulations-necessary to provide the most 
efficient acoustical is larion taking co t into consideration. It is therefore the role of building 
professional (0 con iii t the population necessary comfort without noise problem with the 
economIc preoccupatIon of the con tructors and entertainment building owners. My task when 
I go back to my country i to intervene with the results of my research to struggle against noise 
pollution in the m t effi i nt way. an architect, all my efforts have focussed on all the 
construction peets. the anaIy is of their technical aspects so as to perform the best insulation 
in defining the b t in 'ulati n. the human being perception of noise and some theoretical 
notion of our audito ' or an our n eded without forgetting the principles of transmission of 
noise nece ry of the ch ice of the mo t adequate building materials aiming to limit noise 
transmi ion. The m t efficient way i to initially foresee the noise risks of the buildings 
exposure with r ard to the neighb uring environments 
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